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Synopsis
The thesis reports formation of Au-Ag bimetallic intermixed nanowire on one
dimensional template of reconstructed Si surface. The reconstructed high index
silicon surfaces (viz. Si (5 5 12)) surface which comprises row-like structures, can
be used as template for growing aligned nanowires. By using a sub-monolayers of
Ag, prior to Au deposition on reconstructed Si (5 5 12) surface, intermixing of Au
and Ag, enhanced aspect ratio of bimetallic Au-Ag nanowires with tunable
morphology is systematically studied and presented in this thesis work. Kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations based on kinematics of adatoms on an anisotropic
template with a solid on solid model in which the relative ratio of binding
energies as obtained from the density functional theory (DFT) have been
exploited, are in qualitative agreement with experimental data. Focused on
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface, optimum growth condition for Au-Ag bimetallic
intermixed nanowire growth has been reported with systematic variation of
different thermodynamic conditions as metal thickness (Au, Ag), growth
temperature. Dependence of morphological transformation of Au-Ag bimetallic
growth on substrate orientation (hkl) of Si surface has been presented.
Reconstructed

Si

surfaces

are

very

important

for

fundamental

understanding and technological application of metal growth such that wellordered and highly good crystalline quality and defect-free nanostructures with
desired size, shape and composition could be grown [1-4]. Indeed, in spite of
many drawbacks, large amount of abundance and low cost results in that nearly
xi

90% of chip in the electronics and microelectronics are based on Si technology.
Au and Ag are the two noble metals, which comprise isoelectronic property. Both
metals are belonged to same crystal structure (FCC) and have almost same lattice
constant ~ 4.08 Å. However, among them Au is slightly more electronegative and
therefore Auδ--Agδ+ paring takes place after bond formation. High miscibility
(even at room temperature) explores that they can form uniform solid solution at
any desired composition ratio (Au:Ag) [5]. Hence, among the different bimetal
pairs, Au-Ag bimetallic pair is considered as the ideal candidate for understanding
different fundamental phenomena and technological applications for non-linear
optics, catalysis, electronics etc. For example, surface plasmonic absorption peak
of the Au-Ag bimetallic alloy nanostructure is successfully tuned with systematic
variation of Au:Ag concentration ratio [6]. Au-Ag intermixing consequences
enhanced catalytic efficiency of the metal nanostructures for oxidation of carbon
monoxide [7]. They also have very remarkable catalytic property for
hydrogenation of dimethyl oxalate to methyl glycolate [8].
In the Introduction Chapter (Chapter 1), the different aspects of
nanotechnology and related issues to various nanostructures are briefly discussed.
Focused on the different characteristics of metal nanoparticle, the important
technological applications of bimetallic particles have been described. Among the
different bimetallic particles, Au-Ag bimetallic particle play an important role and
these nanostructures has been considered in this thesis. Following this, the
significance of the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth method in comparison
with other ‘top down’ and ‘bottom up’ growth approaches has been discussed.

xii

Further, necessity of studying Au-Ag bimetallic growth on reconstructed Si
surface is also justified. However, the previous theoretical works in the literature,
using DFT and KMC method to understand the different growth aspects of thin
film and nanostructures have also been highlighted in this Chapter. Relevance of
these two theoretical methods to understand the growth mechanism of Au-Ag
bimetallic growth as reported in the present thesis work has been also pointed out.
In Chapter 2, discussion on the different growth modes of thin film growth
in MBE method has been presented. Following this, the various experimental
techniques that are used to carry out the present thesis work have been reported.
In this Chapter, specimen preparation methods of different kinds of growth
template e.g. reconstructed surface, Hydrofluoric (HF) treated surface have been
detailed. For preparing thin film on different kinds of templates, MBE growth
method has been briefly discussed. For characterization of growth templates and
fabricated thin films, in-situ techniques like reflection high energy electron
diffraction (RHEED), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is used. Other exsitu techniques like scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM),
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) are also
utilized. A brief description about the working principle and instrumentation of
the aforementioned techniques has been detailed in this Chapter.
In the Chapter 3, the utility of reconstructed Si surfaces in terms of
crystalline quality and morphology of the thin film has been discussed. For
studying these aspects, Ag growth on reconstructed vicinal Si surface i.e. Si(5 5
xiii

12) has been worked out. The thesis work is centered around the role of surface
and interface conditions for the growth of Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures on Si
surfaces. For this purpose, three types of surface treatments for Si(5 5 12) have
been investigated. They are: (i) native oxide covered, (ii) Hydrofluoric acid (HF)
treated and (iii) reconstructed. I have found that crystalline quality of the Ag
nanostructures becomes polycrystalline, textured and single crystalline for growth
on native oxide covered, HF treated and reconstructed Si surface, respectively
[9]. Thin films of Ag have been grown in MBE method under UHV conditions. It
is known that, HF treatment of native oxide covered Si surface results in partial
removal of native oxide on the Si surface. Whereas, to achieve very good
crystalline quality of the thin films, reconstructed surface is found to be essential.
The morphology on native oxide covered Si surface found to have randomly
oriented and irregular shaped nanostructures. On HF treated Si surface, both the
oriented and randomly shaped nanostructures are formed. In contrast, on the
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface, growth of two-fold symmetric and oriented
growth of Ag nanostructures has been observed. Followed by the preferential
mobility of the adatoms, grown nanostructures are found to be elongated along
step edge direction Si[110] [10-12].
In the subsequent four Chapters (Chapters 4 - 7), discussions about the
Au-Ag bimetallic growth on reconstructed Si substrates with systematic variation
of relevant thermodynamic conditions to achieve desired morphology and
compositions (such as substrate temperature, various annealing conditions, and
substrate orientations) have been discussed.
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In the Chapter 4, it is reported that, presence of an ultra-thin layer of Ag
with sub monolayer thickness on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface prior to Au
growth at elevated substrate temperature 300 ºC results in formation of Au-Ag
intermixed nanowires [13]. A detailed investigation with varying Ag thickness
(ӨAg) for a fixed Au thickness (ӨAu) and substrate temperature (Tsub) 300 ºC,
revealed oriented Ag-Au bimetallic nanowire growth taking place for ӨAg as
0.50-1.00 monolayer (ML). As a result of modification of reconstructed Si(5 5 12)
surface with Ag, aspect ratio of the Au-Ag nanostructures starts to increase for
ӨAg ≥ 0.25 ML. In the regime of ӨAg 0.25-0.60 ML, from the fitted curve it is
found, mean aspect ratio is rapidly increased with increase of Ag amount. But
with Ag coverage above ~ 0.60 ML, the variation of aspect ratio becomes very
small. Energy dispersive analysis of X-ray (EDS) mapping from cross section
STEM measurements reveals that these nanowires are indeed composed of
uniform bimetallic mixture of Ag and Au.
In the next subsection of this chapter (Chapter 4), a detailed theoretical
approach to understand the growth mechanism of Au-Ag bimetallic growth on
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface as mentioned in the preceding subsection is
reported. Binding energy calculations of different pairs like Ag-Ag, Ag-Au and
Au-Au which play crucial role for Au-Ag bimetallic intermixing, have been
carried out considering dimmers on reconstructed Si surface using DFT model.
Based on DFT results, the ratio of the binding energy BEAg-Ag: BEAg-Au: BEAu-Au
has been used as parameters to carry on KMC simulation. Morphological aspects
as found from the KMC simulations, in terms of variation of mean aspect ratio
xv

with ӨAg shows qualitatively good resemblance with the experimental outcomes.
KMC simulations also reveal that, uniform Au-Ag bimetallic intermixing takes
place throughout individual nanostructures as well. These results emphasize that
acting of one-dimensional Ag strips as nucleation center during Au growth, due to
strong Au-Ag mixing and anisotropic mobility of adatoms (Au and Ag), performs
the decisive role for formation bimetallic Au-Ag intermixed nanowire.
In the Chapter 5, a detailed account of investigation on the optimum
thermodynamic condition for growth of one dimensional bimetallic intermixed
nanowire has been presented. The study has been carried out on morphological
evolution after Au growth on Ag modified Si(5 5 12) surface for systematic
variation of ӨAu and Tsub [14]. It is shown that nanowire formation takes place at
Tsub 200-300 ºC regime. At very low temperature, such as, room temperature
(RT), Au/Ag thin film is grown. While, at larger temperature 400 ºC influence of
Ag is found to be absent. Therefore, at RT mobility of Au and Ag adatoms are not
enough for intermixing and formation of nanowires. The RBS measurements for a
specimen with Ag growth at RT and subsequent annealing at 400 ºC, show a
prominent inter-diffusion of Ag inside the Si substrate. It is hence inferred that
due to absence of mobile Ag atoms on the surface during Au growth at 400 °C,
Au-Ag intermixing doesn’t not take place and role of Ag on Au-Ag morphology
is absent.
Following this, growth of Au with varying thickness on Ag:Si(5 5 12)
surface (with ӨAg = 0.5 ML) at substrate temperature 300 °C (during Au growth)
has been presented. Mean aspect ratio of the grown nanostructures is gradually
xvi

increased with enhancement of Au thickness up to ~ 2.2 ML and thereafter
reduces. It indicates, preferential accumulation of incoming Au adatoms towards
the Ag strips takes place along Si[110] for low coverage of Au. For further
enhancement of Au coverage above 2.2 ML, appreciable accumulation of Au
adatoms begins along Si[665] and smaller aspect ratio nanostructures are also
grown. Therefore, for large Au coverage, mean aspect ratio of grown
nanostructures is gradually decreased.
In the Chapter 6, effect of substrate orientation on the bimetallic growth
has been worked out, and in particular on Si (1 1 0) surface. Considering the
modification of ultraclean Si(110) surface using 0.50 ML Ag, investigations on
morphological aspects using ex-situ SEM for variation of Au thickness and
growth temperature has been presented [15]. These measurements show that AuAg nanowires are not grown at room temperature. On the other extent, for
extremely high growth temperature 400 ºC also, growth of very large aspect ratio
nanostructure doesn’t take place. Effect of Ag to form extremely high aspect ratio
nanostructures becomes very prominent in the temperature range 270-330 ºC. It
is noteworthy to mention that, due to influence of sub monolayer Ag a single
nanowire has been grown with exceptionally high aspect ratio ~ 45 with length
~731 nm. Morphological evolution of the nanostructures with variation of ӨAu
reveals, mean aspect ratio of the nanowires are gradually increased according the
enhancement of Au amount up to 3.0 ML and thereafter reduces. It indicates, for
increase of ӨAu up to 3.0 ML, preferential accumulation incoming Au atoms takes
place along Si[110] than its perpendicular Si[001] direction. But for ӨAu above
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3.0 ML, the effect of one dimensional Ag strips becomes weaker and appreciable
coalescence occurs along both directions (i.e. Si[110] and Si[001]), which causes
reduction of mean aspect ratio.
In the succeeding chapter (Chapter 7), focus has been made to investigate
role of orientation of Si surface with different (hkl) plane, on the morphology for
Au-Ag bimetallic growth on reconstructed surface [16]. The general aspects of
Au-Ag bimetallic growth on variation of the orientation of the substrate have been
further explored in this Chapter. On the reconstructed Si(111) surface, due to pre
modification of the ultraclean reconstructed Si surface with sub monolayer Ag
one dimensional nanowires are not grown. Then these results are compared with
the growth on Si(001), Si(110), Si(5 5 12) and Si(553) surfaces. It reveals that for
formation of Au-Ag bimetallic one dimensional nanowires, preparation of one
dimensional template like reconstructed Si(110) or high index Si surface is
essential. Relative enhancement of the mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures due
to Ag modification of the reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface, with respect to
ultraclean surface is found ~ 1.68 times. Comparative analysis for other one
dimensional surface like Si(110) and Si(553) reveals, magnitude of such relative
enhancement is nearly identical.
In the subsequent section, variation of length and width of the
nanostructures with its size has been investigated. On ultraclean reconstructed
Si(5 5 12) surface, both dimensions (length and width) of the nanostructures are
steadily increased with its size. But on Ag:Si(5 5 12) surface, both length and
width is gradually increased with size for smaller sized nanostructures. After an
xviii

intermediate size, although the rapidity of variation length is not modified too
much, the rapidity of variation of width is dropped down drastically. Above the
intermediate size, width of nanostructures becomes a slowly varying function of
its size. Such phenomenon shows quite resemblance with the ‘shape transition’
behavior [17-19]. If the interfacial strain, originated at the metal-semiconductor
interface would play a role for such shape transition like behavior, then it should
influence the monometallic growth of Au in the same manner. Because, both Au
and Ag has similar lattice constant and they belong to FCC structure. So
interfacial strain at the two interfaces (Au)/(Si) and (Au-Ag)/(Si) should be
similar. The Ag strips which are acting as nucleation center during Au growth
comprises one dimensional morphology. In comparison with the length of the Ag
strips, widths are constrained and have finite magnitude. Therefore as Au-Ag
intermixing takes place, constrained width of the Ag strips compels the resultant
width of the bimetallic nanostructure to be restricted. The Au-Ag bimetallic
nanowire growth on Si surfaces with the other (hkl) orientations of like (553),
(110) and (001) has also been reported in this thesis. From comparative studies,
this aspect is established as a general phenomenon on the reconstructed Si
surface.
Following the experimental outcomes of Au-Ag bimetallic growth on
reconstructed Si surface under various thermodynamic conditions and surface
orientation, theoretical approach have been summarized at the end of the present
thesis (in Chapter 8).
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In conclusion, the thesis has dealt with growth, structural aspects and
morphological evolution of Au-Ag bimetallic growth on reconstructed Si surfaces
under various growth conditions. Prior to metal growth on Si surfaces, efficacy of
reconstructed surface to achieve well-ordered growth and good crystalline quality
of nanostructures has been reported, in comparison with native oxide covered and
HF-treated surface. On reconstructed Si surfaces for Au-Ag bimetallic growths
various conditions are considered as: annealing conditions, thin film thickness and
substrate orientation. A complementary KMC model has been proposed which
incorporates the inputs from DFT, to explain the experimental outcomes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the versatile region of science, ‘nanotechnology’ is considered as the special
section, where fundamental research and its implementation for technological
application is evolved with the particles having at least one dimension less than
100 nm [1- 4]. For example if we consider contraction of height only, nano thin
film is formed. While contraction of two dimensions i.e. height and width results
in formation of nanowire. Similarly, contraction of all the three dimensions i.e.
height, width and length, consequence formation of nanodot. Since the
dimensions of the particles are reached to the near quantum confinement limit,
electron energy levels are significantly modified than its bulk value [5, 6]. Very
often it causes dramatic alteration of various physical properties, which is the key
aspect of modern nanotechnology. As the size of the particle is reduced, fraction
of all the atoms on the surface is increased compared to the interior bulk region.
This fractional value enormously enhanced when the particle dimension is
reduced less than 100 nm. Indeed, increased ‘surface area to volume ratio’ for
nano scale particles than the micron scale and bulk, become advantageous for
their efficient implementation to numerous surface correlated processes. For
example, with gradual decrease of size of the particles, a critical size exists in the
nanoscale, which is a crossover between metallic-to-nonmetallic nature. Below
1

the critical size, metallic nature of various metals like Cu, Pd, Au, Ag is switched
to non metallic nature. Detailed understanding explores that metallic-tononmetallic transition is likely to be common for all the metals [7]. Such
interesting phenomenon has been investigated in ambient and also ultra high
vacuum (UHV) conditions, with various experimental methods like scanning
tunneling spectroscopy (STS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) etc. With gradual decrease of the
size of the particles, inter-level spacing in spectrum of energy level becomes
larger. Plausibly, in the vicinity of quantum size effect, such energy dependent
enhanced gap plays the major role for insulating behavior of the metal below its
critical size [8]. Several methods like electron microscopy, electron diffraction,
XRD have been employed to determine melting point of nanoscale metal particle.
Along with

these,

different

properties

of

metal

like crystallographic

transformation, change in evaporation rate or change in magnetic susceptibility
with variation of annealing temperature also have been monitored to determine
melting point of the metal nanoparticles. Extensive studies on various metals like
Sn, Bi, Pb, In etc. reveal melting point in nanoscale is smaller than the
corresponding bulk value [9]. For any particle, surface atoms are very loosely
bonded compared to the interior atoms due to smaller coordination number than
the bulk region. Hence, in comparison with bulk dimension enhanced ‘surface
area to volume ratio’ of the nanoparticles consequences smaller melting point
than its bulk value. Further, steady reduction of melting point is also takes place
according to the gradual decrease of particle size [10]. Very large fraction of

2

surface atoms also significantly modifies the magnetic property of the
nanoparticles. A critical volume exists below which formation of smaller
magnetic domains in expense of a larger domain become energetically
unfavorable. Generally this critical volume denotes particle dimension as few
tenths of nanometer. Below this size magnetic particle comprises many defects
like atomic vacancy, unsaturated dangling bonds etc. which are originated from
surface disorders. Therefore, in contrast with the interior region of particle,
surface magnetization is composed of uncompensated disordered spins which
leads to irreversible magnetization [11]. Enhanced fraction of surface atoms, also
results in increase of active site for catalysis process [12]. Chemisorption of
oxygen with gold is an endothermic process and this noble metal is apparently
inert for formation of its oxide or to participate in other oxidation processes. But
nano porous gold (NPG) particles, which are prepared by electrochemical
dealloying process, show remarkable catalytic efficiency for oxidation of carbon
monoxide (CO). Detailed investigation using spherical aberration corrected
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and environmental TEM reveal
pronounced formation of steps and kinks on the surface of the NPG particles.
These surface defects are ascribed to play the foremost role as active site for
superior catalytic performance of NPG particles in oxidation process [13]. When
electromagnetic light is incident on metal particle, electric dipole is crated due to
partial shift of electrically negative electron cloud and positive core from each
other. After removal of external electromagnetic wave, shifted electron cloud is
attracted towards the positive core in other direction and shows an oscillatory

3

behavior around the neutral position. However due to presence of damping force,
such oscillation is stopped with a decaying variation. Quantization of such
coherent oscillation of electron cloud is called ‘plasmon’. Bulk plasmon
frequency of the metal particle is smaller than the surface plasmon frequency
which is generated due to coherent oscillation of electron at the metal
semiconductor interface (e.g. metal thin film in air). It is noteworthy that, for
metals bulk plasmon frequency lies in ultra violet (UV) range, while surface
plasmon lies in visible range of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum. When the
frequency of incident EM wave is matched with plasmon frequency of metal
particle, resonance condition occurs. If the size of the metal particle is reduced to
a regime comparable or smaller to plasmon frequency, absorption of EM energy
by the metal particle is dramatically enhanced due to resonance effect [14]. Such
phenomenon is explored for semiconductor nanoparticle in the infrared or mid
infrared regime.
In the domain of nanotechnology, bimetallic nanoparticles are considered
as a unique group, which has been studied extensively due to its interesting
synergic effects. With the conventional size and shape control, bimetallic
nanoparticles comprise another extra tuning factor i.e. composition. Very often,
composition of two different metals, originates many advantageous synergic
effects which are not present in their monometallic counterparts. Depending upon
the growth conditions and metal-metal interaction, bimetallic nanoparticles are
substantially

categorized

into

three

distinguishable

structures

as:

(i)

heterojunction, (ii) intermixed and (iii) core shell [15]. ‘Heterojunction’ structure

4

is formed when a single interface is shared by two monometallic counterparts. In
this case, bonding or intermixing among the two different metals takes place only
at the common interface. However two different materials could be intermixed
and bonded throughout the entire regions of individual nanoparticle. Atomic
arrangement of the two different metals takes place in either ordered or random
manner, resulting in formation of ‘intermixed’ structure. Other type of
configuration arises when one type of metal is grown surrounding the other one. It
resembles ‘core-shell’ structure with bonding among the different metal atoms at
the core-shell interfacial region. However in this configuration, multilayer coreshelling with alternating metal layer is also possible. The key physical properties
which play detrimental role for structural variation of bimetallic nanoparticles are
(i) inter atomic and intra atomic bond strength of the two metals, (ii) bulk surface
energy of the individual metals, (iii) atomic size of the two metals, (iv) relative
electro-negativity of the monometallic counterparts etc. If the relative strength of
inter atomic bond strength is larger than the intra atomic bond strength, two
metals generally try to combine with other. While, in the reverse scenario
individual metal atoms try to agglomerate among themselves to form
monometallic nanoparticle. In the bimetallic nanoparticle, one metallic
component with smaller surface energy prefers to segregate towards the surface
region to minimize the total surface free energy. Hence in spite of occurrence of
uniform bimetallic mixing, enrichment of the surface and interior region with one
particular metallic component takes place. When two atoms are brought close
together due to repulsion of the electron cloud, ‘steric effect’ becomes a decisive
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factor for resultant bimetallic configuration. It follows the fact that, to minimize
the electronic repulsion, metal atoms with smaller size make an effort to be
condensed in the core region of the particle. Appreciable difference in electronegativity among the two different metal atoms causes to transfer of electronic
charge towards more electronegative atom. Hence in such cases, alloying is
favored due electrostatic hetero metallic bonding.
When multiple metallic components are combined, both the structural and
morphological features of the nanostructures differ from their monometallic
counterparts. Therefore many advantageous characteristics e.g. catalysis,
electrocatalysis, nonlinear optics, of the nanostructures are suppressed or
enhanced. For example, in hydrogenation process of cycloocta-1,3-diene to
cyclooctene, core-shell nanostructure of Au-Pd (with ratio 1:4) perform as a
superior catalyst than individual metallic components [16]. For hydrogenation
process of nitrobenzene, Ni-Pd catalyst with varying composition ratio (Ni:Pd),
has been used. In this case, catalytic performance has been explored as dependent
on the Ni:Pd ratio of the nanostructures. For Ni:Pd ratio as 2:3, they comprise best
activity which is 3.5 times larger than the typical colloidal Pd catalyst [17]. Based
on porous rotating disk and disk-ring electrode technique, catalytic performance
of carbon supported Pd-Co bimetallic nanoparticles with different Pd:Co ratio has
been examined. Nanoparticles with Pd:Co ratio as 2:1, has been found to
comprise best activity in such catalysis process [18]. Plasmonic property of the
Ni-Ag clusters with diameter 2.70 nm has been investigated by Gaudry et al.
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They have found slight blue shift of the wavelength in the absorption spectra with
gradual increase of Ni:Ag concentration ratio [19].
In the resourceful domain of bimetallic nanoparticle, Au-Ag binary system
has drawn significant attention of the researchers due to its high miscibility and
subsequent advantageous physical properties. Au-Ag binary phase diagram
reveals homogeneous mixing in the entire window of composition and
temperature [20-22]. They are remarkably intermixed due to nearly zero lattice
mismatch with face centre crystal (FCC) structure, isoelectronic property and
comparable surface free energy. Miscibility among two monometallic
counterparts is not influenced by lattice mismatched strain. It is known that the
composition of Au-Ag bimetallic nanoparticles significantly influence surface
plasmon resonance (SPR) phenomenon, caused by the EM field induced
collective oscillation of electron cloud. Tuning of SPR absorption peak in the
ultraviolet, visible and infrared region is potentially achievable with controlled
variation of composition of Au-Ag binary system [23, 24]. Recently, different
pairs of bimetal electrode, such as, Ru-Ta, Pt-Ta, and Au-Ag, have been
suggested for continuous tuning of work function of the gate electrode over the
desired range of the devices. Work function of the bulk alloy composite of Au-Ag
system is followed by quadratic relationship as ϕ = ϕ

+ 0.91x , where x is the

percentage of Au concentration in the alloy [25]. Specifically for p MOSFET
devices, Au-Ag alloy is very suitable as constituent counterpart metals have work
function nearly 5.0 eV [26]. Catalytic performance of Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles
is significantly better than the counterpart monometallic nanoparticles, for
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oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) [27], which is very crucial step to generate
CO free hydrogen steam for superior performance of fuel cells at low temperature
[28]. Improved catalytic property of Au-Ag bimetallic nanoparticle than the
monometallic (Au, Ag) nanoparticle is also observed for hydrogenation of
dimethyl oxalate to methyl glycolate at low temperature as 418 Kelvin [29]. Thus,
Au-Ag binary system plays the role of an ideal model system, either for
fundamental or technologically importance for comprehending miscellaneous
tunable physical properties of a bimetal system.
Hence, widespread research works have been devoted, attempting to
prepare Au-Ag BMNPs in numerous preparation methods like sol-gel [30], laser
ablation [31-33], co-evaporation in physical vapor deposition (PVD) methods etc.
But, either proficient exploitation for technological application or theoretical
approach for understanding fundamental aspects of growth mechanisms,
necessitate extremely organized and controlled morphology of the nanostructures
in macroscopic scale.
Among the various ‘self-assembly’ processes, molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) under ultra high vacuum (UHV) condition is considered as the most
precise technique for preparing contamination free thin film. The word ‘epitaxy’
come from the Greek literature, where, ‘epi’ means ‘above’ and ‘ taxis’ means ‘an
ordered manner’. In this method, thin film materials are heated above its
sublimation temperature for evaporation [34]. Evaporation rate is tuned very
accurately and substrate is generally kept at elevated temperature. Low incoming
flux rate and appreciable mobility of the evaporating atoms (after reaching on the
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substrate) consequence formation of thin film with extremely good crystalline
quality. This method also provides efficient manipulation of the crystallographic
relationship among the thin film and underneath substrate. Hence, MBE method
excels over other methods for fabrication of defect free devices like light emitting
diode, field effect transistor, laser diode etc. When growth on reconstructed Si
surface occurs, controlled morphology and composition of the nanostructures are
successfully accomplished by the manipulation of various experimental growth
parameters. After removal of native silicon oxide layer (~ 2 nm), unsaturated Si
bonds are formed which is energetically unfavorable. To minimize the energy of
the system the surface atoms are rearranged and hence ‘reconstructed surface’ is
prepared. It is noteworthy to mention that, achieving desired reconstructed surface
over a wide region of the surface is a challenging job. Presence of small amount
contamination or irregularity of cleaning procedure, considerably change atomic
ordering of the reconstructed surface. For over-layer growth of the thin films on
reconstructed Si surface, ad-atoms comprise 4 fold, 3 fold and 2 fold anisotropic
mobility for surface orientation (hkl) as (001), (111) and (110) respectively.
Vicinal Si surfaces belong to sub category of single crystal Si surfaces, whose
surface orientations are largely tilted with respect to stable low index planes. For
example, Si(5 5 12) surface is an important vicinal surface for growth of one
dimensional nanostructures, which is tilted ~ 30.5° from [001] to [111]. Other
important vicinal surfaces are Si(553), Si(557), Si(112) etc. which exhibit stable
reconstructed surface [35].
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When the vicinal (high index) Si surfaces are reconstructed after removal
of top native oxide layers, a one dimensional template for growth of
nanostructures is formed. It consists of long range ordering of atomic height step
and terrace like structure. After reaching on these templates, ad-atoms attain
preferential mobility along the step edge direction. Subsequently, vicinal
reconstructed Si surface are proficiently utilized for well-ordered growth of
elongated nanostructures along its step edge direction [36-39].
In the present thesis work, we have studied Au-Ag bimetallic growth on
reconstructed Si surface. Modification of reconstructed Si surface (Si(5 5 12),
S(553), Si(110)) with sub monolayer Ag and then Au growth at elevated growth
temperature 300 °C consequence formation of Au-Ag intermixed nanowires.
Morphological aspects with variation of thickness of Au and Ag, growth
temperature, orientation of the Si surface are also investigated. A kinetic Monte
Carlo (KMC) model has been proposed based on the plausible growth mechanism
of Au-Ag bimetallic intermixed nanowires. Results of KMC simulation are
qualitatively matched with some morphological and structural aspects of our
experimental outcomes.
The thesis is organized in the following manner. In Chapter 2, we have
briefly discussed about different thin film growth modes which are originated by
the interplay of surface-interface energy and lattice strain energy. Here we have
also talked about working principle and instrumentation of growth technique and
characterization of thin films. In Chapter 3, we have reported about the effect of
different type surface treatment on the crystallinity and morphology of the grown
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Ag nanostructures on Si(5 5 12) surface. It reveals for preparing well-ordered
nanostructures with good crystalline quality, preparation of reconstructed surface
is necessary. In the Chapter 4, we have described decisive role of Ag on Au-Ag
bimetallic morphology and its composition on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface. At
optimum coverage of Ag, Au-Ag bimetallic intermixed nanowires are grown.
Plausible growth mechanism has been explained in the light of KMC simulation.
Subsequently in Chapter 5, growth of Au on Ag modified Si(5 5 12) surface is
considered for other experimental conditions i.e. varying Au thickness and
substrate temperature. Formation of elongated Au-Ag bimetallic nanowires occurs
at optimal condition of these two parameters. In the Chapter 6, we report on
formation of Au-Ag intermixed nanowires, with extremely high aspect ratio on
ultra-clean Si(110) surface. Morphological variation of Au-Ag growth, with
varying Au thickness and substrate temperature has been also reported here.
Following this, in the Chapter 7 role of crystallographic orientation i.e. (hkl) on
the Au-Ag morphology has been investigated. From the comparative studies on
different one dimensional reconstructed surfaces, general aspects of Au-Ag
bimetallic growth has been elucidated. At the end, in Chapter 8, we have
summarized entire experimental and theoretical outcomes, as described in the
preceding chapters.
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Chapter 2
Epitaxial growth of selfassembled nanostructures and
different characterization
techniques
2.1 Introduction
In this following chapter, we have discussed in detail about the different
experimental techniques for understanding the various aspects of present thesis
work as I have mentioned in the ‘synopsis’ section. At the beginning, we have
discussed in detail about the methods for preparing the different kinds of template
for the thin film growth. Following this discussion, method for preparing thin film
and nanostructures has been described. At the end of this chapter, we have talked
about the numerous in-situ and ex-situ characterization techniques to investigate
the growth template and structural and morphological aspects of grown thin film
and nanostructures.
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2.2 Self-assembly
nanostructures

process

of

growth

of

For fabrication of nanoparticles, a large number of techniques have been
employed by the researchers in the different domains of modern research like
physical science, chemistry, biology etc. Based on the growth strategies, these
techniques could be classified into two kinds of methodology: (i) top-down and
(ii) bottom-up [1].
In the ‘top-down’ approach, materials are gradually removed from its bulk sizes,
until it reaches to nanoscale using different physical processes like cutting,
slicing, milling etc. To achieve well-ordered array of nanostructures, along with
the conventional lithography, other kind of lithography techniques are also used
like photolithography, e-beam lithography, scanning lithography. In micro
fabrication process, to achieve large scale production of nanostructures, ‘top
down’ approach is routinely used. But major drawbacks like crystallographic
structural damage, surface defect, internal stress in the fabricated nanostructures
in this approach limits its applicability.
In contrast, ‘bottom-up’ approach is followed by adding of atoms, molecules or
atomic clusters to achieve larger structure in nanoscale. Different techniques like
sol-gel synthesis, chemical vapor deposition (CVD), physical vapor deposition
(PVD), are categorized in this approach. In this approach, much smaller structure
than the physical and instrumental limit of lithography is achieved. But in this
approach, size, shape, patterning of the nanoparticles, become very complex due
to trace amount impurity or small variation in growth condition. Self-assembling
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process of the atoms is remarkably influenced by the presence of catalyst, seed
etc.

2.3 Growth Modes
Depending upon the nature of material of the thin film and the substrate MBE
growth is classified as (a) homoepitaxy and (b) heteroepitaxy.

In case of

‘homoepitaxy’ both the material are same (e.g. Si on Si(001)). In the reverse case
where the materials are different from each other like Ge growth Si (or Au growth
on Si), is considered as heteroepitaxial growth. Based on the thermodynamics
conditions and the structural property of the materials, variety of growth
mechanism takes place. From the name of the inventors, the different growth
mode of the thin film on the various substrate are classified as FM (Frank-van-der
Merwe) [2], VW (Volmer-Weber) [3] and SK (Stranski-Krastanov) [4] (Fig. 2.1).
a) FM or Layer-by-layer
In FM growth mode, the thin film grows as layer by layer manner. It indicates,
new layer of the film starts to take place after the formation of the previous layer.
In this case one layer first terminates or covers the substrate fully and thereafter
the new layer starts to take place (Fig. 2.1(a)).
b) VW or Island
In this case, immediately from the beginning of thin film growth three
dimensional (3D) islands are formed. As the growth continues, new ad-atoms are
reached to the substrate, the 3D islands grow in volume and the new small islands
also start to form (Fig. 2.1(c)).
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c) SK or Layer-plus-island
In the mode ‘SK’ the growth phenomenon is intermediate among the above
mentioned two modes. In particular, at the beginning, a two dimensional layer of
thin film is formed. As the incoming of the evaporant atoms is continued, after a
certain thickness, the incoming materials try to form 3D islands on the top of
previously grown two dimensional (2D) layer (Fig. 2.1(b)).

Figure 2.1 Schematic presentation of various types of growth modes: a) FM
(layer-by-layer), b) SK (layer-plus-island) and c) VW (island). ‘Ө’ indicates
coverage of the thin film [5].

These three kinds of distinguishable growth modes are explained in the light of
thermodynamic equilibrium conditions of the surface energies. Force required to
create unit surface area for thin film, substrate and thin film-substrate interface is
considered as thin film surface energy (σf), substrate free energy (σs) and interface
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energy (σi) respectively. Due to interaction of these three vector quantities most
probable equilibrium condition is reached as [5]:
σs = σi + σf cos ϕ

(2.1)

It follows that, layer by layer growth takes place when ∆σ = σs – σf – σi> 0. In this
consideration, the lattice mismatched strain energy is absorbed in the σi term. In
principle, magnitude of the different terms in the eqn. 2.1 is varied with change in
thickness of the thin film, which requires a better presentation as [5]:
σs(n) = σi(n) + σf cos ϕ

(2.2)

for nth layer from the beginning.

Figure 2.2 Schematic presentation to show relationship among ‘surface energy’
parameters for growth of island on the substrate. σs, σf, and σi is the surface
energy of substrate, thin film and thin film/ substrate interface respectively [5].

When for all values of ‘n’ the thermodynamic condition of eqn. 2.2 is satisfied,
layer by layer growth takes place. In case of homo-epitaxial growth the strain
contribution in term σi becomes zero and the ideal condition of the ‘layer by
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layer’ growth is satisfied. The thickness dependency like strain energy, chemical
interaction of the σi term, is gradually developed in other kinds of growth modes,
and the different equilibrium condition is achieved like ∆σ < 0. This condition is
satisfied at the beginning of the thin film growth for VW growth mode. But for
SK growth mode initially ∆σ remains zero and as growth is continued, after a
certain thickness n = n*, ∆σ < 0 is attained.

Figure 2.3 Influence of strain due to lattice mismatch between substrate and thin
film in hetero-epitaxial growth. ‘af’ and ‘as’ represents lattice constant of thin film
and substrate respectively. Effect on lattice structures by strained pseudomorphic
growth fora) af > as and b) af < as. c) Formation of dislocation due to relax of
strained energy [6].

From the schematic diagram (Fig. 2.4), we find that if the strain misfit (η) is zero
and the interaction parameter (W) is very large, the thermodynamics condition for
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FM growth mode is reached. While for very large misfit (η), always VW growth
occurs. In the region with small η and appreciable W, the intermediate growth
condition between FM and VW takes place. This region in the diagram (as
marked) denotes the layer plus island growth in the MBE process [7].

Figure 2.4 Schematic presentation to explore dependence of equilibrium growth
modes on misfit (η) and strength of film-substrate interaction (W). FM growth
takes place for η = 0.0 and W > 1. Other two growth modes (SK and VW) occur
depending upon the relative strength of these two parameters. A representative
solid line is drawn which distinguishes these two growth modes.
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2.4 Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)
In the MBE chamber the base pressure is routinely maintained ~ 2.0×10-10 mbar
and it rises to ~ 1.0×10-9 mbar during the growth of thin film. Followed by the
baking at ~ 130 °C for 24-30 hours, we use four types of pumps stepwise to
achieve UHV inside the chamber. In the baking process, whole chamber is heated
at ~ 130 °C which is much larger than the vaporization temperature of water
molecule and many organic impurities. During ‘baking’ process, chamber is also
simultaneously evacuated by turbo pump which is backed by the diapharm pump.
Therefore all the vaporized impurity particles from the chamber wall, manipulator
and the interior region of the chamber are pumped out to the atmosphere. At the
end of this step, a typical vacuum level is achieved 1.0×10-8 mbar. Further higher
level of vacuum is attained by the employment of ion pump. Due to application of
very high bias voltage (typically kilovolt) all the impurity with ionic bond are
ionized and attracted towards the electrode of opposite bias. Kinetic energy of the
ions becomes sufficient to be buried to a depth nearly 10 atomic layers, inside the
electrode after reaching there. In such a way, UHV in the range ~ 1.0×10-10 mbar
could be achieved. Along with these pumps, in our set up Titanium sublimation
pump (TSP) is also used to achieve better vacuum level. With passing a very
current (~ 50 Amp), through the filament of TSP (filament is made of Ti-Mo
alloy), they are heated up so much that titanium particles are come out. Then they
form a getting layer of Ti inside the chamber wall. Such Ti atoms are very
reactive and they form very stable, nonvolatile compound of Ti after reacting with
residual molecules. Utilization of TSP, leads to efficient pumping of H2, O2, N2
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etc. and UHV level ~ 5.0×10-11 mbar could be reached. However, some residual
elements like methane, ‘inert gases’ can’t be pumped out by the employment of
TSP.

Necessity of vacuum?
In the Table 2.1 we have summarized the variation of various parameters like (i)
particle density (n), (ii) molecular incidence rate (φ), (iii) mean free path (λ) and
(iv) time for formation of one atomic layer of residual gas (τ), in accordance with
variation of base pressure (P).
Table 2.1: Evolution of various vacuum parameters, in accordance with variation
of base pressure of the chamber.
P

n

φ

(molecules/cm3)

(molecule/cm2.s)

760

2.49×1019

1

λ

τ

(cm)

(sec)

2.88×1023

6.7×10-6

2.9×10-9

3.25×1016

3.77×1020

5.1×10-3

2.2×10-6

10-3

3.25×1013

3.77×1017

5.1

2.2×10-3

10-6

3.25×1010

3.77×1014

5.1×103

2.2

10-9

3.25×107

3.77×1011

5.1×106

2.2×103

10-12

3.25×104

3.77×108

5.1×109

2.2×106

10-15

3.25×10

3.77×105

5.1×1012

2.2×109

(Torr)
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Clearly, in UHV, particle density is reduced significantly compared to ambient
condition. For a base pressure 1.0×10-10 mbar, the partial pressure of oxygen
becomes ~ 1.0×10-12 mbar. The partial pressure of other elements like CO, H2, N2,
H2O also comes down in this range. After achieving UHV inside the chamber, the
mean free path of the particles becomes several kilometers which is extremely
large with respect to the dimension of the chamber. Large mean free path depicts
appreciable reduction of collision probability among the residual gas molecules.
Therefore thin film growth takes place very smoothly and with minute amount of
impurity. In UHV regime, rate of formation of residual gas layer inside the
chamber wall becomes very small. Therefore, after removal of top native silicon
oxide layer clean Si surface is restrained for re-oxidation for ~ 12 hours in UHV.
It becomes helpful, to carry out different in-situ characterizations like RHEED,
STM on reconstructed surface before appreciable re-oxidation. Indeed, controlling
of impurity level at its extremely low value is also essential because it
significantly influences the surface atomic arrangement of the reconstructed
surface.
In the field of thin film deposition, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is
considered as one of the most delegate and refined technique for preparing defect
free, contamination free thin film with extremely high crystalline quality [8]
(schematically shown in Fig. 2.5).

When the grown thin films are further

processed for device application, based on transport properties, or optical
properties, the interfacial defects drastically degrade the device quality. For
preparing any metal semiconductor device like Ag/Si, formation of defect free
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single crystalline thin film is very essential. Amorphous or polycrystalline thin
film with interfacial defect causes unavoidable dissipation of heat. Indeed the
word ‘epitaxy’ comes from the literature of Greek language. ‘Epi’ means above
and ‘taxis’ means a well-established relationship with the substrate. Grown thin
film in this process conquers a very well ordered profound relationship with
underneath substrate. In this method, incoming flux rate is maintained very small
and the usually substrate is kept at elevated temperature than the room
temperature.
As mentioned in the previous section, when the base pressure in the chamber
reaches to the UHV regime, collision of the evaporant atoms (or molecules) with
residual molecules becomes very insignificant. So, incoming flux of the evaporant
atoms reaches to the template without any adequate disruption and form the thin
film. Flux rate is reduced to very low value and finely controlled such that
evaporant atoms sit on the nucleation centre on the substrate uniformly with a
very high precision within the molecular beam size. Due to keeping the substrate
temperature high, the evaporant atoms after reaching the substrate gains enough
kinetic energy to migrate on the substrate and follow the atomic ordering of the
surface atoms. If we either increase the flux rate or decrease the substrate
temperature, after reaching on the substrate agglomeration among evaporant
atoms takes place. In this case, crystalline quality of the thin film is degraded and
instead of getting a single crystalline thin film, we generally get polycrystalline or
amorphous thin film. For example, we have prepared Ag nanostructures on
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) substrate with good crystalline quality at substrate
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temperature 400 °C and flux rate 0.4 nm/minute (Chapter 3). However, according
to the requirements of achieving the degree of crystalline quality and other
aspects, growth parameters are manipulated.

Figure 2.5 Schematic sketch of MBE set up depicting its main facilities effusion
cell, substrate heater, LN2 cooling and RHEED system (including electron gun,
phosphor screen).

To carry out the growths of thin film which are presented in the present thesis
work, we have employed a custom-build MBE set up (Omicron Vacuumphysik
GmbH) (Fig. 2.6) [9]. Along with the MBE growth chamber a small load-lock
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chamber is attached for initial sample mounting and this chamber is pumped
down using turbo pump which is backed by a diapharm pump. Then the sample is
mounted on the manipulator (inside the MBE chamber) using a sample transfer
mechanism with magnetically couple sample transfer rod. This manipulator
comprises Z-translation (vertical) and X-, Y- translation facilities (horizontal).
Along these, it can be rotated 0-360° azimuthally about the vertical direction (Z
axis). Sample is cleaned using direct current (DC) heating and Ar ion sputtering
methods. Using DC heating, we can increase the substrate temperature ~ 1200 °C.
Manipulator is also comprised with another heating facility i.e. resistive heating,
which allows controlling the substrate temperature by radiation of heat from a
heater at backside of the sample. Utilizing the resistive heating facility, substrate
temperature could be raised up to ~ 800 °C. Substrate temperature is measured
using an external optical pyrometer and a type K thermocouple which is attached
at the backside of the manipulator. For evaporation of thin film materials,
Knudsen cell (K Cell) and e-beam evaporators are used. Out of four K cells, one
(SEZ-40) has the facility to reach temperature up to ~ 1400 °C which is used for
evaporation of Ag. Another two K cells (MTEZ) are used for evaporation of Au
and Ge which have the facility to achieve temperature 1700 °C. Using other K
cell (HTEZ), we can raise the temperature of source up to 1900 °C, which is
employed for growth of MoO3. For the growth of Si material, we use the e beam
evaporator (EVC 300). Source temperature is generally measured utilizing a type
C thermocouple which is placed below of crucible (with a gap ~ 1 cm), inside the
K cells. Flux rate is finely maintained by means of control of source temperature
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using PID controller. Thickness of the grown thin films is determined with the
help of a quartz crystal microbalance which has been calibrated by Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS) at different flux rate. MBE growth chamber is
also equipped with in-situ RHEED and VTSTM set up. For carrying out in-situ
STM measurements, samples are transferred from MBE to STM chamber using
the sample transfer mechanism using magnetically transfer rod. In the VTSTM
chamber the base pressure is maintained ~ 2.0 × 10-10 mbar and substrate
temperature is manipulated in the range 25-1400 °K.

Figure 2.6 A custom designed compact MBE system with chamber diameter 250
mm, coupled with a variable temperature STM in Institute of Physics,
Bhubaneswar.
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2.5 Preparation of Growth Template
In the present thesis work we have considered growth of Au and Ag on the Si
surface with various (hkl) orientations. A protective native oxide layer is
immediately formed due to keeping Si wafer in ambient condition followed by its
fabrication. Oxide concentration in this layer is gradually increased as we go from
the top surface towards the bulk region of Si. It has typical width 2-5 nm and is
amorphous in nature. It also contains some other compounds of Si like SiH4, SiH2
etc. Presence of this oxide layer works as barrier for any substantial influence of
the substrate on the thin film growth above it. In some experiments, we have also
used such native oxide covered surface. Depending on the cleaning procedure of
this native oxide layer we classify the template in two types: (a) Reconstructed
and (b) HF treated substrate.

2.5.1 Reconstructed Substrate
First we cut the commercially available Si wafer with size 3 mm × 8 mm
according the suitable size in our MBE set up. Then it is ultrasonicated in
methanol solution for ~ 5 minutes to remove different physically absorbed
organic contamination and dust due to keeping in air. Thereafter it is brought
inside the UHV chamber and degassed for 12-15 hours at 600°C. For degassing at
elevated temperature we have used DC heating method, under ultra high vacuum
(UHV) condition. In this method, a DC current (I) is passed through the sample
and it is heated due to ‘Joule’s law of heating’ with power P = I2R. Where, R is
the resistance of the sample. Then it is treated a flash heating (very fast heating
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rate) at 1200 °C for one minute. Thereafter it is cooled down to 700 °C and kept
for ~ 5 minutes. Due to heating at 1200 °C, native silicon oxide layer is removed
and also many surface disordering of the top layer atoms also takes place. Post
annealing at 700 °C after the flashing treatment results in the improvement of the
crystalline disorder. Then it is brought to desired substrate temperature with
extremely slow cooling rate. This procedure with the successive steps as
mentioned above repeatedly carried out for achieve improved clean surface. Due
to removal of the native oxide layer, surface atoms comprise unsaturated dangling
bonds. Depending upon the (hkl) orientation of the single crystal substrate no of
unsaturated dangling bonds per surface atoms varied. Formation of such dangling
bonds is energetically not favorable and it brings the system to a higher energy
level. To minimize the total energy of the system the dangling bonds form dimer
and surface also absorbs some adatoms which are formed during removal of oxide
layer and they rearrange themselves. After stabilization, rearrangements of the
surface atoms become different than its bulk state. This phenomenon is called
‘reconstruction’. Atomic arrangement of the reconstructed surface depends on
many factors like (hkl) orientation of the substrate, cleaning procedure,
contamination etc. For example reconstructed low index Si(111) surface shows ‘7
× 7’ unit cell [10], while vicinal Si surfaces show step and terrace like structure,
with atomic height step after reconstruction. On reconstructed vicinal Si surfaces,
atomic rows are oriented along atomic step edge direction [11, 12]. To achieve
reproducible reconstruction with very long range ordering, flashing conditions
like annealing and cooling rate at high temperature range (600-1200 °C) is very
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crucial and challenging. Annealing at high temperature ~ 1200 °C, very often
result in formation of granular shaped Silicon carbide (SiC) particles which is
extremely undesirable for device fabrication and understanding various growth
phenomena. Along with this, segregation of the dopant atoms towards the surface
of the Si substrate is also takes place due to annealing at high temperature
~ 1200 °C.

2.5.2 HF treated Substrate
We have also cleaned the native oxide layer using water solution of hydrofluoric
(HF) acid. First the wafer is cut to desired shape as mentioned above and its
physically absorbed organic contamination and dust are removed using
ultrasonication in organic solvent methanol. ‘Piranha solution’ is prepared by
mixing of concentrated H2SO4 and 50% H2O2 solution in 3:1 ratio [13].
After ultrasonication, it is brought to piranha solution for ~ 5 minutes and
followed by rinsing for 10 minutes in de-ionized (DI) water. Then it is dipped
inside 2% water solution of HF acid to remove the native silicon oxide layer.
Followed by HF treatment, it is thoroughly rinsed in DI water for 5 minutes.
Within 15 minutes, HF treated surface is brought to low vacuum (LV) in the load
lock chamber. After keeping it in load lock chamber for ~ 2 hours, it is transferred
inside the MBE chamber to carry out further experiments.
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The native silicon oxide layer is removed by the formation of water soluble SiF4
compound during etching process. Due to very robust corrosive nature of the
etching of HF, slight variation of its concentration and etching time result in
drastic change in the roughness of the template. As the different steps of the
cleaning process is carried out in air and the HF treated substrate is kept inside the
LV and HV ambience for prolonged time, very often appreciable re-oxidation
takes place. In Si based technology for device preparation and nanofabrication
process, etching of native silicon oxide layer is routinely carried out by HF
treatment.

2.6 Characterization techniques
2.6.1 Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction
(RHEED)
RHEED is a surface sensitive technique, based on the electron diffraction in the
reflection geometry, to investigate arrangements of surface atoms on crystalline
substrate and monitor the thin film growth on it. This technique is routinely used
in MBE method to understand the surface roughness, range of atomic scale
ordering, surface defects (like steps and terrace) of the growth template. With insitu facility, RHEED is also used to monitor different growth mode (FM, SK or
VW) and thickness measurement. This technique also enumerate the crystalline
quality of the thin film and the crystallographic relationship (epitaxial or non
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epitaxial) with the underneath substrate. When the coherent electron beam is
incident on a surface having ordered array of the surface atoms and therefore is
reflected the emergent electron beam comprises well defined phase relationship
among the electrons. We have shown schematically this process in Fig. 2.7. If the
in plane distance among the two successive scatters is ‘d’ and the incident
electron beam and the reflected electron beam make angle respectively Ө1 and Ө2
with the surface, the path difference (∆) in between two consecutive reflected
electron beam becomes d×(cosӨ1 - cosӨ2).

Fig.2.7 Diagram to show path difference in the reflected electron beam from two
consecutive atoms in a one-dimensional chain.

Therefore if the path difference ∆ becomes an integral multiple of the de Broglie
wavelength of the electron (λ) such that ∆ = nλ, the constructive interference takes
place. Therefore on the fluorescent screen (as shown in Fig. 2.8), constructive
diffraction spot with different values of n = 1, 2, 3 are generated. Long range
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ordering of the surface atoms results in formation of well defined diffraction spots
and high contrast. For n = 0, an intense bright spot is observed on the screen
which indicates the specular reflection of the incident electron beam. As the interscattering element distance (d) on the plane is changed, distance of the diffraction
spots from direct beam spot is varied for higher values of ‘n’ i.e. n = 1, 2, 3 etc.
We have shown the formation of ewald sphere when electron beam is
incident on the surface in RHEED method (Fig. 2.8). In respect to the spacing (~3
Å), between the successive scatterers on the surface, radius of the ewald sphere
become very large due to using a high energy (~ 20 keV) of electron. Due to
incidence of electron in nearly tangential condition, only few top atomic layers of
the substrate participate in the interaction process with the electron. Comparing
this distance from the top of the surface (∆z), in other two direction length for
electronic interaction process (∆x and ∆y) becomes infinitely large. Therefore,
reciprocal space for this substrate comprises of reciprocal rods only. Such
reciprocal rods are finite in the two directions (X and Y) along the substrate plane
and infinite along the vertical direction of the substrate [14]. When these
reciprocal rods intersect the ewald sphere, it gives rise to formation of
constructive diffraction (Fig. 2.8). Due infinite dimension of the reciprocal rods in
z direction, compared to other two directions, constructive diffraction results in
streaky nature on the screen. As the thin film growth takes place and the 3D
islands are formed, electron beam transmits through the nanostructures. Then the
dimensions ∆x, ∆y and ∆z along three orthogonal directions become finite.
Consecutively in the reciprocal space, instead of formation of infinite reciprocal
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rods, a set of spots is generated. Hence the streaky pattern of the RHEED,
becomes spotty in nature after formation of the 3D nanostructures.

Figure 2.8 Ewald sphere construction during diffraction of electron in RHEED
method.

As the electron beam is incident on the surface in a grazing condition with angle
of incidence 1-3°, the vertical component of the electron beam (towards the
substrate), in comparison with the horizontal component, becomes very small. It
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follows that only few planes of the substrate, contribute in the interaction process
of the electron with the substrate and therefore it is considered as very delegate
surface sensitive technique. When the three dimensional nanostructures are
formed on the surface as a result of thin film growth, electron beams are
transmitted and the diffraction takes place among the different planes of the
nanostructures. Indeed, this phenomenon becomes similar as the transmission
electron diffraction (TED) in the TEM method [15]. Schematically we have
shown such diffraction process in Fig. 2.9. However, inappropriate sample
preparation method and presence of appreciable amount of contamination also
gives rise to transmitted electron diffraction.

Figure 2.9 Schematic of electron diffraction in RHEED method due to a)
reflection from the surface and b) transmission through the crystalline three
dimensional islands.

In our laboratory, we have performed in-situ RHEED measurements for growth of
Ge thin film on reconstructed Si(111) surface using electron beam with energy
17.2 keV and angle of incidence 2° (Fig. 2.10). In the 2.10 (a), we have shown a
RHEED pattern on the reconstructed Si(111) substrate along azimuthal direction
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Si[112] which comprises the ‘7 × 7’ reconstruction. Such diffraction pattern is
transformed to TED pattern when we have grown Ge on it (Fig. 2.10 (b)). Grown
thin film is found to have epitaxial relationship with the underneath substrate.

Figure 2.10 RHEED pattern along azimuthal direction Si[112] of a) reconstructed
Si(111) surface and b) after the growth of Ge on reconstructed Si(111) surface.

2.6.2 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM)
Scanning tunneling microscopy is the one of most powerful tool which allows the
researchers to image and study different electronic properties in atomic scale for
the metallic, semiconductor or thin insulator surfaces. Beside its utilization in
UHV condition, it is successfully used in water, in other liquids, air and other gas
ambience.
When the tip is brought to the surface very close with a typical gap less
than 1.0 nm, wave functions of the tip atom and surface start to overlap. In this
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condition, if an electrostatic bias voltage is applied between the tip and the
surface, quantum mechanical tunneling of the electrons takes place (Fig. 2.11).
Depending on the polarity of bias voltage, electrons tunnel from the tip to the
surface or vice versa. The magnitude of the tunneling current depends on the
various factors like tip to surface distance, magnitude of the bias voltage, local
density of states of the tip atom and sample atom. Dependence of tunneling
current on these parameters for small bias voltage could be represented as:
j=

exp −A ϕd!

(2.3)

‘D(V)’ and ‘V’ is electron density of state and bias voltage respectively. ‘A’ is a
constant, ‘ϕ’ is effective barrier height at the tip sample junction and ‘d’ is the tipsample distance. It indicates that, small variation of the tip to sample distance by 1
nm results in the variation of the tunneling current by a factor 2. Therefore this
technique is highly sensitive for height variation with resolution 0.01 nm. During
scanning with an atomically sharp tip, 90% of the total current is passed from the
last atom of the tip to local surface atom and it causes the horizontal resolution 0.1
nm.
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Fig. 2.11 Energy diagram after reaching of tunneling condition between tip and
sample. Work function and Fermi level of the sample is denoted by ϕs and EFs
respectively. Similarly, for tip, work function and Fermi level is denoted by ϕt and
EFs respectively. An external electrostatic positive bias voltage ‘V’ is applied to
the sample and consequent tunneling of electrons from tip to sample is shown as
orange colored arrow line.

STM tip is generally prepared using wires of different metals like W, Au, Pt-Ir,
Rh-Ir etc. by electrochemical etching or mechanical cutting. After these ex-situ
processes, in-situ field emission, annealing are also performed to improve the tip
quality. Sometimes, ‘soft crash’ of the tip on the surface also results in formation
of good quality tip. Piezoelectric ceramics are used as electromechanical
transducer in the scanner, which is attached with the tip. Bias voltages are
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provided to the scanner by the external electrodes for the movement in ±X, ±Y
and ±Z directions (Fig. 2.12). Application of alternating voltage in the X and Y
electrodes causes the scanner to bend back and forth in X and Y direction
horizontally. Similarly, voltage is applied in the Z electrode to control the vertical
motion of the scanner. During scanning process typically linear motion of tip
from a fraction of Angstrom to few micrometers takes place by the conversion of
electrode voltage 1 mV to 1 kV.

Modes of operation
After choosing a frame, tunneling current is acquired at each individual data point
and therefore transformed to image using the electronics. Depending upon the
electronic configurations, imaging by STM could be classified in two different
modes: a) constant current and b) constant height. Two kind of imaging modes
have been shown in Fig. 2.13.

Constant current mode
In this mode, tip is scanned over the surface by maintaining constant current and
voltage (Fig. 2.13(a)). During scanning, roughness of the surface causes
fluctuation of tunneling current for invariant bias voltage. But the tunneling
current is again brought back to initial value (set point value), by applying
feedback voltage (VZ) to the Z electrode. Amount of VZ which fed to the Zpiezoelectric driver by the feedback circuit, is determined by the amount of
fluctuation in tunneling current. Further signal VZ is acquired at each data point
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and processed for image formation. Image processing for an electronically
homogeneous system depicts, height profile of the scanned area is evolved
accordingly with VZ. But in real situations, variation of VZ also depends on the
other parameter i.e. local work function on the sample surface. Therefore imaging
in this mode is actually explores a constant current surface according to the
experimental conditions. Although this method is extensively used for imaging,
scan speed and data acquisition takes place slowly because of finite response time
in feedback system.

Figure 2.12 Schematic presentation to illustrate different section of STM set up.

Constant height mode
In this mode, the feedback circuit is switched off and feedback voltage to the Z
piezo electric driver (VZ) doesn’t influence the scanning of the tip (Fig. 2.13(b)).
During scanning, evolution of height profile of the surface consequences variation
of tunneling current for fixed sample bias voltage. Therefore, such variation of
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current is processed for image formation. In contrast with constant current
imaging, this method is not influenced by the finite response time of the feedback
signal. Hence, it enables to investigate dynamical process like surface diffusion
by fast imaging. However, to image in this method, formation of smooth surface
is required to avoid ‘tip crash’, which constrains its applicability.

Figure 2.13 STM measurements are performed in two different modes as
schematically shown in a) constant current mode and b) constant height mode
[16].

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)
Within small range of bias voltage (milivolt), tunneling current for the metal
surface is varied linearly with applied voltage. However if bias voltage is
increased to the order of voltage, ohmic relationship among the tunneling current
and applied bias is not obeyed (particularly for the semiconductors). Fig. 2.14
shows the simplified one dimensional energy diagram at temperature zero Kelvin
based on sample–tip interaction. If the bias voltage is not provided to sample, the
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Fermi level of the sample and tip are not influenced and equilibrium condition is
established (as shown in Fig. 2.14(b)). As the sample is positively biased with
voltage V with respect to tip, its Fermi level (of the sample) is reduced by amount
|eV| from the equilibrium condition. Hence a finite tunneling current is originated
due to tunneling of electrons from the occupied state of tip to unoccupied state
sample (Fig. 2.14(c)). If the sample is negatively biased, then the reverse scenario
arises and electrons tunnel from occupied state of sample to unoccupied state of
the tip. For a particular tunneling event, magnitude of tunneling current (I)
depends on the density of state (DOS) of the sample (ns) and tip (nt),
corresponding to their energy levels. It also depends on the bias dependent
transmission coefficient (T) of tunneling current. Indeed, such dependence could
be expressed as:
-

I ~ $. n& ±eV ∓ E n* E T E, eV dE

(2.4)

Here, energy (E) is measured with respect to Fermi level.
In the Fig. 2.15, we have shown STM image of reconstructed Si(111) surface at
RT as obtained by us in our laboratory. We have also carried out STM
measurements on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate at RT and
the images are shown in Fig. 2.16 (a). Following the imaging, I-V spectroscopy
has been also done for a constant tip to sample distance (Fig. 2.16 (b)) at different
regions of the sample.
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Figure 2.14 Schematic presentation of energy level diagram of sample and tip a)
independent of sample and tip with large gap among them, b) equilibrium
condition among sample and tip due to small vacuum gap among them, c) sample
is positively biased and d) sample is negatively biased. In Fig. 2.14 (c) and (d),
orange colored arrow line indicate the tunneling of electrons [16].
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Fig. 2.15 a) and b) STM topographic image at room temperature of reconstructed
Si(111) surface with sample bias +2.0 V and tunneling current 0.20 nA.

Fig. 2.16 STM measurement at room temperature on HOPG substrate a)
topographic image with sample bias +0.4 V and tunneling current 0.50 nA b) I-V
spectroscopy on various regions of the substrate.
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2.6.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Among the various microscopy techniques, TEM is an important technique where
very high energy electron beam interacts with the material by passing through the
ultra thin region. Owing to the fact that, using optical microscopes resolution in
submicron length scale is not achievable, possibility of using electron for imaging
has been proposed by Knoll and Ruska [17]. They have build up the concept of
electron lenses based on the wave nature of the electrons, in analogous to the
optical lenses. In reality, for very high energy (200 keV) electron, its de Broglie
wave length becomes so small that single atomic column could be resolved. In
addition with capability of extremely high resolution, TEM method is
successfully used in the diverse field of nanotechnology with its other associated
accessories like EDS, STEM etc.
In TEM method, specimen is thinned so much (< 100 nm) that high energy (200
keV) electron could pass through the specimen. As the electron beam interacts
with specimen material, many secondary signals are generated (Fig. 2.17). The
primary beam which is transmitting through the sample is used for imaging, while
other secondary signals are used for different analytical studies. For the primary
beam, if the thickness of the thin film or atomic number (Z) is larger, then
scattering is more therefore resultant image comprises darker contrast. Scattering
becomes less when thickness or the atomic number (Z) becomes less and
consequences brighter contrast. It is called ‘mass-thickness’ contrast. Electron
diffraction condition is modified if crystal orientation is varied among the
different grains of the thin films or formation of defects within the individual
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grain. Near the region of defect such as dislocation, electron beams are strongly
diffracted and originates darker contrast. Such dependency of diffraction on the
crystallinity of the thin films, results in generation of contrast in the image and it
is called ‘diffraction contrast’.

Figure 2.17 Schematic presentations of different processes and generation of
many secondary signals along with the direct beam, due to electrons-solid
interaction.

Schematically, we have shown the mechanisms of formation of image and
diffraction pattern by the elastically scattered electron from the ultrathin regions
of the specimen in Fig. 2.18. After emission from the source, electrons are
focused by the electrostatic lens made in the shape of ‘wehnelt cup’ to converge
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maximum no of electrons on the specimen (Fig. 2.18(a)). In the case of a very thin
specimen, elastically scattered electrons comprise coherent relationship among
themselves. They form image and diffraction pattern in the image plane and back
focal plane of the objective lens, respectively. Diffraction pattern is generated due
to the fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the electron waves at the back focal
plane of the objective lens. While another FFT of those electron wave at the back
focal plane of the objective lens results in formation of high resolution lattice
image (Fig. 2.18 (b) and (c)).
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Figure 2.18 A schematic diagram to show the different part of TEM as
a) filament and illumination, b) diffraction formation and c) image formation [18].
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Instrumentation
Generally a TEM set up could be divided into three distinguishable segments: (i)
illumination system (ii) objective lens/stage and (iii) imaging system (Fig. 2.18).
‘Illumination system’ consists of electron guns either thermionic (W, LaB6) or
field emission in nature. For carrying out the operation in TEM, type of electron
gun is chosen based on the different parameters like work function of electron
source material, operating temperature, life time, cost etc. Illumination system
also includes the only electrostatic lens (in the shape of ‘wehnelt cup’ in Fig.
2.18(a)), which plays the role to converge maximum fraction of the emergent
electron beam from the source. Followed by the ‘objective lens/ stage’ section,
after the interaction of the electron beam with the specimen, objective lens form
image or SAED pattern. Indeed this section is the most crucial part of the TEM
because performance of the objective lens determines the resolution of the
resultant image. Then in the next section ‘imaging system’, generated image or
SAED pattern is magnified by the different intermediate lenses. After that,
projector lens plays the role to project the image to the CCD/TV camera which is
coupled with the computer to acquire the data. To carry out the TEM
measurements, we have utilized a JEOL-2010 set up, operating at 200 keV (Fig.
2.19) [9]. The objective lens consists of ultra high resolution pole piece (UHRURP22) with spherical aberration coefficient 0.50 mm. Indeed it is capable of
reaching point-to-point resolution 0.19 nm. Image is acquired in frame size
4008×2672 pixels using a charge coupled device with time resolution 40 ms.
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Fig. 2.19 200 keV JEOL HRTEM facility in Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar.
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Image Analysis
From the SAD pattern, the d-spacing i.e. spacing between two consecutive planes
is measured in the following procedure. When electron beam is transmitted
through the specimen, majority of the electron reach to the screen without any
scattering and they create a highly intense spot. Apart from that, a number of
electrons are scattered at an angle 2Ө with respect to the direct beam, by the
atomic plane of the crystalline grains (Fig. 2.20). Among the elastically scattering
electrons, the constructive diffraction condition is satisfied if it follows:
λ⁄d = 2sin Ө ~ 2Ө

(2.5)

Where, ‘λ’ is de Broglie wavelength of electron and ‘d’ is spacing between
successive plane of the crystallite.
According to the geometrical set up another condition is also satisfied as
R⁄L = tan 2Ө ~ 2Ө

(2.6)

Where, ‘R’ is the distance of the corresponding diffraction spot from direct beam
spot and ‘L’ is the distance between specimen and viewing screen (camera
length).
Therefore these two equations imply that:
Rd = λL

(2.7)

‘λL’ is known as the ‘camera constant’ and it is specified during a set of
experimental measurements. Hence, by measuring the distance ‘R’ we can come
across the corresponding ‘d-spacing’ value of the crystal plane.
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Figure 2.20 Schematic presentation of formation of diffraction pattern in TEM
method [18].

For a polycrystalline material, transmitted electron diffraction results in formation
of concentric rings on the screen. If the material is composed textured grain, the
diffraction pattern becomes streaky in nature. In these two cases, ‘R’ is indicated
as the radius of the diffraction rings or arc. Following the same procedure, ‘R’ is
measured and the corresponding ‘d’ spacing is found. From a high resolution
image, ‘d-spacing’ is measured by drawing several line profile, perpendicular to
the crystalline plane and averaging them.
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Specimen preparation
For investigation of the crystallinity and structural aspects of the material using
TEM with typical electron energy ~ 200 keV, the thickness of the specimen
should be less than 100 nm to achieve the adequate electron transparency.
Generally samples are in two forms: (i) chemical powder and (ii) self supporting
e.g. Au thin film on Si(111) substrate. If the sample is in chemical powder form,
it is dissolved in solvents and then dropped on carbon coated cupper grid.
Following this step, it is allowed to dry for sufficient time and becomes ready for
TEM measurements. Complicacy arises for preparing as specimen from other
kind of sample. It becomes very challenging job to prepare electron transparent
region from the self supporting sample.

Planar specimen
If the some aspects from the top surface of the sample have to be studied, ‘planar
specimen’ is prepared. While if the interfacial aspects have to be studied, ‘cross
sectional specimen’ is prepared. However for preparation of the specimens,
components of the sample should withstand its chemical and structural identity
during the two robust processes: mechanical thinning and ion milling. Normally
TEM specimens are shaped as circular disc with diameter 3.0 mm (Fig. 2.21). A
circular disc is cut from the sample using an ultrasonic disc cutter.

In this

ultrasonic disc cutter, a cylindrical shaped, hollow metal rod is vibrated with
ultrasonic frequency. The vibrating metal rod force to vibrate silicon carbide
(SiC) material on top of the sample and consequences erosion of material in
desired size and shape. After formation of such disc shaped sample, it is gradually
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polished using different size emery paper. This step is continued up to reduction
of thickness to 100 micron. To overcome the possibility of damaging of the
sample while handling the sample, maintenance of the peripheral thickness ~ 100
micron is essential. In the next step, keeping the thickness ~ 100 micron at the
periphery of the sample, a dimple is created at its middle region, using ‘dimple
grinder’.

Figure 2.21 A schematic diagram to illustrate different steps of preparing ‘planar
specimen’ for further TEM measurement.

Thereafter an ion milling process takes place by 3 keV Ar ions to make the central
region of the sample much thinner. Finally at the end of this step, an electron
transparent region is prepared at the central region of the sample and the specimen
is used for further TEM measurement. It is noteworthy to note that, above
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mentioned steps such as lapping, dimpling, ion milling for preparing the ‘planar
specimen’ is performed from the rear side of the sample.

Cross sectional specimen
In the first step of preparing a ‘cross section specimen’, a slice is cut from the
sample with width 2.50 mm (Fig. 2.22). In the first step of preparing a ‘cross
section specimen’, a slice is cut from the sample with width 2.50 mm. Then,
another dummy slice with equal width is stuck at the front side of the sample
using epoxy glue.

Figure 2.22 A schematic diagram to illustrate different steps of preparing ‘crosssectional specimen’ for further TEM measurement.
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For example, if we are preparing ‘cross section specimen’ of a sample with Au
thin film grown on Si substrate, we choose another Si substrate with dimensions
equal to the sample as a dummy slice. Thereafter another two dummy slices are
stuck at the back side of the sample and the dummy slice attached with sample.
Now, the combined stack of sample and slices is inserted in a SS tube with
diameter 3.0 mm. After insertion, the tube is sliced into smaller sizes and further
steps for specimen preparation are followed. All the further steps are similar as
preparation of ‘planar’ specimen’ like lapping, dimpling and low energy ion
milling.

2.6.4 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STEM)
In the category of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), STEM is an
extremely useful characterization technique to investigate different aspects of
modern science. It comprises of analytical ability for elemental composition and
electronic structures in the atomic resolution limit. High energy electrons is
sharply focused on the specimen to sub nanometer diameter and scanned in raster
fashion over the desired region. After incidence, electrons interact with the
specimen material and subsequently numerous signals are collected by the
detector for further analysis. Hence, the mechanism of image formation in STEM
is quite different from the conventional TEM method.
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Figure 2.23 Schematic diagram to show various kinds of detector which are used
during STEM measurements.

Utilizing a set of condenser lens and an objective lens, electron beam is focused
on the specimen. The maximum angle of illumination which is included in the
incident probe, is restricted by acting of an objective aperture. Focused beam of
electron is scanned over the sample by a set of scan coils and local information is
accumulated by the several kinds of detector. Bright field detector is placed to
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intercept the transmitted electron beam and an annular dark field (ADF) detector
is placed surrounding the transmitted beam (Fig. 2.23). Indeed ADF detector is
utilized to collect the generated signals which are scattered with angle larger than
30 mrad. Following the Rutherford backscattering by unscreened coulomb
potential, the intensity of signals which reach to the ADF detector, is influenced
by the atomic number (Z) as ~ Z2. However due to the screening effect of the core
electrons, the backscattered intensity is followed as ~ Z1.7. Hence STEM images
are interpreted by the ‘Z contrast’ which indicates element with higher Z value
has the brighter contrast and vice versa. The transmitted electron beam emerging
from the specimen is passed through the central hole of the ring shaped ADF
detector. This signal is acquired by the bright field detector and generally used to
generate bright field image similar as conventional TEM technique. Addition of
an electron spectrometer in STEM makes it possible to carry out elemental
identification, determination of electronic structure, chemical bonding using
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) method.

EDX
Along with these facilities, an X-ray spectrometer is used for compositional
analysis with resolution in sub-nm range. Due to extremely high kinetic energy of
the incident electron in STEM, the strongly bound electrons in the inner orbital of
the target atoms are knocked out. To fill up this vacancy, electron jumps from
outer orbital to inner orbital. Subsequently, in this process a photon is generated
with energy equal to the energy difference among the corresponding two orbitals.
If the atomic mass of the target is high enough, then emitted photons are
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comprised of energy in the X-ray regime. The energy of the emitted photons is the
characteristic of the specific target material which enables us to identify the
elements in the specimen. In general, EDX measurements are carried out in
STEM, using detectors of type Si(Li), SDD (silicon drifted detector) with energy
resolution ~ 135 eV.

2.6.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is an essential technique to investigate the
morphology of any system by scanning of a focused high energy electron beam.
In addition, compositional aspects also are studied using this technique. Generally
two kinds of electron sources are used i.e. thermionic or field emission. In case of
thermionic sources, metal sources are heated up enough such that electrons can
overcome the barrier of work function and are emitted. Due to extremely high
melting point and low vapor pressure of tungsten it is electrically heated to very
high temperature and considered as a suitable cathode for the thermo ionic
emission. Beside, lanthanum hexaboraide (LaB6) is also used alternatively for
electron emission in this process. Compared to thermionic emission, other type of
source becomes more useful in SEM to achieve smaller sized coherent beam spot,
higher current density and better signal to noise ratio. In this process, metal
cathode with sharp tip is negatively biased with voltage difference several kilovolt
with respect to corresponding anode. Therefore at the apex of the tip, very high
electric field is generated such that electrons are pulled out overcoming its
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surrounding barrier. Among the emitters, they could be ‘cold-cathode type’ which
comprises generally tungsten tip with tip radius ~ 100 nm. In other type of emitter
i.e. ‘Schottky type’, thermo ionic emission is enhanced by the lowering the surface
barrier, in presence of external electric field. Generally this type of emitter is
fabricated considering a sharp tungsten tip and then putting a layer of zirconium
oxide which has very high electrical conductivity at high temperature.
After emergence of the electron beam from the source with energy 0.20-40 keV, it
is focused by the condenser lens to beam size typically 0.4-5.0 nm. Then the beam
is passed through a pair of solenoid coils or deflecting plates which are arranged
orthogonally to each other. It results in scanning of the focused electron beam in
raster fashion in orthogonal X and Y direction over a rectangular region of the
sample. Magnification in this method is determined by the ratio of dimension of
the display device (A1) to the dimension of ‘raster area’ on the sample (A2), i.e.
A1:A2. As the dimension of A1 could be considered unchanged, smaller the
dimension of A2 implies larger the magnification and vice versa. When electron
beam is incident on the sample, electrons interact with the sample material via
repeated random scattering and absorption within a teardrop shaped region within
the material. Depending upon the energy of incident beam energy,

these

interaction processes generate numerous kinds of signals like (i) backscattering
electrons by elastic scattering, (ii) secondary electrons by inelastic scattering and
(iii) electromagnetic radiation due to inelastic scattering.
Backscattering electrons are produced due to the reflection or backscattering of
the incident electrons from the target atoms and comprised of very high energy in
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comparison with generated secondary electrons in inelastic process. In accordance
with increase of atomic mass of target, energy of the backscattered energy is
increased and vice versa. Hence such signals are very useful to understand
compositional analysis, based on the capability of distinguishing of different
atomic mass value within a specified region.
Other kind of signal is also generated due to formation of secondary electrons by
inelastic scattering process. These electrons are generally come out from the K
shell of the target atoms and comprise very low energy as < 50 eV. Intensity in
the image depends on the amount of secondary electrons which are reached to the
detector. Instead of falling normally on a surface, if the beam is fallen with some
tilt, the escape distance of the electrons is decreased. Therefore amount of
generated secondary electron become more at the edges and steeper region of the
sample than its complementary flat region. Based on this fact, this signal is
successfully implemented for analysis of surface topography of the specimen.
Electromagnetic radiation is obtained by the generation of two kinds of signal: (i)
Cathodoluminescence and (ii) X-ray.
Cathodoluminescence (CL) takes place, due to emission of light when the electron
in atom goes to higher energy state due to interaction with beam electron and
comes down to lower energy state. The emitted light with various wavelengths
are collected by the CL detector and further analyzed.
In the other scenario, electrons in the target atoms are knocked out from the inner
energy shell by the incident high energy electron beam. If such vacancy is filled
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up by the coming down of the electrons from the outer energy shell, it causes
electromagnetic radiation. Such radiation reveals the characteristics of the target
atom and has energy equal to the energy level difference of the corresponding
inner shell and outer shell. If the SEM is equipped the energy dispersive X-ray
spectrometer, characteristic X rays are analyzed for detection and quantitative
information of the target material.

Figure 2.24 FEGSEM (Carl Zeiss, Neon 40) facility in Institute of Physics,
Bhubaneswar.

To carry out SEM measurements, we have used a FEGSEM set up at IOP,
Bhubaneswar (Fig. 2.24). It comprises facilities of accelerating voltage of electron
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source 0.1-30 keV and probe current 4 pA- 20 nA. In this set up, resolution is 1.1
nm for using 20 keV energy and 2.5 nm for using 1 keV energy of the electron
beam.

2.6.6 Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy
(RBS)
In material science among the different analytical methods for investigating
structural and compositional aspects, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry
(RBS) is an important method which deals with the analysis of backscattered
energy of high energy charged particles e.g. proton or alpha.

Figure 2.25 Schematic diagram of collision of incident probe atom (e.g. proton,
alpha) with target atom. M1 and M2 denote the mass of probe atom and target
atom respectively. v0 (with kinetic energy E0) and v1 (with kinetic energy E1)
represent the velocity of probe atom before and after the collision with the target
atom respectively. Target atom which has the initially zero velocity, achieves
velocity v2 (with kinetic energy E2) followed by the collision. ϕ and Ө denotes
exit angle and backscattered angle respectively.
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Kinematic factor
After incidence of charged particles, due to energy transfer by collision with
target atoms, its initial energy is changed. The ratio of backscattered energy to the
incident energy is defined as the kinematic factor.
It follows
E1 = k×E0

(2.8)

‘E1’ and ‘E0’ is backscattered and incident energy of the charged particles and ‘k’
is the corresponding kinematic factor.
Considering incident energy (E0) much larger than the binding energy but smaller
than the required energy for nuclear reactions and resonances, the kinematic
factor is found to follow the relationship:
k=6

78 9:* Ө< 7== >7=8 *?@= Ө 8⁄=
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A

(2.9)

‘M1’and ‘M2’ are the mass of incident particle and target atom respectively. ‘Ө’ is
considered as the backscattered angle. This above mentioned relationship of
kinematic factor with the atomic masses and the backscattered angle is obtained
from the consideration of kinematics of elastic collision where momentum and
energy are conserved (Fig. 2.25).
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Thickness Analysis
The relative number of backscattered charged particle which are emerged through
a solid angle dΩ is called as ‘differential cross section’ (

B

C

. It is related to the

average scattering cross section (σ) as following manner:
E

σ= $
C

B

C

dΩ

(2.10)

The differential cross section for collision of two atoms based on the Rutherford’s
formula is obtained as:
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When the beam of charged particles is incident on the target normally and
thereafter is backscattered, no of detected particles is given by in terms height of
the yield as:
Hi = σ(Ei)ΩQN.dt

(2.12)

Here, total thickness of the thin film is given by t = i×dt. ‘i’ is the number of
equally smallest slabs with its magnitude of width ‘dt’. ‘Atomic density’ and ‘no
of incident particles’ is denoted by ‘N’ and ‘Q’ respectively. ‘Ω’ represents the
‘solid angle of detection’. The total number of detected backscattered particle is
measured by adding up all Hi i.e. ∑? Hi values for varying ‘i’ (Fig. 2.26).
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Figure 2.26 Schematic presentation of formation of RBS spectrum for a thin film.

Thickness of the thin film and the kinematic factor in this process is denoted by
‘t’ and ‘k’ respectively. ‘E0’, ‘kE0’indicate the incident kinetic energy of the probe
atom and backscattered energy from the top surface of the thin film, respectively.
‘Et’ and ‘kEt’ denote the incident energy and backscattered energy of the probe
atom at a layer which is inside of the thin film with a distance ‘t’ from the top
surface. E1,t is the energy of the probe atom during exit from the thin film,
followed by the back scattering from a layer which is at a distance ‘t’ interior
from the top surface. H0 is the backscattered energy of the probe atom, which
corresponds the backscattered energy kE0 and ∆E represents as kE0 - E1,t.

Instrumentation
The working principle of the RBS method could be described by three
distinguishable sections: (i) accelerator, (ii) target chamber and (iii) energy
analyzer.
At the beginning, according to the requirement, either proton or alpha particles are
produced using the ionization process. Thereafter they are accelerated to achieve
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very high kinetic energy 1-3 MeV. As the beam of charged particles is passed
through the mass analyzer, the desired isotope is selected before entering in the
target chamber. Beam is well collimated before falling on the target sample. The
sample is connected with a ‘current integrator’ which gives account of total
amount of incident charged particle. A surface barrier detector is kept at a very
high scattering angle 160º or above, such that appreciable amount of charged
particles will be detected. The voltage pulse which is sensed by detector is
consecutively transferred to preamplifier, amplifier and finally to multi channel
analyzer (MCA). Then the signal from MCA is communicated to the external
computer where we find RBS spectrum for further analysis.
We have carried out RBS measurements using the 45º beam line of 3 MV tandem
Pelletron accelerator (9SDH2, NEC, USA) in IOP, Bhubaneswar [19]. Most of
the experiments have been done using beam of helium ion with energy 2 MeV.
For some other case, we have also utilized beam with energy 1 MeV. Based on
the experimental observations, compositional aspects of the thin film growth on Si
substrates (viz. Au/Si, Ag/Si or Au-Ag/Si) have been investigated using SIMNRA
software package [20].
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Chapter 3
Growth of Ag nanostructures
on high-index Si (5 5 12)
surfaces under UHV
conditions: effect of prior
surface treatment before
deposition
3.1 Introduction
High-index (vicinal) Si surfaces are misoriented by a mis-cut or vicinal angle
from the low-index Si[001] or Si[111] surfaces. Formation of alternating terraces
and atomic steps on reconstructed high-index (vicinal) Si surfaces consequences
anisotropic mobility of ad-atoms and such templates have been exploited for
growth of one dimensional (1D) metal nanostructures [1-7]. Vicinal Si(5 5 12)
surface which shows large (5.35 nm × 0.77 nm), single domain, stable unit cell
upon reconstruction [1] has been successfully employed for growth of noble
metals (Au, Ag) nanowires with ultra-thin layers [2, 9, 10]. Preparation of
reconstructed Si surfaces is performed by removal of native silicon oxide layer
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with flash heating at high temperature under UHV conditions. Hence, an attempt
for comparative study on growth of nanostructures on vicinal Si surfaces (e.g.
Si(5 5 12)) with and without reconstruction would be helpful for possible use of
high-index Si surfaces at ambient conditions. In this chapter, we discuss about the
growth of Ag nanostructures on three kinds of surfaces of Si(5 5 12): (i) a native
oxide covered surface, (ii) a hydrofluoric (HF) acid treated surface and (iii) a
reconstructed surface after removal of native oxide under UHV conditions.
Depositions of Ag have been carried out in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
system and thereafter crystalline quality and orientation relationship with
substrate have been characterized by in-situ RHEED and TEM measurements.
Morphology of the grown nanostructures has been studied by SEM and TEM
methods. All the depositions have been carried out under UHV conditions using a
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system. When over-layer thin film is grown of
native oxide covered Si surfaces, presence of interfacial oxide layer acts as a
barrier for inter-diffusion of over-layer metal thin film. While, passivation of the
clean surface with bromine or hydrogen molecules is done followed by the
removal of native oxide layer, inter-diffusion of metal overlayer shows quite
similar behaviour as the UHV conditions. For example, for growth of Cu on clean
Si(001) surface in UHV conditions and H- passivated (or Br- passivated) Si(001)
surface at HV conditions explore inter-diffusion of Cu inside Si matrix at much
lower temperature than native oxide covered Si(001) surface [11, 12]. In earlier
work, epitaxial growth of Ag on hydrogen passivated Si(001) and Si(111)
surfaces have been observed R. Naik et al. [13]. To best of our knowledge, no
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reports exist for similar studies for high index Si substrates. In contrast with
native oxide covered Si surfaces, for Ag deposition re-oxidized layer on low
index Si(001), Si(110) and Si(111) surfaces, partially oriented growths have been
observed [15-17]. Ag/SiOx templates have been successfully implemented for
enhancement of infrared absorption coefficient of some bio-molecules [18] and
catalytic behaviors [19]. Recently, due to embedded nature inside of Si matrix and
well-defined shapes endotaxially grown Ag nanostructures have been explored as
robust surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) substrate [20, 21].

3.2 Experimental Methods
Growth of Ag nanostructures is carried out under UHV conditions inside MBE
chamber (Omicron Vacuumphysik GmbH) through a deposition of a 3.0 nm thick
Ag thin films. Base pressure inside the MBE chamber is better than 3.0×10-10
mbar and it rises to ~ 1.0×10-9 mbar during deposition [22]. Ag is grown by
thermal evaporation method from pyrolytic boron nitride(PBN) crucible with a
typical flux rate of ~ 0.6 nm/minute and while keeping the substrate at 400 °C.
Thickness is measured using quartz microbalance (that is pre-calibrated using
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)) technique. Substrate temperature
is measured using a Type K thermocouple. As the film thickness is small and
deposition done at elevated substrate temperatures, layer-by-layer growth of Ag is
not expected on the silicon surfaces. This results in nanostructured growth of Ag.
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Ag nanostructures are grown on commercially procured n-type Si(5 5 12)
(resistivity ≈ 1-20 Ω-cm) at three different conditions of substrate surfaces:
(i) native oxide covered (here after known as Sample A)
(ii) HF-treated (Sample B)
(iii) reconstructed surface (Sample C). (Schematically are shown in Fig. 3.1)
HF acid treated surface (Sample B) is prepared in three steps. a) Si wafer is
treated in Piranha solution for 10 minutes and then stirred in de-ionized (DI)
water. Piranha solution is prepared by mixing of concentrated H2SO4 and 20%
H2O2, with volume ratio of 3:1 [23] b) Then, it is dipped in 2% water solution of
HF for 2 minutes and stirred in DI water for 10 minutes to remove native oxide
layer, c) Following this, it is kept in air for 15 minutes before bringing into the
load-lock chamber attached with MBE growth chamber [22]. Subsequently, it is
kept inside load lock chamber for ~3 hours, in high vacuum (HV) and then
brought inside the MBE chamber. Prior to Ag deposition, HF etched Si(5 5 12)
substrate is possibly, partially re-oxidized due to keeping in air and HV [15-17].
Further, RHEED on two more samples (Sample D: Ag grown on HF-treated while
keeping the substrate at room temperature and Sample E: Ag grown on HF-treated
while keeping the substrate at 600 °C) have been done to understand the
temperature effect on the crystalline structure of Ag nanostructures.
Reconstructed substrate (Sample C) is prepared by using direct current (DC)
heating method in UHV conditions. First, the samples (i.e., Si(5 5 12) surfaces)
are degassed at 600 °C for ~ 12 hours. Then, they are flashed at ~ 1250 °C for few
minutes to remove native oxide layer. In-situ RHEED is done with electron
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incident energy 17.2 keV and incidence angle ~ 2°. Scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) measurements have been performed under UHV conditions,
using Omicron variable temperature scanning tunneling microscope, attached
with MBE chamber [22]. STM topographic images of HF treated Si(5 5 12)
surface have been taken at room temperature (RT) with sample bias at +3.0 V,
tunneling current 0.5 nA and scan speed 400 nm/sec. Similarly, STM topographic
images of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface have been acquired at RT, with sample
bias +2.0 V, tunneling current 0.2 nA and scan speed 80 nm/sec. Preparation of
TEM specimen has been carried out by mechanical thinning and then followed by
low energy Ar+ milling. HRTEM (planar and cross section) studies have been
done using JEOL-2010 operating with 200 keV electrons (URP pole piece). It
should be noted that the HRTEM measurements have been carried out at high
vacuum conditions in TEM specimen stage and hence no surface- reconstruction
effects can be seen.

Figure 3.1 Schematic presentation of Ag growth on Si(5 5 12) surfaces with
different kinds of prior surface treatment: a) native oxide covered, b) HF-treated
c) reconstructed.
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3.3 Description of vicinal Si(5 5 12) surface
Fig. 3.3 depicts high resolution cross-sectional TEM (XTEM) image of Si (5 5
12) (Sample C: Ag nanostructures grown on reconstructed Si surface). Here, we
note that after Ag growth on reconstructed surface inside MBE chamber, Sample
C has been exposed to ambient condition and ex-situ TEM measurements are
carried out with JEOL 2010 UHR (consisting of ultra high resolution pole piece
with a Cs of 0.5 mm) system with 200 keV electrons.
In this case, we have observed 3D nanostructures, partially covered on the Si
surface (see the next subsection of this chapter). This high resolution XTEM
lattice image (Fig. 3.3) has been acquired on a region without 3D nanostructures
of Sample C, along zone axis Si[110] (corresponding SAD pattern in Fig. 3.2).
While the XTEM specimen is prepared using mechanical polishing followed by
ion milling, the Ag nanostructures have been sputtered out during the thinning
process. Efforts are being made to prepare these TEM specimen with FIB lamella preparation to see the interface of Ag and Si(5 5 12). Due to a technical
problem in our FIB system, we are unable to make this site specific specimen at
this juncture. The lattice image shows that, the surface is made of atomic scale
facets with varying width.
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Figure 3.2 SAD pattern from Si(5 5 12) substrate along zone axis Si[110].

Details of analysis to determine orientations of facet planes
These facets are made of two stable low index planes of Si i.e. (001) and (111).
To determine orientations of different facet planes, we follow the previously
reported work of A. A. Baski et al. [27]. Let us consider a parallelogram
A1B1C1D1 as shown in Fig. 3.3 (HRTEM). Here, A1C1 indicates the resultant
facetted plane, formed by two adjacent planes A1B1 and B1C1. Orientation and
dimension of the four sides of this parallelogram are determined using SAD
pattern and HR XTEM imaging methods.
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Figure 3.3 Bright field High resolution cross-sectional TEM image of a region
without 3D nanostructures of Sample C.

With respect to those observations, we have determined the orientation of the
different facetted planes (Fig. 3.3) as given below. A1B1 and A1C1 indicates
Si(111) and Si(001) planes, respectively. Further, we have considered sub units
‘a’ (≈ 0.334 nm) along (111) and ‘b’ (≈ 0.386 nm) along (001) as marked in Fig.
3.3. Dimension of A1B1 and A1C1 is found 5×a and 3×b, respectively. The angle
between A1C1 plane and (111) and (001) plane have been found to be 21.8° and
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32.6°, respectively. Corresponding to the parallelogram (A1B1C1D1) has been
shown in Fig. 3.4 (schematic figure of Si crystal observing along Si[110]) also
[27]. From the comparison of A1B1C1D1 with A1B1C1D1 (from Fig. 3.3 and 3.4),
we have found that A1C1 denotes Si(5 5 11) plane.
Next, we have considered another parallelogram, A2B2C2D2 as shown in Fig.
3.3. Observed angle between A2C2 with (111) and (001) has been found to be
23.4° and 31.0°, respectively. In this case dimension of A2B2 and B2C2 is 3×a
and 2×b, respectively. Corresponding parallelogram A2B2C2D2 in Fig. 3.4 reveals
that, A2C2 indicates this to be Si(3 3 7) plane. Following the same procedure, we
have determined other facetted planes (viz. (335), (113)).
We have followed the same procedure to find out orientation of Si(5 5 12).
We have considered a parallelogram PQRS as shown in Fig. 3.3 (and
corresponding in Fig. 3.4). PQ (along (111)) and QR (along (001)) has dimension
10×a units and 7×b units, respectively. Approximately, angle between PR plane
and Si(001), Si(111) is 30.3°, 23.9°, respectively. It indicates resultant plane PR
represents Si(5 5 12) as shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of Si crystal lattice observing along Si[110] [26].

3.4 Results and discussions
3.4.1 Pretreatment effect on growth template
Fig. 3.5 (a) shows a topographic STM image of HF treated Si(5 5 12) (Sample B)
surface prior to Ag growth. After etching out the native oxide layer using HF,
surface becomes atomically rough (rms roughness ≈ 0.255 nm) as revealed from
the line scan (Fig. 3.5 (b)). The reconstruction of Si(5 5 12) surface is understood
via the UHV-STM measurements. Ordered atomic rows along SiW110 and a
periodicity of 5.17±0.67 nm along Si[665] is observed (Fig. 3.5 (c)-(d)). Three
sub units of the unit cell (337), (225) and (337) are also observed as D1(1.50±0.30
nm), D2(2.17±0.66 nm) and D3(1.50±0.89 nm). These values are in agreement
with earlier works [1].
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Figure 3.5 a) STM topographic image of HF-treated Si(5 5 12) surface taken at
room temperature with sample bias +3.0 V, tunneling current 0.5 nA and scan
speed 400 nm/sec b) line profile of a selected region as marked in Fig. 3.5(a). c)
STM topographic image of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface taken at room
temperature with sample bias +2.0 V , tunneling current 0.2 nA and scan speed 80
nm/sec. d) line profile along Si[665] over a unit cell as marked in Fig. 3.5(c).
Periodicity of 5.17±0.67 nm along Si[665] is observed. D1(1.50±0.30 nm),
D2(2.17±0.66 nm) and D3(1.50±0.89 nm) denotes (337), (225) and (337) sub unit
respectively.
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Prior to the deposition of Ag nanostructures, the RHEED has been primarily
employed to check the crystalline structure of the surface of Si(5 5 12) as shown
in Fig. 3.6: (i) on native oxide (Fig. 3.6(a)) (ii) on HF treated (Fig. 3.6 (b)) and
(iii) on reconstructed (Fig. 3.6 (c)). In case of native oxide covered Si(5 5 12)
substrate (Fig. 3.6(a)), only a bright spot (marked as O`) corresponding to
specular reflection of incident electron beam has been observed. No other
diffraction spots are observed, indicating amorphous nature of the native oxide
layer. For reconstructed substrate (Fig. 3.6(c)), it shows two fold periodicity along
Si[110] direction with beam incidence along Si[665] [24]. For HF treated
substrate, incidence direction of the electron beam is aligned to Si[665] by
observing the arrangement of the Kikuchi lines. In this case (inset of Fig. 3.6(b)),
formation of symmetrically arranged diffraction spots (marked as a,..,d) about this
direction is observed. Orientation of these spots is similar as the characteristic
spots (marked as a`,..,d`) of reconstructed substrate (inset of Fig. 3.6 (c)). These
diffraction spots are expected to originate due to electron beam interaction with
the Si atoms within a few top layers of the substrate, after removal of native oxide
layer. However, long range ordering of the surface atoms, like reconstructed
substrate (Fig. 3.6 (c)), is absent. Further, substrate temperature is increased up to
600 °C under UHV.
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Figure 3.6 RHEED pattern of Si(5 5 12) substrate a) native oxide covered , b) HF
treated, along azimuthal direction Si[665] and c) reconstructed along azimuthal
direction Si[665].

3.4.2 Morphological and structural aspects of
grown nanostructures
In the following, we discuss about the morphology and crystalline quality of Ag
nanostructures on high index Si surfaces using RHEED and TEM. In order to
understand the role of interfacial layer on the crystalline quality of the Ag
nanostructures, three samples A, B and C are used (details of Samples A, B and C
are given in the ‘experimental method’ section). All the samples have been post
annealed at growth temperature (400 °C) for further 60 minutes. For the Sample
A, RHEED pattern shows formation of concentric and broad Debye-Scherer rings,
arising from randomly oriented 3D Ag nanostructures (as shown in Fig. 3.7(a)).
This confirms the polycrystalline nature of the Ag nanostructures grown on native
oxide layer. These rings correspond to diffraction from set of planes Ag{311},
Ag{331} and Ag{442}. For other two samples (Sample B and C), RHEED
patterns show absence of Debye Scherrer rings and formation of well-ordered
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diffraction spots as an indication of transmission electron diffraction (TED)
through the crystalline 3D islands (Fig. 3.7(b), 3.7(c)). RHEED studies along zone
axis Ag[111], reveal for both samples, orientation relationships of Ag growth
directions of different Ag(hkl) planes are similar to both the samples B and C (as
shown in the inset of Fig. 3.7(b) and Fig. 3.7(c)). It is interesting note the
difference between the RHEED for Ag on native-oxide covered (Sample A, Fig.
3.7(a)) and Ag on HF-treated (Sample B, Fig. 3.7(b)) as no polycrystalline rings
are seen for the HF treated substrate. From these data, we can infer that the Ag
nanostructure growth on HF treated and on reconstructed substrate are single
crystalline in nature. This could be possible due to the hydrogen passivation of
many of the dangling bonds soon after the HF - treatment.

Figure 3.7 RHEED pattern after 3 nm Ag deposition on Si(5 5 12), at substrate
temperature 400 °C with substrate a) native oxide covered (Sample A) b) HF
treated (Sample B) c) reconstructed (Sample C).

The RHEED method is more sensitive to the in-plane growth of the thin films (or
nanostructures) and less sensitive to overall crystalline quality of thicker
structures. To understand the crystalline orientation relationship with the
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substrate, the transmission electron microscopy measurements in the planar
specimen geometry are carried out and wherein selected area diffraction (SAD) is
used. We now discuss the TEM results (both the planar and cross-section views)
obtained from these Samples (A, B and C). The planar TEM bright field images
are shown in Fig 3.8 (b), 3.8 (d) and 3.8 (f) for Samples (A), (B) and (C),
respectively. The bright field (BF) image of Sample A (shown in Fig. 3.8 (b)),
depicts more circular shaped particles with diameter varying between 8-34 nm.
Being Si(5 5 12) a forbidden plane for constructive diffraction for Diamond cubic
crystal, we have performed selected area electron diffraction (SAD) analysis
along zone axis Si[224], which is tilted by 4.76° from substrate orientation [25].
From the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAD) for Sample A
(shown in Fig. 3.8 (a)), polycrystalline nature of the Ag nanostructures is quite
evident with observation of Debye-Scherrer rings due to diffraction from {111},
{002}, {112}, {220} and {311} planes of Ag. Diffraction spots corresponding
substrate silicon are also seen from the SAD pattern in Fig. 3.8 (a). The BF
micrograph for Sample B (HF treated) is shown in Fig. 3.8 (d). Though the
particle size for bigger particles is ~ 40 nm, much smaller particles are also seen
around the bigger particles. The corresponding SAD pattern is shown in Fig. 3.8
(c). Interestingly, although the specimen has been passivated with Hydrogen and
expected to be partially re-oxidized, streaking of the diffraction spots is evident
which represents basically the texturing of the nanostructures. This texturing has
been observed to corresponding planes of Ag{111}, Ag{311} and Ag{220}. It
should be noted that, SAD pattern shows corresponding diffraction spots from Si
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substrate as well. In-plane texturing takes place according to the orientations
Ag{220}ǁSi(220), Ag{111}ǁSi(111), Ag{311}ǁSi(131) with Ag[224]ǁSi[224]. Ag
nanostructures also grow following the orientation of equivalent planes of (220),
(111) and (131) of the substrate. As a result, diffraction pattern shows
texturization (meaning many crystalline orientation are in similar direction,
representing high degree of orientation) for Ag{220} as Ag{220}ǁSi(202),
Ag{220}ǁSi(022) and for other {hkl} planes of Ag crystallites as well. It is
important note that for other {hkl} planes of Ag, such as, {002} and {112},
corresponding Debye-Scherrer rings are seen. This is more evident from the inset
of Fig. 3.8 (c) and Fig. 3.8 (e). This confirms partial crystalline structure of the Ag
nanostructures on HF treated substrate. Interestingly, some of the nanostructures
are seen in rectangular shape (which shows aligned structures with substrate) on
Sample B (Fig. 3.8 (d)). In some regions, morphology for Ag films on HF treated
substrate (Sample B) is similar to Sample A and in other regions it is similar to
Sample C. From the bright field image (Fig. 3.8 (f)) of Sample C (Ag film grown
on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface), the Ag nanostructures found to be much
larger and ordered. The corresponding SAD pattern shown in Fig. 3.8 (e) clearly
displays that the Ag nanostructures are epitaxial in nature as diffraction from
similar planes is seen for both the over film (Ag nanostructures and substrate
silicon) (Inset of Fig. 3.8 (e)). As expected, the observed orientation relationships
of Ag nanostructures with substrate (Samples A, B, C) from RHEED (Fig. 3.7 (a),
(b) and (c)) and SAD (Fig. 3.8 (a), (c) and (e)) pattern are consistent with each
other.
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Figure 3.8 Selected area diffraction (SAD) and corresponding bright field TEM
image for samples A, B and C: Fig. (a), (c) and (e) show the SAD pattern and Fig.
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(b), (d) and (f) show the corresponding bright field images. For these samples, Ag
nanostructures are grown by depositing a 3 nm Ag film under MBE conditions, at
substrate temperature 400 °C (Sample A: with Native Oxide; Sample B: HFtreated and Sample C: Reconstructed).

In comparison with reconstructed substrate, amorphous oxide layer is acting as
barrier for the nanostructures to follow the underlying substrate orientation.
Apparently, after removal of native oxide layer using HF treatment, due to inhomogeneity and absence of long range ordering (Fig. 3.5 (a)-(b), 3.6 (b)) on the
template, Ag doesn’t grow as single crystalline and is followed as textured
growth.
In comparison with native oxide covered and HF treated substrate, particle
coverage is reduced for reconstructed substrate (as shown in Fig. 3.8 (b), (d), (f)).
In case of reconstructed substrate, much bigger nanostructures (~ 250 nm) are
observed. Cross-sectional TEM BF images are shown in Fig. 3.9. For Sample A
(Fig. 3.9 (a)), the height of the Ag nanostructure is found to be ~ 20 nm for bigger
ones and much smaller for the small ones. For the Sample B (Fig. 3.9 (b)), the
height of the nanostructures is around 20 nm and the smaller one are not evident
compared to Sample A. Fig. 3.9 (c) depicts XTEM BF image for Sample C which
shows a typical size of 100 nm as their height. We can infer that bigger
nanostructures are formed on reconstructed surface, at the expense of smaller
nanostructures, due to smaller surface diffusion barrier compared to other two
types of substrate. The inset in Fig. 3.9 (c) shows a crystalline interface between
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Ag and Si. For Sample A and Sample B, presence of amorphous oxide layer has
been seen. For Sample A, it indicates native oxide layer, whereas for Sample B it
is probably partially grown re-oxidized layer due to keeping the HF treated
substrate in air.

Figure 3.9 Bright field XTEM image for 3 nm Ag deposition on Si(5 5 12), at
substrate temperature 400 °C with substrate a) native oxide covered (Sample A)
b) HF treated (Sample B) c) reconstructed (Sample C).

3.4.3 Effect of substrate temperature (during Ag
growth) on crystalline quality of Ag nanostructures
on HF treated template
One of the main aim of this study is to find alternate methods to prepare high
quality, highly oriented Ag nanostructures on Si on passivated high index
substrates. We have also investigated the influence of substrate temperature on
crystalline quality for Ag growth on HF treated substrate. In-situ RHEED studies
have been carried out, after the growth of Ag nanostructures (by depositing a ~ 3
nm thin film under MBE conditions) along Si[665] direction, keeping substrate at
near RT (Sample D) and 600 °C (Sample E). Formation of Debye-Scherrer rings
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in RHEED pattern (as shown in Fig. 3.10 (a)) corresponding Ag{311} and
Ag{311} reveals, Ag grows as polycrystalline in nature at near RT (Sample D).
Whereas, in other case (Sample E), appearance of well ordered, symmetrically
arranged diffraction spots (as shown in Fig. 3.10 (b)) and absence of DebyeScherrer rings indicate grown Ag nanostructures at 600 °C (Sample E) has good
crystalline quality. After cooling down to near RT, RHEED observation of
Sample E shows same orientation relationship with good crystalline quality
persists, similar as growth temperature 600 °C.

Figure 3.10 RHEED pattern along azimuthal direction Si[665], for 3 nm Ag
deposition on

HF treated substrate, at substrate temperature a) near room

temperature (Sample D) b) 600 °C (Sample E).

3.4.4 Effect of Ag thickness on morphology for Ag
growth on HF treated template
We have also investigated morphological evolution of the grown Ag
nanostructures for growth on HF treated Si(5 5 12) surface at substrate
temperature 400 °C, with variation of Ag thickness. SEM micrographs for growth
of Ag with its thickness 1.0 nm, 1.6 nm and 3.0 nm are shown in Fig. 3.11 (a), (b)
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and (c) respectively. Evolution of probability distribution of particle size and
‘mean size’ of the particle with the Ag thickness are presented in Fig. 3.12 (a) and
(b) respectively. Mean particle size of the nanostructures for 1.0 nm Ag growth is
found as 56.61±5.97 nm2. As the Ag thickness is increased to 1.6 nm, along with
smaller size particles, larger particles start to grow (Fig. 3.11 (b)). It consequences
slightly larger broadening of probability distribution of the particle size for 1.6 nm
Ag growth than its lower thickness 1.0 nm (Fig. 3.12 (a)). In this case mean size
of the particles becomes 160.37±11.75 nm2. With further increase of Ag thickness
to 3.0 nm, growth of quite larger sized nanostructures is evidenced (Fig. 3.11 (c)).
In comparison with the growths with lower Ag thicknesses, in this case
probability distribution of size of the grown nanostructures becomes relatively
more diverge (Fig. 3.12 (a)). Indeed, 3.0 nm Ag growth consequences mean size
of the particle as 348.35±38.15 nm2. Therefore for Ag growth on HF treated Si(5
5 12) substrate at substrate temperature 400 °C, mean size of the particles is
gradually increased in accordance with Ag thickness (Fig. 3.12 (b)).
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Figure 3.11 SEM micrographs for growth of Ag on HF treated Si(5 5 12) surface
at substrate temperature 400 °C with various Ag thickness: a) 1.0 nm, b) 1.6 nm
and c) 3.0 nm.

Figure 3.12 Ag growth on HF treated Si(5 5 12) substrate; a) Probability
distribution of particle size for various Ag thickness and b) Plot of mean particle
size as a function of Ag thickness.
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3.5 Conclusions
We have presented the results to show a possibility of partial cleaning (i.e.
removal of native oxide layer) of high-index silicon substrate at low-temperature
using H-passivation through HF treatment. Usually, clean surfaces are obtained
by removing native oxide layer by flashing the substrates to high temperature
under UHV conditions. Our observations explore that the crystalline nature of Ag
nanostructures grown on high index surface of silicon substrates [viz., on Si (5 5
12)] can be controlled by varying the composition of oxide layer at the interface
of Ag and Si. Polycrystalline, textured or highly oriented Ag nanostructures are
grown using a native oxide covered, HF-treated and reconstructed surface,
respectively. Transmission electron microscopy and RHEED measurements have
revealed that the textured grains are highly oriented in nature. We have shown
that the crystalline quality of Ag nanostructures on HF-treated substrate is
improved with increase in substrate temperature during growth. Ag growth on
HF-treated substrate at elevated substrate temperature 400 °C explores gradual
enhancement of particle size with increase of Ag thickness.
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Chapter 4
Ag Induced Bimetallic
(Au-Ag) Nanowires on High
Index Si(5 5 12) Substrate
4.1 Introduction
To achieve superior performance than the conventional metal nanoparticle, a lot
of research works have been dedicated to prepare bimetallic nanoparticle (BMNP)
with their different configurations as core-shell [1-3], alloy [4, 5] or heterojunction [6, 8]. Successful implication of grown BMNPs explores their better
performance in the field of catalysis [9, 10], electrochemistry [11, 12] than their
monometallic counterparts. As a result of nearly equal lattice constant with FCC
structure, comparable surface free energy and isoelectronic property Au-Ag
binary system comprise remarkable miscibility [13]. Therefore it is considered as
an ideal bimetallic system to comprehend various properties of BMNPs. In
comparison with its monometallic counterparts, Au-Ag BMNPs exhibit better
catalytic property for oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) [14] and hydrogenation
of dimethyl oxalate to methyl glycolate [15]. Systematic variation of Au:Ag
composition ratio of the Au-Ag BMNPs consequences proficient tailoring of its
surface plasmon resonance property [4] and work function [16].
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In the present chapter, we discuss about the role of a sub-monolayer
deposition of Ag on a one-dimensional template (achieved through the
reconstruction of Si(5 5 12) surface) under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions,
energetically favoring the formation of AuAg bimetallic nanowires with tunable
aspect ratio. Kinematic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations with solid on solid
model system, considering anisotropic diffusion across the steps with the inputs
on the ratio of binding energies taken from density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, show a favorable mixing of AuAg bimetallic nanowires along with
the qualitative agreement on the variation of the aspect ratio of AuAg nanowires.

4.2 Experimental Methods
Reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface is prepared by repetitive flashing at 1200 °C for
60 seconds, using direct current (DC) heating method. Au and Ag are deposited
by using Knudsen cells in a custom designed molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
chamber [17]. The base pressure in the growth chamber is ~ 2.0 × 10-10 mbar and
it rises to ~ 1.0 × 10-9 mbar during growth of the metals. For both the metals,
thickness is represented in a monolayer (ML) unit where 1 ML = 1.0 × 1015
atoms/cm2. Substrate temperature is measured using a Type K thermocouple
attached to the substrate. In-situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
measurements have been carried out using the variable temperature STM
(VTSTM) which is coupled with MBE chamber [17]. Post-annealing has been
performed inside the MBE chamber using resistive heating method. Followed by
the growth and in-situ STM measurements, samples are brought out from the
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MBE chamber and imaging is performed with 20 keV electrons by employing
field emission gun based scanning electron microscopy (FEGSEM). Further 300
keV scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is utilized to accomplish
high angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging and compositional analysis using
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) mapping.

4.3 Theoretical Modeling
4.3.1 Description of DFT model and outcomes
The electronic structure of layered silicon has been calculated within a plane wave
pseudo potential implementation of density functional theory using VASP [18]
code. In the calculation 8 layers of Si, a vacuum of 15 Å has been inserted
between 8 successive Si layers to minimize interactions between images in the
periodic supercell method that we use.

Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of configuration of substrate Si atoms a) before
and b) after the reconstruction. Si atoms are indicated as Blue color. Orientations
of the substrate planes are indicated inside of Fig. 4.1 (a).
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Projected augmented wave [19, 20] potentials have been used to solve the
electronic structure self consistently using a k-points mesh of 12 × 12 × 1, and
plane wave with kinetic energy 410 eV. PBE [21] potentials have been used for
the exchange correlation. Focused on dimer rows of surface Si atoms of
reconstructed surface, dependence of binding energies of Au-Ag binary system on
Au:Ag concentration ratio has been systematically investigated. In our present
model, reconstruction of surface Si atoms for the stable low index plane of Si i.e.
Si(001) has been considered. The last layer of Si and the passivated H atoms are
kept fixed in order to mimic the bulk like structure, and the remaining layers are
allowed to relax. It consequences formation of stable template consisting of dimer
rows on top of the Si surface (Fig. 4.1) which is further employed as a reference
to determine the binding energy of the Au-Ag binary system.
In the Au-dimer calculations, we first assume the various probable
configurations of dimers as shown in Fig. 4.2. Among them, Conf-C comprises
highest stability which consistently follows the previously reported results [22].
Similarly, for Ag-dimer and Au-Ag dimer the Conf-C remains the most stable
configuration. The binding energy of the dimer is calculated as EBE(dimer) = ESi +
Edimer - Edimer-Si, where EBE(dimer) is binding energy of Au-Au, Ag-Ag or Au-Ag
dimers, Edimer-Si is the total energy of the dimer over the 8-Si layers, ESi is the total
energy of the 8-Si layers and Edimer is the total energy of the dimers in a vacuum
of 15Å × 15Å × 15Å. The binding energies obtained from the calculations are
EBE(Ag-Ag) = 3.37 eV, EBE(Au-Ag) = 3.85 eV and EBE(Au-Au) = 4.56 eV. Thereafter, we
have also investigated the binding energies of various trimers with varying Au:Ag
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concentration ratio on such template (Fig. 4.3). Since from the dimer calculations
we get Conf-C as the most stable, so we continue to add another atom in that
configuration, for the trimer calculations. The binding energy values for the
trimers are EBE(Ag3) = 5.19 eV, EBE(Au-Ag2) = 5.71 eV, EBE(Au2-Ag) = 6.19 eV and
EBE(Au3) = 6.89 eV.
Therefore, our investigation on both dimer and trimer configurations reveal
binding energy of Au-Ag binary system is systematically enhanced with gradual
increase of Au:Ag concentration ratio. Such correlation has also been reported by
Q. Deng et al. with consideration Au32-nAgn (n = 1-31) binary clusters [23].

Figure 4.2 Schematic diagram of Au dimer over Si layer with four different
configurations (a)-(d). Au and Si atoms are indicated as yellow and blue color
respectively. Orientations of the substrate planes are indicated inside of Fig.
4.2(a).
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Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of Au-Ag trimer over Si layer with substrate
configuration Conf-C (as mentioned in Fig. 4.2) for a) Au3, b) Au2Ag, c) AuAg2
and d) Ag3. Here, Si, Au and Ag atoms are indicated by blue, yellow and grey
color respectively. Orientations of the substrate planes are indicated inside of Fig.
4.3(a).
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4.3.2 Description of KMC model
Remarkable influence of Ag on the morphology of Au-Ag bimetallic growth has
been explained by using a simple solid-on-solid KMC model which
approximately incorporates the symmetries of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface. In
the model, a periodic variation of the diffusion barrier along the y-axis (i.e.
Si〈665〉) and constant along the x-axis (i.e. Si〈110〉) has been considered. The
deposition proceeds in two steps, i.e. first Ag is deposited followed by Au with
the same rate. The thermally activated hopping rate (P) is given by
P = γ exp

>LIS\ ^N
]

(4.1)

where, E is the activation energy, kB is the Boltzman constant, T is the
temperature and γd is the attempt frequency with typically values of ~ 1013 s-1. The
energy E = E1 + E2 + Ed + V where, E1 = nEAg-Ag + mEAg-Au, for the Ag hopping
atom and E1 = nEAu-Au + mEAg-Au for Au, E2 = n'E'Ag-Ag + m'E'Ag-Au for the
Ag atom and E2 = n'E'Au-Au+ m'E'Ag-Au for Au, are the nearest neighbor and the
next nearest neighbor binding energies with n(n') and m(m') denoting the number
of bonds, Ed is the diffusion barrier, V(x, y) is potential that adds a periodic
modulation to the diffusion barrier. Nearest neighbor hopping is allowed with
probability 1 if the site is empty and does not form overhang. Hopping over a step
edge is allowed with a probability exp − EI_ ⁄k a T where EES is the ElrichSchboebel barrier. For simulation, we use an algorithm similar to the one used in
[24, 25]. Since energy scales with temperature, we set kBT = 1 in our present
KMC model. Based on our DFT results (as discussed in preceding subsection
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4.3.1) which reveals the binding energy of Au-Ag binary system is gradually
increased in accordance to Au:Ag concentration ratio, we have chosen nearest
neighbor binding energies as EAg-Ag = 1.0, EAg-Au = 1.25, EAu-Au = 1.5. Next nearest
neighbor binding energies are considered as E'Ag-Ag = 0.025, E'Ag-Au = E'Au-Au =
0.0375. At elevated substrate temperature, larger and isotropic interaction of Au
than Ag with surface atoms on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface [26] is
rationalized

by us with relative strength of Ed and V for Au and Ag. The

anisotropic diffusion barrier is Ed = 0.75 for Au and Ed = 0.5 for Ag. The potential
V(x, y) = 0.75 if 0 <y mod L < L1 and 0.15 otherwise for Ag, and V(x, y) = 1.0 if
0 < y mod L < L1 and 0.4 otherwise for Au, where L = L1 + L2 is the periodicity of
the potential. We have taken L1 = 5 and L2 = 30 in units of lattice constant. The
periodic characteristic of V(x, y) along y-axis is analogous to the periodic
reactivity of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface with adatoms along Si〈665〉 [27].
For the KMC simulation we have used lattice size N = 400 and coverages ӨAg =
0.0,…,0.7 ML for fixed value of ӨAu = 1.0 ML.

4.4 Results and discussions
4.4.1 Modification of ultra-clean reconstructed
Si(5 5 12) substrate by sub monolayer Ag
Fig. 4.4(a) shows the unmodified, ultra-clean reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface
exploring its characteristic periodicity ~ 5.30 nm along <665> and atomic rows
along <110>, respectively [28-30]. When it is modified with a sub-monolayer
(0.50 ML) Ag deposition at room temperature (RT) and subsequent annealing at
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300 °C, oriented Ag strips along atomic row direction are formed [Fig. 4.4(b)] in
agreement of the H. H. Song et al. [27]. Atomic rows of reconstructed Si surface
are still locally evident as it is not completely terminated by such Ag strips. The
dimension of these Ag strips along step edge direction i.e. <110> is much larger
than its perpendicular direction and this is evident by imaging over a larger area
(40 nm × 40 nm) [Fig. 4.4(c)]. Locally, well ordered growth of Ag strips is also
disrupted by agglomeration of the Ag atoms. Line profile over a unit cell along
<665> reveals underlying periodicity which has three subunits i.e. (225), (337)
and (225) plane of Si, is not significantly modified due to partial disappearance of
reconstructed surface by the Ag strips [Fig. 4.4(d)].
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Figure 4.4 STM topographic image of a) reconstructed Si(5 5 12), b) and c) after
modification of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface with 0.50 ML Ag and subsequent
annealing at 300 ºC for one hour over a smaller and larger area of the surface
respectively. d) Line profile along Si[665] as marked on reconstructed surface
(black line) and Ag modified surface (red line) as shown in Fig. 4.4(a) and Fig.
4.4(b) respectively. Three subunits of unit cell i.e. Si(225), Si(337) and Si(225)
planes are represented as D1(1.65±0.43 nm), D2(1.99±0.42 nm) and D3(1.54±0.38
nm) on reconstructed surface and as D1'(1.34±0.52 nm), D2'(2.55±0.53 nm) and
D3'(1.36±0.59 nm) on Ag modified surface.
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4.4.2 Morphological evolution of Au-Ag bimetallic
growth with variation of Ag thickness:
experimental outcomes
Our investigations are focused to understand the influence of a sub-monolayer
deposition of Ag on ultraclean reconstructed surface on the over-layer growth of
Au at elevated growth temperature (300 °C). Reconstructed Si(5 5 12) is modified
by growing Ag (Ag:Si(5 5 12)), with different thickness and subsequent annealing
at 300 °C for one hour. For preparing different Ag:Si(5 5 12) systems, Ag
thickness (ӨAg) is varied as 0.0 ML, 0.10 ML, 0.25 ML, 0.50 ML and 1.00 ML.
Au with thickness 1.50 ML is grown by keeping different Ag:Si(5 512) at 300 °C.
Following the Au growth, Au/Ag:Si(5 5 12) system is post annealed at 300 °C for
30 Minutes in UHV. Each Ag thickness and fixed Au thickness is considered as
one system. Fig. 4.5(a)-(e) show the topographical image of different Au/Ag:Si(5
5 12) systems with varying ӨAg and the corresponding mean aspect ratio is
presented in Fig. 4.10. In-situ (UHV) STM topographic image for Au growth with
0.0 ML Ag (i.e. ultra-clean reconstructed surface) is presented in Fig. 4.5(a)
which shows formation of elliptical shaped Au nanostructures with slight
elongation along the step edge direction 〈110〉reflecting the anisotropic growth of
adatoms [26, 31, 32]. With increase of ӨAg (prior deposition of Ag with coverage
ӨAg) to 0.10 ML, no significant change in morphology of elliptical nanostructures
is observed compared to no prior Ag deposition (ӨAg = 0 ML). Effect of predeposition by Ag on growth of Au is noticeable, when ӨAg is increased to 0.25
ML [Fig. 4.5(c)]. Here, along the elliptical shaped nanostructures, rectangular
shaped nanowires with higher aspect ratio have started to grow. On further
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increasing of Ag to 0.50 ML, formation probability of rectangular wire shaped
nanostructures is enhanced relative to 0.25ML. Hence, pre-deposition of
ultraclean reconstructed substrate with Ag coverage lower than 0.25 ML, does not
influence substantial modification of morphology of the Au-Ag bimetallic growth.
It is found that Ag initiates decisive role to govern morphology after Au growth
for ӨAg larger than 0.25 ML. With further enhancement of ӨAg, in the ~ 0.25-0.60
ML regime, mean aspect ratio is steadily increased with much faster rate than the
lower regime (ӨAg< 0.25 ML). Thereafter, up to maximum a value (of our
consideration) of ӨAg = 1.00 ML, both elliptical shaped nanostructures with
smaller aspect ratio and rectangular shaped nanowire with higher aspect ratio coexist. In this regime, gradual addition of Ag although consequences enhancement
of width and length of the nanostructures, mean aspect ratio is not altered
considerably. Indeed, modification of ultraclean surface with ӨAg = 1.0 ML
remarkably enhance the aspect ratio of a few nanowires by nearly five times than
the Au growth. In the efficient influencing region of ӨAg i.e. 0.25-1.0 ML,
substantial formation of nanowires with aspect ratio much larger than its mean
value is quite evidenced. Probability distribution of the aspect ratio reveals that
with respect to ӨAg equals to 0.0 ML, mean aspect ratio is enhanced nearly 1.70
times [Fig. 4.5(f)] for increase of ӨAg to 1.0 ML. Indeed influence of Ag makes
the probability distribution more broadened towards its tail due to substantial
formation of nanostuctures with larger aspect ratio than its mean value.
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(a) Ag 0.0 ML

(b) Ag 0.1 ML

(c) Ag 0.25 ML

(d) Ag 0.5 ML

(e) Ag 1.0 ML

(f)

Figure 4.5 STM topographic image after 1.5 ML Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at
300 ºC substrate temperature with ӨAg as a) 0.0 ML, b) 0.10 ML, c) 0.25 ML, d)
0.50 ML and e) 1.00 ML. f) Probability distribution of aspect ratio of grown
nanostructures for ӨAu = 1.5 ML with ӨAg = 0.0 ML (orange) and ӨAg = 1.0 ML
(blue) as shown in Fig. 4.5(a) and 4.5(e) respectively.
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Figure 4.6 SEM image after 1.5 ML Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at 300 ºC
substrate temperature with ӨAg as a) 0.0 ML, b) 0.10 ML, c) 0.25 ML, d) 0.50
ML, e) 1.00 ML. f) Probability distribution of aspect ratio of grown
nanostructures for ӨAu = 1.5 ML with ӨAg 0.0 ML (orange) and ӨAg 1.0 ML
(blue) as shown in Fig. 4.6(a) and 4.6(e) respectively.
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After bringing out these samples exterior of the growth chamber, we have carried
out ex-situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements to study these
morphological aspects (Fig. 4.6). General characteristics of morphological
evolution from both methods (i.e. SEM and STM) show quite resemblance with
slight variation of mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures.

4.4.3 Morphological evolution of Au-Ag bimetallic
growth with variation of Ag thickness: KMC
simulation outcomes
Nucleation
Fig. 4.7 represents 3D imaging of the nanoislands as observed in KMC simulation
at various stages of Au-Ag bimetallic growth. We observe that when Ag atoms
are deposited on the anisotropic template, elongated Ag islands are grown along
the preferential direction i.e. x-axis (Fig. 4.7(a)). Thereafter as the Au atoms are
deposited they are nucleated towards the Ag islands and also the uncovered region
(i.e. Ag free region) of the surface (Fig. 4.7 (b)). Before Au deposition, a few of
the Ag atoms are observed on the template, which are not incorporated in the 3D
Ag islands. Such Ag atoms are also acting as the nucleation center for the
incoming Au adatoms.
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Figure 4.7 Three dimensional (3D) KMC simulation image over 400×400 square
lattice in X-Y plane, for growth of a) 0.40 ML Ag and b) 1.0 ML Au followed by
the Ag growth as shown in Fig. 4.7(a).

Morphology
Fig. 4.8(a)-(h) represents the Au-Ag bimetal island growth with systematic
variation of ӨAg and corresponding mean aspect ratios are shown in Fig. 4.10. For
ӨAg equals to 0.0 ML, elongated Au islands are grown along the preferential
growth direction of adatoms i.e. x-axis. Au-Ag morphology is not influenced
significantly with small increase of ӨAg to 0.10 ML and the mean aspect ratio
remains nearly invariant. Substantial influence of Ag is starts to exhibit when ӨAg
becomes ~ 0.30 ML. In the regime of Ag coverage ~ 0.20-0.40 ML, islands
gradually become more elongated along x-axis and the mean aspect ratio is
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rapidly increased. Such steady enhancement of mean aspect ratio is interrupted as
ӨAg is increased further. In the higher regime of ӨAg i.e. ~ 0.40-0.70 ML although
length and width of the islands are changed, mean aspect ratio remains almost
invariant. It should be noted that, a small number of island coalesce with
neighboring islands at higher coverage (ӨAg > 0.40 ML).

Figure 4.8 KMC growths of Au-Ag bimetallic islands with ӨAu 1.0 ML and
varying ӨAg as a) 0.0 ML, b) 0.1 ML, c) 0.2 ML, d) 0.3 ML, e) 0.4 ML, f) 0.5
ML, g) 0.60 ML and h) 0.70 ML.
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Figure 4.9 Probability distribution of aspect ratio of grown nanoislands in KMC
simulation for ӨAu = 1.0 ML with ӨAg = 0.0 ML (orange) and ӨAg = 0.4 ML
(blue).

4.4.4 Comparison of experimental and KMC
simulation outcomes
The fitted solid curve in Fig. 4.10 is R Ө = a + b tanh c Ө − Ө. , where Ө is
the Ag coverage, which saturates for large value of Ag coverage to a value R(Ө) =
a + b. Ө0 is the Ag coverage where R = a and aspect ratio grows with Ө at a rate
b×c. It roughly gives an estimate of the threshold Ag coverage beyond which
aspect ratio begins to saturate. The obtained parameters are a = 2.09±0.01, b =
0.54±0.15, c = 11.5±2.3 and Ө0 = 0.231±0.006 for experiment and a = 3.24±0.04,
b = 1.0±0.05, c = 15.4±4.6 and Ө0 = 0.30±0.01 for simulation. Although the
numerical values are slightly different, general features of evolution of Au-Ag
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morphology (in terms of mean aspect ratio) by influence of Ag coverage are
analogously supported by our experimental measurements and KMC simulation.

Figure 4.10 Plot of mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures as a function of Ag
coverage as obtained from experiment (red) with ӨAu = 1.50 ML and KMC
simulation (grey) with ӨAu = 1.00 ML. Fitted curves are represented by the
corresponding solid lines.
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4.4.5 Structural aspects of grown Au-Ag bimetallic
nanostructures from STEM
Fig. 4.11 (a) indicates the cross section STEM micrograph, where brighter regions
indicate higher Z value due to ‘Z contrast’ among the dissimilar elements of the
nanostructure and the substrate. EDS Line profile using cross section STEM
method indicates that grown nanostructures are composed of both the constituent
metal Au and Ag [Fig. 4.11 (b)]. Within a single nanostructure, core shell
structure of constituent atoms or bimetallic heterojunction, is not observed.

Figure 4.11 STEM study with cross sectional view a) image showing the
interface of nanostructure and substrate and b) EDS line profile over a region as
shown in Fig. 4.11(a).
Indeed, Au and Ag are uniformly distributed over the entire regions of the
nanostructures and consequence homogeneous bimetallic mixing. Dominating the
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possibility of inter-diffusion of Au and Ag atoms inside the Si matrix, they are
preferably intermixed on top of the Si surface.

from KMC simulation
We have also investigated the composition of the grown Au-Ag islands in KMC
simulations. In Fig. 4.12, individual position of Au and Ag atoms at a particular
layer of grown Au-Ag nanoisland is shown. It reveals that within the grown 3D
islands Au-Ag bimetallic intermixing occurs in accordance with our STEM-EDS
measurements.

Figure 4.12 Elemental mapping of constituent atoms in a particular layer of
grown Au-Ag nanostructure in KMC simulation for ӨAu = 1.0 ML and ӨAg = 0.40
ML. Dimensions of the selected rectangular region are represented in unit of
lattice constant.
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The role of prior deposition of Ag is discussed in the following:
The Ag adatoms are preferentially nucleated on the tetramer rows which comprise
preferential reactivity than the other atomic rows on the ultra-clean reconstructed
Si(5 5 12) surface [27, 31]. Followed by the nucleation process, Ag adatoms
exhibit favored mobility along dimer rows compared to its perpendicular
direction. As a consequence of such preferential reactivity of the surface and
anisotropic growth, Ag strips are formed along the atomic row direction. The Ag
strips (for ӨAg > 0.25 ML) that are formed before growth of Au appears to act as
seed layer of nucleation centre for Au adatoms due to highly probable Au-Ag
intermixing and subsequently Au mobility is hindered. Bimetallic intermixing on
the surface and near surface regions, becomes anisotropic in accordance with the
anisotropic mobility of Au and Ag adatoms on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface.
Hence, two simultaneous processes i) acting of one dimensional Ag strips as the
nucleation centre due to strong Au-Ag bonding and ii) anisotropic bimetallic
intermixing onnear surface region, consequence growth of one dimensional AuAg intermixed nanostructures. Compared to these reasons, anisotropic mobility of
Au adatoms on the ultraclean reconstructed surface causes smaller degree of
anisotropy on the morphology in terms of mean aspect ratio. For ӨAg less than
0.25 ML, acting of Ag as seed is not prominent as it is expected that for formation
of 1D Ag strip and appreciable intermixing with Au, a least amount of Ag is
essential. Whereas for ӨAg 0.25-0.60 ML, gradual increase of Ag amount results
in enhancement of aspect ratio of Ag strips, due preferential accumulation of Ag
atoms along step edge direction [27] and mean aspect ratio of Au-Ag
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nanostructures is also increased accordingly. Gradual accumulation of Ag
adatoms over the step edge direction along Si〈665〉 starts to take place when ӨAg
becomes nearly to 0.60 ML. Thereafter accumulation of growth species (Au
adatoms) towards the nucleation centre (Ag strips) and mobile surface Ag atoms,
become comparable along both Si〈110〉 and Si〈665〉 direction. Plausibly these
processes restrain mean aspect ratio from further considerable enhancement with
large coverage of Ag. For ӨAg 0.25-1.00 ML, where Ag significantly modify
morphology of Au-Ag bimetallic growth, formation of longer bimetallic nanowire
with much larger aspect ratio than its mean value is attributed as coalescence of
multiple smaller nanowires.

4.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we report a simple method for fabricating Au-Ag bimetallic
intermixed nanowires on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface. Morphology of the
grown nanowires is crucially dependent on the ‘amount of Ag’ which has been
utilized for the modification of ultraclean reconstructed surface, prior to Au
growth. To interpret these experimental outcomes we have proposed a KMC
model. Using the simulation parameters analogous to the experimental conditions,
proposed theoretical model qualitatively explains the experimental findings. For
the formation of such nanowires simultaneous fulfillment of three growth
conditions are essential: i) formation of one dimensional template, ii) adequate
mobility of the adatoms and iii) high miscibility of corresponding binary system.
On one dimensional templates like reconstructed vicinal Si surfaces or Si(110)
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surface, the evaporated adatoms comprise of anisotropic surface mobility. For
appreciable binary intermixing, both kinds of adatoms should comprise adequate
mobility i.e. kinetic energy. Therefore, although we report growth of Au-Ag
bimetallic nanowires on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface in our present work, we
believe the mechanism could lead formation of binary nanowires on anisotropic
surface where the aforementioned growth conditions are satisfied.
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Chapter 5
Growth of Au-Ag bimetallic
nanowires on reconstructed
Si(5 5 12) substrate under
various MBE conditions
5.1 Introduction
‘Quantum size effect’ of metal particles due to reduction of their sizes to
nanoscale (<100 nm) and control over their shapes, emerge many advantageous
physical properties [1, 2]. Implementations of these properties in modern
technology explore proficient utility of metal nanoparticles in the field of
biomedicine [3, 4], catalysis [5], nonlinear optics [6, 7], electronics etc.
Comparing with the conventional size and shape manipulation of monometallic
nanoparticles (MMNP), bimetallic nanoparticles (BMNP) withstand ‘tuning of its
composition’ which is an extremely important aspect of modern nanotechnology.
Coexistence of two dissimilar metals within each BMNP consequences numerous
superior synergic properties e.g. catalysis [8, 9], electrochemistry [10, 11], than
their monometallic counterparts. Among the different binary combinations of
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BMNP, Au-Ag binary system has caught intense attention of the researchers due
to their complete miscibility with any desired composition ratio (Au:Ag) [12-14].
Catalytic property of Au-Ag BMNP for oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO)
excels than its complementary metallic parts [15]. Similarly its efficient catalytic
property is also observed for hydrogenation of dimethyl oxalate to methyl
glycolate [16]. Non linear optical property of Au-Ag bimetallic nanoparticles
reveals that absorption frequency of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) could be
successfully tuned in the UV and visible regime of electromagnetic spectrum,
with systemic variation of the Au:Ag composition ratio [17]. Along with these
aspects, Au-Ag bimetallic alloyed structure holds possibility to be considered as a
suitable candidate for gate electrode in MOSFET devices [18], because the work
function of the Au-Ag bimetallic alloy system is tuned with gradual change of
Au:Ag composition ratio [19].
Growth of nanostructures on reconstructed surface in ‘self-assembly’
method provides a better control of morphology and composition than the other
kinds of growth methods. Detailed understanding of nucleation process, ad-atom
mobility and substrate-thin film interfacial interaction provides potential control
to achieve desired morphology and composition. On reconstructed vicinal Si
surfaces which are tilted from stable low index plane such as Si(001) and Si(111),
preferred mobility of metal ad-atoms along step edge directions (i.e. Si〈110〉)
consequences to one dimensional (1D) growth of nanostructures [20-22]. In the
midst of various vicinal Si surfaces, Si(5 5 12) is particularly important due to its
very large (5.35 nm × 0.77 nm), stable and single-domain reconstruction [23-25],
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followed by the removal of native SiOx layer (~ 2 nm). Several groups have
focused on monometallic growth of Au or Ag on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surfaces
at various experimental conditions. Depositions of Au of low coverage (0.25-1.5
ML) and annealing at elevated temperatures (500-900 °C) show the formation of
facet planes of numerous orientations which lie within approximately ±5° with (5
512) orientation [26-28]. These Au induced surfaces consist of (113), (225),
(337), (5511) and (7715) facet planes and over-layer grown periodic 1D
nanostructures. Similarly, growth of sub monolayer Ag and subsequent annealing
at elevated temperature results in formation extremely large aspect ratio overlayer nanowires. Median average aspect ratio of these Ag nanowires has been
found to increase with Ag coverage in the regime 0.10-0.80 ML [27-29].
In the earlier chapter, we have reported sub monolayer Ag deposition prior
to Au growth on Si(5 5 12) surface at substrate temperature 300 °C, remarkably
modifies the post-growth morphology of Au thin film and indeed consequences
formation Au-Ag bimetallic intermixed nanowires [30]. Dependence of Au-Ag
bimetallic morphology on Ag thickness explore that efficient enhancement of
mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures takes place for Ag thickness 0.25-1.0 ML
and substrate temperature 300 °C. However, in preceding chapter, dependence of
Au-Ag growth with other important growth parameters i.e. Au thickness and
substrate temperature (during Au growth) have not been explored [30].
Dependence of Au-Ag bimetallic morphology on Ag thickness explore that
efficient enhancement of mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures takes place for
Ag thickness 0.25-1.0 ML and substrate temperature 300 °C. Such phenomenon
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has been explained in the light of kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations and
density functional theory (DFT). Therefore, in our present chapter, we have
investigated effect of Au thickness variation and substrate temperature on Au-Ag
bimetallic growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) (for 0.50 ML Ag). Our investigations reveal
morphology of Au-Ag bimetallic growth could be proficiently tailored with
systematic variation of these growth parameters. Growth of 3.0 ML Au on
Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate at substrate temperature 300 °C is found as the optimum
growth condition to achieve maximum enhancement of aspect ratio (~ 3.12) of the
AuAg bimetallic intermixed nanostructures.

5.2 Experimental methods
Reconstructed surface is prepared using n-type Si(5 5 12) (resistivity 1-20 Ω-cm)
in two steps: a) Si wafer is degassed at 600 °C for 12-15 hours, b) top native
silicon oxide layer is removed by repetitive flashing at 1200 °C for 60 seconds
using direct current (DC) heating method. Base pressure in MBE chamber is ~
2.0×10-10 mbar which rises to ~ 1.0×10-9 mbar during deposition [31]. For growth
of Au and Ag, alumina and pyrolytic boron nitride crucible is used respectively.
Thickness is measured using quartz microbalance, which has been calibrated
using Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) technique. For both
materials Au and Ag, we have considered 1 ML = 1.0×1015 atoms/cm2. Ag and
Au is grown in thermal evaporation method, with flux rate 0.33 ML/min and 0.5
ML/min respectively. Substrate temperature is measured using a Type K
thermocouple. For in-situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements,
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an omicron variable temperature STM (VTSTM) is utilized which is coupled with
MBE growth chamber. All the STM measurements are done in constant current
mode using a tungsten tip, keeping the samples at room temperature (RT).
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) specimen is prepared by mechanical
polishing and low energy Ar+ ion milling. TEM measurements are done using
JEOL-2010 with 200 keV electrons (URP pole pieces). Further 300 keV scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is also employed for imaging and
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements. Planar STEM EDS
measurements have been also carried out with 200 keV electrons using a Talos
F200 at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India. For RBS measurements, we
have used He+ ions having energy 2.0 MeV generated from 3.0 MV Pelletron
accelerator (NEC, USA) at Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar, India.
Compositional depth profile analysis from RBS spectrum has been carried out by
SIMNRA simulation package [32].

5.3 Results and discussions
5.3.1 Effect of Au thickness on Au-Ag bimetallic
growth at substrate temperature 300 °C (during
Au growth)

Morphology
Growth of bimetallic intermixed nanostructures with enhanced aspect ratio is
noticeably evident when substrate temperature during Au growth is kept at 300 °C
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[30]. Therefore at this substrate temperature, morphological evolution of the AuAg bimetallic intermixed nanostructures, with variation of Au thickness is
studied. Fig. 5.1(a)-(f) represents the topographic STM image for growth of Au
with various thickness on Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate at substrate temperature 300 °C.
Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate has been prepared by deposition of 0.50 ML Ag at RT on
ultra-clean reconstructed Si(5 5 12) substrate and subsequent annealing at 300 °C
for one hour. For Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12), Au thickness is considered as 0.50
ML, 1.33 ML, 1.50 ML, 2.2 ML, 3.0 ML and 5.0 ML. Followed by the Au
growth, Au/Ag:Si(5 5 12) system has been annealed at 300 °C for 30 minutes. For
growth of sub monolayer Au on Ag:Si(5 512), discontinuous, non uniform thin
film is formed (Fig. 5.1 (a)). Higher magnification image (as shown in inset of
Fig. 5.1 (a)) explores grown Au-Ag thin film indeed comprises of elongated strip
like structures along the row direction of the underlying reconstructed substrate.
Prior to Au growth, we had observed on Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate, formation of Ag
strips partially covers the reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface and atomic rows of
surface Si atoms are visible (Fig. 4.4 (b)-(c)) [30]. Due to Au growth on such
template although the strip like structures persist, atomic rows of reconstructed
substrate are not visible. In some regions, typical width of such Au-Ag strip like
structure is found ~ 5.30 nm, in accordance to the periodicity of the ultra-clean
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface along Si〈665〉. Predominantly, surface is covered
by such strip like structures and formation of 3 dimensional (3D) nanostructures
rarely takes place (Fig. 5.1 (a)) indicating early stage of growth of 3D
nanostructures. Following the formation of wetting layer, growth of such 3D
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islands is quite evidenced for increase of Au thickness to 1.33 ML (Fig. 5.1 (b)).
For Au thickness ~1.33-5.0 ML, strip like structures are not formed and elongated
Au-Ag nanostructures are grown along dimer row direction (i.e. Si〈110〉 of the
reconstructed substrate. For growth of 1.33 ML Au, grown nanostructures
comprise mean aspect ratio 2.2±0.2 with mean size 22.9±1.6 nm2. As the growth
of Au with larger thickness 2.2 ML takes place on Ag:Si(5 5 12), nanowires are
grown with quite large aspect ratio and their mean size is also increased. Such
elongated nanowires have mean aspect ratio 2.7±0.2 and size 63.5±5.0 nm2 (Fig.
5.1 (d)). In our previous work, we had presented these morphological aspects of
Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate at 300 °C, with Au thickness 1.50 ML and
3.00 ML [30]. In case of 1.50 ML Au growth mean aspect ratio and mean size
have been found as 2.6±0.2 and 48.9±2.5 nm2 respectively (Fig. 5.1 (c)). While,
for 3.0 ML Au we have observed mean aspect ratio and mean size of the grown
nanostructures as 3.1±0.2 and 147.0±12.0 nm2 respectively (Fig. 5.1 (e)). With
gradual increase of Au thickness from sub monolayer to 3.0 ML, grown 3D
islands are remained isolated from each other. But above this thickness, smaller
sized 3D nanostructures show a tendency to coalescence with each other (Fig. 5.1
(f)).
In some regions, coalescence process consequences formation of non-uniform
thin film. Size of the isolated 3D nanostructure also becomes larger due to
coalescence of multiple smaller sized nanostructures. Such isolated 3D
nanostructures are considered by us to explore their morphological aspects. For
growth of 5.0 ML Au, grown nanostructures are found elongated along
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Si〈110〉with mean aspect ratio 2.5±0.2. In this case, mean size of the
nanostructures becomes 664.5±32.4 nm2 which is larger than the growth of Au
with smaller thicknesses. Plot of mean size and mean aspect ratio of the grown
nanostructures as a function of Au thickness has been presented in Fig. 5.2 (a) and
Fig. 5.2 (b) respectively. It explores, in the entire regime of variation of Au
thickness i.e. 1.33-5.0 ML, mean size of the particle is gradually increased in
accordance with Au thickness. Similarly, systematic enhancement of Au thickness
explores, mean aspect ratio is steadily increased up to 3.0 ML.
Interestingly above this intermediate value of Au thickness ~ 3.0 ML, steady
enhancement of mean aspect ratio is disrupted and its dependence on Au
thickness evolves in reverse manner. In contrast with lower regime (i.e. Au
thickness ≤ 3.0 ML), mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures is gradually
deceased as a function of Au thickness.
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Fig. 5.1 Topographic STM image for growth of Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at growth
temperature 300 ºC with varying Au thickness a) 0.50 ML, b) 1.33 ML,
c) 1.50 ML, d) 2.20 ML, e) 3.00 ML and f) 5.00 ML.
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Figure 5.2 Plot of a) mean particle size and b) mean aspect ratio of the grown
nanostructures as a function of Au thickness.

Structural aspects
nanostructures

of

grown

Au-Ag

bimetallic

RBS
Following the in-situ investigations of morphological evolution using STM, all
the samples are brought outside of the growth chamber and characterized by exsitu RBS method at RT. Thickness variation of Au thickness is evidenced from
gradual increase of ‘area under the Au peak’ which reflects amount of Au on the
substrate (Fig. 5.3 (a)). Fig. 5.3 (b) represents the RBS spectrum for growth of 3.0
ML Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate at room temperature (during Au growth). In
comparison with growth of Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at RT, shift of Au peak towards
lower backscattered energy side doesn’t take place and lower energy edge of Au
peak also remains unchanged as compared RT growth (Fig. 5.3 (b)). Therefore it
reflects absence of detectable inter diffusion of Au inside Si matrix.
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Figure 5.3 a) Comparative RBS spectrum for growth of Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12)
substrate at substrate temperature 300 ºC with Au thickness 1.5 ML (black line),
3.0 ML (red line) and 5.0 ML (blue line). b) Comparative RBS spectrum for
growth of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate at room temperature (green line)
and 300 °C (red line) substrate temperature.

STEM
To achieve better insight about spatially resolved composition, we have carried
out STEM measurements on grown Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures. Fig. 5.4
represents the planar STEM study for bimetallic Au-Ag growth on reconstructed
Si(5 5 12) surface at substrate temperature 300 °C. Along with the smaller sized
nanostructures, formation of much bigger nanostructures is explored from the
dark field image (Fig. 5.4 (a)). Indeed, aspect ratio of the smaller sized
nanostructures is much smaller than the bigger structures.
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Figure 5.4 STEM EDS study with planar view for growth of Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12)
at substrate temperature 300 ºC with planar view: a) bright field image, EDS
Mapping of b) Si, c) Ag, d) Au. These measurements have been done with Talos
F200.

EDS elemental mapping over this selected region of the sample reveals both
metals i.e. Au and Ag, are present within each nanostructures (Fig. 5.4 (b)-(d)).
EDS line profile over the nanostructure-substrate interface in cross sectional view
of STEM study (Fig. 5.5 (b)) explores that, grown nanostructures are composed of
uniform Au-Ag bimetallic intermixing. Incorporation of very small amount of Ag
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compared to Au inside the individual nanostructure is also reflected from the
intensity of the EDS line profile. Other plausible configurations of bimetallic
nanostructures such as core-shell, hetero junction is not observed. It also exhibits,
both the metal are not detectably inter diffused inside Si matrix and consistently
supports our RBS measurements (Fig. 5.3 (a)).

Fig. 5.5 STEM study with cross sectional view for growth of Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12)
at substrate temperature 300 °C: a) HAADF image indicating the nanostructuresubstrate interface, b) EDS line profile over a region as shown in Fig. 5.5 (a).

Evolution of mean size and mean aspect ratio of grown Au-Ag nanostructures
as a function of Au thickness (as shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and (b)) is explained as
following:
When a 0.50 ML Ag is deposited on ultra-clean reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface
at RT and annealed subsequently, elongated Ag strips are grown because of
preferential reactivity of tetramer rows on reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface and
anisotropic surface mobility of Ag [27, 29]. Thereafter as the Au is deposited on
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Ag:Si(5 5 12) surface at substrate temperature 300 °C and subsequently annealed,
high miscibility of Au-Ag binary system consequences bimetallic Au-Ag
intermixing. Such intermixing process becomes anisotropic following the grown
one dimensional Ag strips. After reaching to the Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate, Au adatoms are nucleated towards Ag strips and uncovered region (where Ag is not
present) of template. However, the nucleation of Au atoms is also governed by the
smaller Ag clusters which are not incorporated into the grown Ag strips. When
0.50 ML Au is deposited on Ag:Si(5 512) substrate, morphology of the grown
Au-Ag thin film comprises one dimensional strip like nature following the
morphology of Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate. Hence, for sub monolayer growth of Au,
morphology of Au-Ag growth is predominantly influenced by nucleation process.
As the Au thickness is increased to nearly one monolayer, following the
nucleation process gradual accumulation of Au adatoms takes place to form 3D
nanostructures. Therefore mean size of the Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures is
systematically enhanced in accordance with Au thickness. Due to one
dimensionality of nucleation centers on Ag:Si(5 5 12) substrate for incoming Au
adatoms and higher surface mobility along Si〈110〉 direction, Au adatoms
preferentially accumulated along the following direction to form a 3D
nanostructure. It causes, in the regime of Au thickness ~ 1.33-3.0 ML, mean
aspect ratio of the Au-Ag nanostructures is gradually increased as a function of
Au thickness. When amount of Au is further increased, following the preferential
nucleation and initial accumulation process along Si〈110〉 direction, excess Au

adatoms also begin to accumulate along the Si〈665〉 direction. It causes
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coalescence of multiple smaller nanostructures to grow larger and reduction of
mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures.

Nanostructure-substrate interface
We have also carried out detailed investigations on the crystalline nanostructuresubstrate interface using HRTEM method. Fig. 5.6 (b) represents a HRTEM
image for a grown nanostructures followed by Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at 300
°C. It depicts the formation periodic dislocations at the nanostructure-substrate
interface. Interior to the substrate, inter planar spacing 0.32±0.04 nm (d') indicates
the Si(111) plane. While, measured inter-planar spacing within a crystalline
region (as shown in Fig. 5.6 (b)) is 0.24±0.04 nm (d''), which closely corresponds
to Ag(111) or Au(111) plane. Therefore minimization of interfacial strain energy,
due to very close lattice matching as 3×d' ~ 4×d'' results in formation of periodic
dislocation at the interface. At the interface, Moiré fringes with spacing 0.94±0.05
nm are also observed. Spacing in Moiré fringe (dm) can be found from the
relationship dm = d1d2/[(d1-d2)2+β2d1d2]1/2, where d1, d2 lattice spacing of the
planes constituting the Moiré fringe and β is the angle (in radian) between these
two planes [33]. Using the experimentally measured value of Si(111) (as d1),
Au(111) (as d2) and β equals to zero, we have found dm is 0.99 nm. It closely
matches with our experimental results.
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Figure 5.6 a) Bright field cross sectional TEM study for growth of Au on Ag:Si(5
5 12) at substrate temperature 300 ºC b) corresponding high resolution image for
a single nanostructure.
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5.3.2 Effect of substrate temperature (during Au
growth) on Au-Ag bimetallic growth with Au
thickness 3.0 ML
Morphology
Ag modified ultra-clean reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface, with ӨAg 0.50 ML
which resides in the effective regime of ӨAg (i.e. 0.25-1.0 ML) that substantially
influences Au-Ag morphology (Fig. 4.5) has been considered for temperature
dependence study [30]. After modification of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) with 0.50
ML Ag at RT, growth template Ag:Si(5 5 12) is kept at different substrate
temperature (RT to 400 °C) during Au deposition (~ 3.0 ML) and subsequent
post-annealing process. Fig. 5.7 depicts STM images for a system 3.0 ML Au/0.5
ML Ag/Si(5 5 12) at various temperatures. For all the samples, after Au
deposition, Au/Ag:Si(5 5 12) system is post annealed at corresponding growth
temperature for 30 minutes. For growth at RT, nanostructures are not formed,
rather inhomogeneous thin film is evidenced (Fig. 5.7 (a)). As the substrate
temperature is increased to 200 °C, anisotropic nanostructures start to grow along
atomic row direction Si〈110〉 (Fig. 5.7 (b)). Above 200 °C, morphologies of such
anisotropic nanostructures are significantly influenced by the variation of
substrate temperature. For growth at 300 °C, coexistence of rectangular shaped
nanostructures with higher aspect ratio along elliptical shaped nanostructures with
lower aspect ratio is evidenced in Fig. 5.7 (c).
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Figure 5.7 Topographic STM image for growth of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at
substrate temperature (during Au growth) a) RT, b) 200 °C, c) 300 °C and
d) 400 °C. e) Plot of mean aspect ratio of the grown nanostructures as a function
of substrate temperature. f) 3.0 ML Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at RT (during Au
growth) and then annealed at 300 °C.
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But as the Au growth takes place at higher temperature 400 °C, rectangular
shaped nanostructures with higher aspect ratio rarely grow (Fig. 5.7 (d)). Mean
aspect ratio of the grown Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures is found as 2.1±0.1,
2.50±0.2, and 1.4±0.1 for growth temperature 200 °C, 300 °C and 400 °C
respectively and its variation has been plotted in Fig. 5.7 (e). Following the STM
measurement after Au growth at RT on Ag:Si(5 5 12) surface as shown in Fig. 5.7
(a), we have performed in-situ annealing at 300 °C for 30 minutes under UHV.
Due to annealing, grown thin film is dewetted to form three dimensional,
anisotropic nanoislands (Fig. 5.7 (f)). Morphology of the grown nanostructures in
this case is quite different from the Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) at 300 °C (as
shown in Fig. 5.7 (c)) where enhancement of aspect ratio ~ 4.0 of individual
nanostructure has been observed. It reflects, mobility of Ag adatoms during Au
deposition is playing an essential role to determine the post-growth morphology
of the Au/Ag:Si(5 5 12) system.

Structural aspects from RBS
Followed by the study of morphological aspects using in-situ STM method,
structural aspects have been investigated using ex-situ RBS method at RT (Fig.
5.8 (a)). It is interesting to note that no appreciable shift of Au peak position for
the growth at 200-400 °C occurs, in comparison with RT growth. This shows that
there is no detectable diffusion of Au into Silicon in all the Ag pre-deposited
systems. In the entire regime of substrate temperatures, very small amount of Ag
with sub monolayer thickness is present (Fig. 5.8 (b)). It is quite interesting that,
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although Ag is present during Au growth at 400 °C, the effect of Ag on Au-Ag
morphology is not prominent. Indeed, morphology of bimetallic Au-Ag growth
for 400 °C (Fig. 5.7 (d)) is quite similar as monometallic Au growth (Fig. 4.5 (a)).
In both cases, small aspect ratio elliptical shaped nanostructures are grown, but
the formation of large aspect ratio (~ 4.0) nanowires is not observed. However,
inefficacy of Ag may be governed by its probable diffusion inside Si matrix prior
to Au growth at 400 °C. Such inter diffusion of Ag is not detectable from these
RBS spectrums (Fig. 5.8) due to small amount of Ag. Therefore, to explore this
aspect using RBS method, we have considered growth of larger Ag thickness i.e.
4.1 ML. We have prepared three samples : i) Ag growth at RT, ii) Ag growth at
RT and post annealed at 300 °C for 60 minutes and iii) Ag growth at RT and post
annealed at 400 °C for 60 minutes.

Figure 5.8 Comparative RBS spectrum (random) for growth of 3.0 ML Au on
Ag:Si(5 5 12) at various substrate temperature (during Au growth): a) RT (black),
200 °C (red), 300 °C (blue) and 400 °C (green) b) enlarged portion of Ag (shown
as rectangular dotted box in Fig. 5.8 (a)) .
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The experimental RBS spectrums and fitted parameters using SIMNRA software
package and have been presented in Fig. 5.9 and Table 5.1. It explores, in
comparison with Ag growth at RT, annealed sample at 300 °C, show small inter
diffusion of Ag inside Si matrix. But, inter diffusion becomes very prominent for
the annealed sample at 400 °C. Therefore, we infer that due inter diffusion of 0.50
ML Ag which has been utilized for modification of ultraclean Si(5 5 12) substrate,
Ag atoms become immobile during Au growth at 400 °C and Ag doesn’t have any
substantial influence on the Au-Ag morphology. Interestingly, pre-deposition of
Ag, before Au growth on Si(5 5 12) surface consequences inhibiting of inter
diffusion of Au inside Si at 400 °C. Followed by the inter diffusion of Ag inside
Si matrix at 400 °C, when Au is deposited and subsequently annealed, Au is
probably intermixed with Ag and Si in the Ag-Si inter diffused region due to
strong Au-Ag affinity. Within the inter-diffused region, outward diffusion of Ag
and Si for intermixing with Au is also possible.
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Figure 5.9 RBS study (random) to understand substrate temperature dependent
inter diffusion of Ag inside Si matrix for 4.1 ML Ag/Si(5 5 12). a) experimental
spectrum for as-deposited, post annealing at 300 °C and 400 °C. Experimental
along with simulated spectrum for b) as-deposited, c) post annealing at 300 °C
and d) post annealing at 400 °C. In Fig. 5.9 (b), (c) and (d), insets show enlarged
portion of Si (top-right) and Ag (bottom-right).
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Table 5.1 Obtained parameters after fitting RBS spectrums (random) to
understand substrate temperature dependent inter diffusion of Ag for 4.1 ML
Ag/Si(5 5 12) using SIMNRA code.

As deposited
Layer
Layer 1
Layer 2

Ag
Si
Thickness
1
0
4.1
0
1
Bulk
Post annealed at 300 °C for one hour
Layer 1
0.01400
0.98600
100
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7
Layer 8

0.01350
0.00400
0.00180
0.00100

0.98650
0.99600
0.99820
0.99900

100
125
200
300

0.00060
0.99940
200
0.00025
0.99975
200
0
1
Bulk
Post annealed at 400 °C for one hour

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6

0.0100
0.0057
0.0042
0.0020
0.0018
0.0015

0.9900
0.9943
0.9958
0.998
0.9982
0.9985

150
100
125
250
150
150

Layer 7
Layer 8
Layer 9

0.0011
0.0004
0

0.9989
0.9996
1

200
400
Bulk
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5.4 Conclusions
Our observations explore at substrate temperature 300 °C, Au growth followed by
pre modification of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface with sub monolayer (~ 0.50
ML) Ag, exhibits formation of well oriented, parallel array of Au-Ag bimetallic
intermixed nanowires. Morphology of the Au-Ag bimetallic growth could be
successfully tailored with systematic variation of Au thickness in its regime 0.505.0 ML. In the entire regime of Au thickness, mean size of the nanostructures is
gradually increased in accordance with Au thickness. But the mean aspect ratio of
the nanostructures is increased as a function of Au thickness up to its intermediate
value ~ 3.0 ML and thereafter it is reduced. It is attributed that following the
nucleation process, at low coverage of Au (≤ 3.0 ML) preferential accumulation
of Au atoms along Si〈110〉 consequences steady enhancement of mean aspect
ratio, and at higher coverage of Au (>3.0 ML) accumulation of Au atoms along
both direction i.e. Si〈110〉 and Si〈665〉 consequence reduction of mean aspect
ratio. 3.0 ML Au/Ag:Si(5 5 12) system explores formation of thin film for Au
growth at room temperature due to low mobility of both metal adatoms (Au, Ag)
and disappearing role of Ag on the Au-Ag morphology at 400 °C caused by
appreciable inter diffusion of Ag atoms inside Si matrix.
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Chapter 6
Ag induced growth of large
aspect ratio Au-Ag bimetallic
intermixed nanowires on
Si(110) substrate
6.1 Introduction
In the diverge fields of nanotechnology, nanowires (NWs) are extremely
important because of their implication as nanoscale interconnects [1, 2],
mesoscopic devices [3], laser [4], nanoscale optical waveguide [5] etc. Due to
reduction of the dimension of metal particle to its electron scattering wavelength,
many interesting, advantageous physical properties (plasmonic [6], magnetic [7],
Catalysis [8, 9] etc.) are explored that are absent in their bulk counterpart. Metal
NWs which comprise anisotropic electronic states along its one dimension than
the other two orthogonal dimensions [10, 11], play a crucial role in modern
nanotechnology. NW found applications in versatile areas, such as, Hydrogen gas
sensing by Pd NWs [12], field emission from cobalt NWs [13], glucose bio
sensing using Au NWs [14] etc. In contrast with spherical shaped Au and Ag
nanoparticles, one dimensionality of confinement of electron clouds results in two
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distinct plasmon frequencies (known as longitudinal and transverse) for Au and
Ag nanowire (NW) [15, 16].
Combining two dissimilar metals at nanoscale in various methods give rise to
formation of bimetallic nanoparticles (BMNPs) that can have many synergic
effects. In many cases, such synergic effects become more advantageous than
their monometallic counterparts such as catalysis [17, 18], electrochemistry [19,
20] etc. Among the different bimetallic pairs, Au-Ag combination shows
remarkable miscibility in the entire window of variation of composition (Au:Ag
ratio) [21, 22, 23] due to their isoelectronic configurations, nearly similar lattice
constant with FCC structure and comparable surface energy. Indeed, Au-Ag
bimetallic alloy nanostructures have superior catalytic activity for oxidation of
CO in fuel cells [24] and hydrogenation of dimethyl oxalate to methyl glycolate at
low temperature as 418 Kelvin [25] than its monometallic counterparts. Using
Au-Ag composite BMNPs in enzyme electrode, current response is largely
enhanced in the β-D-Glucose and significant biosensing of glucose is achieved
[26]. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) property of Au-Ag alloy nanostructures is
successfully tuned with gradual enhancement of Au:Ag concentration ratio [27].
Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy studies based on the SPR properties of
Au-Ag bimetallic system, have been successfully implemented for substantial
detection of 4-mer-captobezoic acid (4-MBA) [28] and Rhodamine 6G molecules
[29]. Therefore, fabrication of Au-Ag bimetallic NWs on one dimensional
template of clean Si surface could lead a step forward for advancement of
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application of metallic NWs in Si based technology, coupled with numerous
synergic effects of BMNPs.
In this chapter, Au growth at substrate temperature 300 °C on Ag:Si(110) is
reported. It is found that a well aligned array of large aspect ratio Au-Ag
bimetallic intermixed nanowires. We have also tailored the morphology of Au-Ag
bimetallic growth with variation of growth parameters i.e. substrate temperature
(during Au growth) and Au thickness.

6.2 Experimental Methods
We have used commercially available phosphorous doped Si(110) wafer with
resistivity 1-30 Ω-cm for growth of metal thin film. As a first step of preparing
clean surface (i.e. native oxide free), sample is degassed at temperature 600 °C for
12-15 hours under ultra high vacuum (UHV). Then naturally grown native silicon
oxide (SiOX) layer (~ 2 nm) from the top of Si(110) surface is removed using
direct current (DC) heating method by repetitive flashing at 1200 °C for one
minute. Then it is slowly cooled down to desired temperature to carry out further
experiments. Ag:Si(110) surface is prepared by deposition of 0.50 monolayer
(ML) Ag on clean Si(110) surface at room temperature (RT). The base pressure
inside the MBE chamber is routinely maintained ~ 2.0×10-10 mbar [30]. However,
the pressure rises to ~ 1.0×10-9 mbar during ‘flashing’ process while removing the
native oxide layer and during the thin film deposition. In Knudsen cell (K-cell),
alumina and pyrolytic boron nitride crucible are used for evaporation of Au and
Ag respectively. Thickness of the metal thin films is measured using a quartz
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crystal microbalance which has been calibrated for all the K-cells using
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) method. Au and Ag is evaporated
with flux rate as 0.50 ML/minute and 0.33 ML/minute, respectively. Substrate
temperature is measured using a type K thermocouple which is attached in the
backside of the manipulator. After the preparation of the sample it is brought in
the ambient condition and morphology of the grown thin film (and
nanostructures) is investigated utilizing field emission gun based scanning
electron microscope (FEGSEM). Further imaging and energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) analysis have been carried out using a 300 keV scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM). Further details of these experimental
methods have been described in Chapter 2.

6.3 Results and Discussions
6.3.1 Comparison between monometallic Au and
bimetallic Au-Ag growth
Fig. 6.1 (a) shows SEM micrographs for growth of 3.0 ML Au on ultra-clean
Si(110) substrate at substrate temperature 300 °C. Followed by the Au growth,
Au/Si(110) system is annealed at 300 °C for 30 minutes. It depicts the formation
of aligned array of elongated nanostructures reflecting the preferred anisotropic
growth of nanostructures along Si〈110〉 on ultraclean Si(110) substrate.
Following this, Au growth has been also performed on Ag pre-modified Si(110)
substrate. Pre-modification of ultra-clean Si(110) substrate is done by deposition
of 0.50 ML on ultra-clean Si(110) substrate at RT (Ag:Si(110)). In this case, a 3.0
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ML Au is deposited on Ag:Si(110) substrate at substrate temperature 300 °C.
Followed by the Au growth, Au/Ag:Si(110) system is annealed at 300 °C for 30
minutes. SEM micrographs for such Au-Ag growth on Si(110) substrate has been
represented in Fig. 6.1 (b) indicating formation of aligned array of elongated
nanostructures. In this case, along with formation of smaller aspect ratio
nanostructures, extremely large aspect ratio, as large as ~ 20.0 can be seen.

Figure 6.1 SEM micrograph for growth of 3.0 ML Au at substrate temperature
300 °C, on a) reconstructed Si(110) surface and b) Ag:Si(110) surface. c)
Probability distribution of aspect ratio of the nanostructures for growth of 3.0 ML
Au at substrate temperature 300 °C on ultraclean Si(110) surface (shown as
orange colored) and Ag:Si(110) surface (shown as blue colored).

Fig. 6.1 (c) represents the probability distribution of aspect ratio of the
nanostructures: for a 3.0 ML Au deposited only on reconstructed Si(110) surface
(Fig. 6.1(c) orange color) and on pre-deposited Ag on Si(110) substrate (Fig.
6.1(c) blue color). Comparison of these two systems indicates that, in terms of
aspect ratio of the nanostructures, monometallic Au growth is relatively uniform.
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But, for Au-Ag growth, histogram of probability distribution becomes
prominently broadened towards its tail with large magnitude of aspect ratio. Mean
aspect ratio of the nanostructures for Au growth is found 2.1±0.1 and is enhanced
to 7.2±0.8 for Au-Ag growth.

6.3.2 Composition for grown Au-Ag bimetallic
nanostructures at substrate temperature 300 °C
Fig. 6.2 (a) shows bright field STEM micrograph for growth of 3.0 ML Au on
Ag:Si(110) surface at substrate temperature 300 °C. Small aspect ratio
nanostructures are coexisting with large aspect ratio nanowires as consistent with
SEM micrograph (Fig. 6.1 (b)). In this case, darker contrast indicates the higher Z
value (as the micrograph is a bright field STEM) (i.e. Au and Ag) and thickness
of the constituent material on the sample. Crystalline nature of the grown
nanowires with large aspect ratio is evidenced from a higher resolution image
over an edge of the nanowires (Fig. 6.2 (b)). In Fig. 6.2 (c), we have presented a
selected region (as shown in Fig. 6.2 (a)) containing an elongated nanowire with
aspect ratio, as large as, ~ 44.5. This particular nanowire (Fig. 6.2 (c)), shows an
intermediate stage before accumulation with other small aspect ratio
nanostructures with nearly equal width. It is noteworthy to mention that, high
resolution image in STEM (as shown in Fig. 6.2 (c)) micrograph indicates
formation of smaller size nanostructures (less than ~ 30 nm2) that have not been
considered for analysis of aspect ratio of the nanostructures at various
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experimental conditions. Such smaller sized nanostructures are not well resolved
by SEM as well.

Figure6.2 Bright field STEM micrograph for growth of 3.0 ML Au on
Ag:Si(110) at substrate temperature 300 °C with a) Low magnification and b)
high magnification. c) Zoomed view of selected region (marked as rectangle with
dotted red line) in Fig. 6.2 (a) to show a nanowire with aspect ratio ~ 44.5.

On this sample, we have also carried out dark field imaging in STEM method
where brighter contrast depicts higher Z value and thickness of the constituent
element in the sample (Fig. 6.3 (a)). We have studied elemental mapping using SiKα, Ag-Kα, Au-Mα and Au-Lα X-ray signals to identify constituents of the
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grown elongated nanowires. It explores both the smaller aspect ratio
nanostructures and larger aspect ratio nanostructures are composed of Au and Ag.

Figure 6.3 STEM study with planar view for growth of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(110)
at substrate temperature 300 °C a) HAADF image, EDS elemental map of b) Ag
Lα, c) Au Lα, d) Au Mα, e) O Kα and f) their overlap.

Considering an elongated single nanostructure, we have investigated energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis with Si-Kα, Ag-Lα and Au-Lα X-ray
signals (Fig. 6.4). EDS line profile is consistent with the elemental mapping.
Intensity of the X-ray signals indicates that, compared to Ag, amount of Au is
much larger within such Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures. Followed by the EDS
analysis in planar view, we have also studied these aspects from a cross sectional
view (Fig. 6.5). Over a selected region of the sample (Fig. 6.5 (a)), EDS elemental
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mapping for Ag-Lα and Au-Lα are shown in Fig. 6.5 (b) and 6.5 (c) respectively.
In this case X-ray signals from the corresponding metal is shown as brighter
contrast (Fig. 6.5 (b) and (c)). Both kinds of metals are present within each
nanostructure with their uniform distributions.

Figure 6.4 STEM study with planar view for growth of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(110)
surface at substrate temperature 300 °C a) HAADF image and b) EDS line profile
over a selected region in Fig. 6.4 (a) as marked by orange colored line showing Si
Kα (red line), Ag Lα (green line) and Au Lα (blue line) signal.
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Figure 6.5 STEM study with cross sectional view for growth of 3.0 ML Au on
Ag:Si(110) surface at substrate temperature 300 °C a) HAADF image, EDS
elemental mapping of b) Ag Lα and c) Au Lα.

As mentioned earlier, upon the growth of 0.5 ML of Ag on reconstructed Si(110),
it is expected that one dimensional Ag stripes are formed. Due to preferential adatom mobility along the 〈110〉 direction in comparison with the 〈001〉 direction,

the Ag stripes are expected to grow along 〈110〉 direction. In our previous work,
we have also shown that such Ag stripes are formed on reconstructed vicinal
Si(5 5 12) surface along its step edge direction 〈110〉 (Fig. 4.4 (b), (c)). Followed
by the formation of Ag stripes when Au is deposited on Ag:Si(110), due strong
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affinity of the Au-Ag system, Ag stripes act as the efficient nucleation center for
the incoming Au ad-atoms. Along with this, Au ad-atoms are expected to nucleate
on the clean Si(110) surface where Ag is absent. Followed by the nucleation of
Au ad-atoms towards the Ag atoms, further intermixing of Au-Ag atoms also
takes place as the mobile Au and Ag atoms are reached to the intermixed
nucleated regions. Therefore the combined effect of acting of Ag layer as
nucleation center and anisotropic bimetallic Au-Ag admixing results in larger
anisotropy (in terms of mean aspect ratio) than anisotropic mobility of Au atoms
on ultra-clean Si(110) surface.

6.3.3 Morphological evolution of Au-Ag bimetallic
growth for Au thickness 3.0 ML with variation of
substrate temperature
To explore dependence of Au-Ag bimetallic morphology on substrate
temperature, we have considered growth of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(110) substrate at
different substrate temperature. Starting from room temperature (RT), we have
studied the growth at elevated temperature 200 °C, 270 °C, 300 °C, 330 °C and
400 °C. For all these cases, Au/Ag:Si(110) system has been post annealed at
corresponding substrate temperature for 30 minutes. When Au is grown on
Ag:Si(110) keeping the substrate at RT, formation of nanostructures doesn’t take
place (Fig. 6.6 (a)). From the SEM micrograph, it appears formation of non
uniform thin film. Growth of well ordered, elongated nanostructures is observable
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when we grow Au on Ag:Si(110) at growth temperature 200 ºC (Fig. 6.6 (b)).
They comprise mean aspect ratio as 3.5±0.2 with elongation along Si〈110〉.
Formation of elongated nanostructures is evident up to 400 ºC, which is maximum
temperature of our investigation. Probability distribution of the aspect ratio with
variation of the growth temperature has been presented in Fig. 6.7. Mean aspect
ratio of the nanostructures at each growth temperature (as shown by
representative SEM micrographs in Fig. 6.1 (b) and Fig. 6.7 (a)-(d)) has been
measured and plotted in Fig. 6.8 as a function of growth temperature. In
comparison with 200 ºC, when the substrate temperature is increased to 270 ºC,
mean aspect ratio becomes 5.7±0.7 which is ~1.6 times larger than its value at 200
ºC. With increase of substrate temperature, probability distribution of aspect ratio
becomes more non-uniform with broadening towards its tail (Fig. 6.7 (a) and 6.7
(b)). With further increase of substrate temperature to 330 °C, mean aspect is also
enhanced to 7.3±0.9 exploring that in the temperature regime 200-330 °C, the
mean aspect ratio is gradually increased (Fig. 6.8). From the corresponding SEM
micrographs (Fig. 6.6 (b) and 6.6 (c)), we have found at 270-330 °C formation of
nanostructures with much larger length and aspect ratio than its mean value is
quite noticeable. As the temperature is further increased to 400 °C, mean aspect
ratio becomes 3.7±0.2 indicating its reduction by ~ 0.5 times with respect to
growth at 330 °C (Fig. 6.7 (c)). At 400 °C, probability distribution of aspect ratio
(Fig. 6.7 (d)) becomes more uniform about its mean value. In this case, formation
of nanostructures with much larger aspect ratio than its mean value is rarely
observed. Such uniform distribution of aspect ratio shows well resemblance with
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the monometallic Au growth on ultraclean Si(110) (Fig. 6.1 (c)). From the SEM
micrographs (Fig. 6.6) it is also evident that, formation of very large aspect ratio
nanostructures which have been noticeably observed at substrate temperature 270330 °C, rarely takes place at 400 °C.

Figure 6.6 SEM micrographs for growth of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(110) surface at
various substrate temperature a) room temperature, b) 200 °C, c) 330 °C and d)
400 °C.
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Figure 6.7 Probability distribution of aspect ratio of the nanostructures for growth
of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(110) surface at various substrate temperature a) 200 °C,
b) 270 °C, c) 330 °C and d) 400 °C.
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Figure 6.8 Plot of mean aspect ratio of the grown nanostructures as a function of
substrate temperature for growth of 3.0 ML Au on Ag:Si(110).

At RT after Au growth on Ag:Si(110), formation of non-uniform thin film
indicates that both the Au and Ag adatoms are not provided enough external
thermal energy to diffuse on the template. As the substrate temperature is
increased to 200 °C, the Au and Ag atoms become enough mobile to form well
ordered nanostructures. At ~ 270 °C, enhancement of mean aspect ratio indicates
effect of the Ag stripes as the nucleation center for Au growth becomes more
prominent. As the temperature increased in the regime 270-330 °C, Au and Ag
ad-atoms become more mobile on the surface and probability of Au-Ag binary
intermixing is increased. As the substrate temperature is increased further to 400
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°C, morphology of the grown nanostructures become quite similar as the
monometallic Au growth. Probably, at this temperature Ag ad-atoms that have
been deposited before Au growth are inter- diffused inside the Si matrix. In our
previous work, we have shown that, Ag is largely inter diffused inside the Si
matrix of Si(5 5 12) substrate (Fig. 5.9). As the Ag is inter-diffused, presence of
mobile Ag atoms during Au growth becomes very rare and Ag doesn’t exhibit any
prominent influence on post grown Au-Ag morphology. Although at 400 °C the
probability distribution of aspect ratio of Au/Ag:Si(110) is quite uniform like
Au/Si(110) at 300 ºC, among these two cases Au/Ag:Si(110) system comprises
higher mean aspect ratio.

6.3.4 Morphological evolution of Au-Ag bimetallic
growth at substrate temperature 300 °C with
variation of Au thickness
In the following section, we have presented the morphological evolution of the
Au-Ag bimetallic growth on Ag:Si(110) surface with systematic variation of the
thickness of Au. To understand this aspect, we have considered growth of Au
with varying thickness 1.5-6.0 ML, on Ag:Si(110) at substrate temperature
~ 300 °C. Followed by the growth, morphology of the grown nanostructures is
studied by SEM and the images are shown in Fig. 6.9. In all cases, after the
growth of Au, Au/Ag:Si(110) system has been annealed at 300 °C for 30 minutes.
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Figure 6.9 SEM micrographs for growth of Au on Ag:Si(110) surface at substrate
temperature 300 °C with varying Au thickness as a) 1.5 ML, b) 5.0 ML and c)
6.0 ML. d) Higher magnification image of Fig. 6.9 (c) to show the formation of
single nanowire with aspect ratio (L:W) ~ 45.0 and length (L) ~ 731 nm.

For growth of 1.5 ML Au, we have observed formation of elongated nanowire
with mean aspect ratio 4.0±0.6 (Fig. 6.9 (a)). With respect to the condition 1.50
ML, for increase of Au to 3.0 ML, the mean aspect ratio is increased by ~ 1.8
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times and becomes 7.2±0.8. As the Au thickness is increased further to 5.0 ML, a
slight decrease of mean aspect ratio is observed in comparison with Au 3.0 ML.
In this case grown nanostructures comprise mean aspect ratio as 6.7±0.6.

Figure 6.10 Probability distribution of aspect ratio of the nanostructures for
growth of Au on Ag:Si(110) surface at substrate temperature 300 °C with varying
Au thickness as a) 1.5 ML, b) 5.0 ML and c) 6.0 ML.

In a similar manner, mean aspect ratio is also decreased for enhancement of Au
thickness to 6.0 ML. For growth of 6.0 ML Au, mean aspect ratio is obtained as
5.9±0.8. It consequences that steady enhancement of mean aspect ratio is
restrained for Au thickness above 3.0 ML. It is noteworthy to mention that for
growth 5.0 ML Au, we have observed a single nanowire with aspect ratio as ~ 45,
with its length ~ 731 nm (Fig. 6.9 (d)). Steady enhancement of mean aspect ratio
for Au up to 3.0 ML, indicates that followed by the nucleation of Au adatoms,
accumulation and incorporation of the mobile ad atoms (both Au and Ag)
preferentially takes place along Si〈110〉 compared to Si〈001〉 direction. It is
plausibly occurs due to one dimensionality of nucleation center i.e. Ag stripes and
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the anisotropic intermixing of the metal adatoms. But as the Au thickness is
increased to 5.0 ML, the appreciable effect of the Ag stripes on the morphology
becomes weaker. Plausibly, followed by the early nucleation process and Au-Ag
intermixing towards pre-grown one dimensional Ag stripes, excess Au adatoms
also begin to accumulate along Si〈001〉. So the incorporation of Au adatoms
along Si〈001〉 to grow a larger nanostructure, becomes more probable for Au
thickness larger than 3.0 ML and mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures is
gradually decreased.

Figure 6.11 Plot of mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures as a function of Au
thickness, for growth of Au on Ag:Si(110) surface at substrate temperature 300
°C.
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6.4 Conclusions
We report on the post growth morphology of Au-Ag bimetallic system on ultraclean Si(110) surface and show that the morphology is very much dependent on
growth parameters: substrate temperature and Au thickness. In the regime of
substrate temperature 270-330 ºC, presence of Ag layer, prior to Au growth
efficiently acts as preferential nucleation center and consequences to large aspect
ratio nanowires. At higher temperature 400 ºC, role of Ag to influence the
morphology of Au-Ag bimetallic growth becomes less significant. In other
scenario, for very low temperature such as room temperature, they form nonuniform thin film. At an optimum substrate temperature 300 ºC, variation of Au
thickness up to 3.0 ML reveals gradual enhancement of the mean aspect ratio of
the nanowires. Above 3.0 ML, mean aspect ratio of the nanowires is reduced,
indicating the appreciable mobility of ad atoms along Si〈001〉 on the surface takes
place. For growth at 300 ºC, grown nanowires are found as comprised of uniform
mixing of Au and Ag.
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Chapter 7
Substrate orientation
dependence of Au-Ag
bimetallic growth on clean
Si substrates
7.1 Introduction
Growth of parallel array of metal nanowires, oriented along single direction with
large density is important due its implication as interconnect in Si-based nano
electronics [1, 2], laser [3], mesoscopic devices [4] and to understand many other
fundamental aspects of one dimensional electron system [5, 6]. In comparison
with other growth methods, fabrication of metal nanostructures on reconstructed
Si(hkl) substrates under MBE conditions withstands advantages of tailoring of its
morphology, composition, crystalline quality etc. [7] For example, over-layer
metal growth on reconstructed Si(111) surface results information of hexagonal
and triangular shaped nanostructures [8, 9] and formation of square and
rectangular shaped nanostructures on Si(001) surface [10]. These growth patterns
appear to follow the substrate symmetry. But reconstructed Si(001) surface with
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of ‘2×1’ unit cell is comprised of two orthogonal domains and therefore grown
nanowires become elongated along two orthogonal directions [11-13]. Such
limitation could be overcome by employing reconstructed Si(110) [14, 15] and
vicinal Si(hkl) surfaces [16-18] for fabrication of nanostructures.
In search of efficient next generation nano materials for technological
application as magnetic material [19, 20], catalyst [21-23], non linear optics [24]
with chemical stability, a lot of research work have been devoted to understand
bimetallic nanoparticle, in the last two decades. Implementation of bimetallic
nanoparticle for such application has been proven technologically more
advantageous than its monometallic counterpart. In particular, Au-Ag nano alloy
system becomes very fascinating compared to other binary systems for its
remarkable electrochemical [25-27] and optical property [28] in visible range of
electromagnetic spectrum. Auδ--Agδ+ bond is formed as Au has higher electronegativity 1.92 than Ag 1.87 (in Pauling scale) and electronic structure [29] Au:
(5d)10(6s)1 and Ag(4d)10(5s)1. Au and Ag comprise FCC lattice structure with
lattice constant 4.0788 Å and 4.0862 Å respectively. Because of these
characteristics, Au-Ag binary system shows completely miscibility with any
desired composition ratio (Au:Ag) [30-32]. Alloying with controlled composition
ratio (Au:Ag), turns out to be an extra tuning parameter like size, shape, dielectric
constant of the nanostructures, to achieve desired surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) wavelength in the visible range [33]. Efficient tuning of SPR absorption
peak causes Au-Ag binary nano alloy system as an ideal candidate for application
of optical sensors [34] and light stable color filtering [35]. Catalytic performance
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of Au-Ag alloy nanoparticles is significantly better than the counterpart
monometallic nanoparticles, for oxidation of CO [36]. Such oxidation process is
very crucial to generate CO free Hydrogen steam for superior performance of fuel
cells at low temperature [37]. Improved catalytic property of Au-Ag bimetallic
nanoparticle than the monometallic (Au, Ag) nanoparticle is also observed for
hydrogenation of dimethyl oxalate to methyl glycolate at low temperature as 418
Kelvin [38]. Alloying with Au makes possible to improve stability and inhibit
oxidation of Ag nanoparticles in ambient condition [39, 40].
Preparation of Au-Ag bimetallic parallel array of intermixed nanowires on
reconstructed Si(hkl) surfaces explores a possibility of combined advantage of
metal nanowire on Si substrate and synergic effects of bimetallic nanoparticle. In
our present study, we have considered Au growth at elevated substrate
temperature 300 °C, on two kinds of growth template: (i) reconstructed Si(hkl)
and (ii) Ag modified reconstructed Ag:Si(hkl), substrate. Morphological aspects
of monometallic (Au/Si(hkl)) and bimetallic growth (Au/Ag:Si(hkl)), depending
upon the variation of (hkl) plane have been understood. Observed morphology for
Au/Si(111) and Au/Ag:Si(111) in our experiments show quite similarity with
reported results obtained by A. Endo [41]. Thereafter, we have investigated
morphological and structural aspects of bimetallic Au-Ag growth and
monometallic Au growth on reconstructed Si(001) substrate. With reference to
this observation, we have studied bimetallic (Au-Ag) growth, on one dimensional
template viz. low index Si(110) and high index Si(553) and Si(5 5 12) substrate.
For all the Si(hkl) substrates, Au-Ag growth consequences higher particle density
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than the Au growth. Bimetallic growth results in formation Au-Ag bimetallic
intermixed nanowires having two orthogonal orientations on Si(001) surface and
parallel array on Si(110), Si(5 5 12) and Si(553) surfaces. Thereafter, we have
presented a comparative study of variations of dimensions of the nanostructures
as a function of its size for various orientations of the substrate. Substantial effect
of pre-modification of Ag on such morphological aspect of grown nanostructures
has been also investigated.

7.2 Experimental Methods
For growth of Au and Ag under MBE conditions, reconstructed single crystal Si
surfaces with various (hkl) orientations are considered. It includes low index
plane of Si surfaces: reconstructed Si(111), S(001) and Si(110). For comparative
studies, we have also considered other kinds of one dimensional template (high
index plane) i.e. reconstructed Si(553) and Si(5 5 12) surface. Top native oxide
layer from the Si(111) surface is removed by repetitive flash heating at 1200 °C
for one minute by usual direct current (DC) heating method, followed by the
degassing at 600 °C for 12-15 hours. This Si(111) wafer is commercially
available with Ph doping and resistivity 1-20 Ω-cm. The Si(110) surface is also
cleaned (removal of native oxide layer) under similar procedure, which is Ph
doped with resistivity 1-30 Ω-cm. Repetitive flash heating at 1200 °C for one
minute, is also employed to clean the high index Si surfaces. During degassing
and flashing process, direct current is passed along the Si〈110〉 of the sample and
it is quenched to low temperature ~ 700 °C after flashing, to avoid step bunching
on the high index surfaces. Wafer is cut in small pieces in rectangular shape with
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dimensions 3 mm × 10 mm. During DC heating, magnitude of the current passing
through the sample is controlled according the size of the sample and resistivity,
to achieve the desired substrate temperature. An external optical pyrometer and a
thermocouple (TC) attached with the manipulator, is utilized to measure the
substrate temperature. Base pressure of the molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
growth chamber is ~ 2.0×10-10 mbar which is increased to ~ 1.0×10-9 mbar during
deposition and flashing process [42]. Thickness of the thin film is determined
using quartz crystal microbalance which is pre-calibrated using Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry technique. Here, we have presented the thin film
thickness in monolayer (ML) unit which indicates 1 ML = 1.0×1015 atoms/cm2 for
both kinds of material i.e. Au and Ag. Au and Ag are grown with flux rate ~ 0.50
ML/minute and ~ 0.33 ML/minute respectively. Evaporation temperature of
growth materials (Au and Ag) is measured using a type C TC, which is coupled
with a PID controller. At different stage of sample preparation, in-situ imaging
has been carried using a variable temperature scanning tunneling microscopy
(VTSTM) which is attached with MBE growth chamber. All the STM
measurements, as described in the present Chapter, have been performed in
constant current mode at room temperature (RT). Followed by the acquisition of
the images in STM, further analysis of the images to understand different
morphological aspects has been carried out using ImageJ software package. To
perform scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) measurements,
specimens are prepared by mechanical polishing and low energy Ar+ ion milling.
High angle annular dark field (HAADF) imaging and energy dispersive X-ray
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spectroscopy (EDS) measurements in STEM method have been carried out using
300 keV electron beam. Some of the EDS measurements have been also
performed using Talos F200 with 200 keV electrons in IISc Bangalore, India.

7.3 Results and Discussion
Followed by the removal of native SiOx layer by ‘flashing’ at 1200 °C, ultraclean Si(hkl) substrates are brought to RT and thereafter 0.50 ML Ag is deposited
on it (Ag:Si(hkl)). After such modification of ultra-clean Si(hkl) substrates with
Ag, they are brought to 300 °C and subsequently annealed for one hour prior to
Au growth.

7.3.1

Morphological

evolution

of

Au/Si(hkl)

monometallic and Au/Ag:Si(hkl) bimetallic growth
for various (hkl) orientation
Fig. 7.1 (a) and (b) represents the topographic STM image for growth of 1.50 ML
Au at substrate temperature 300 °C, on reconstructed Si(111) and Ag:Si(111)
surface respectively. In both cases, followed by the Au growth, grown thin films
are post annealed at 300 °C for 30 minutes. For both the systems (i.e. Au/Si(111)
and Au/Ag:Si(111)), in some regions, nanostructures are grown as hexagonal
shaped following the three fold symmetry of the substrate. With respect to
monometallic Au growth, bimetallic Au-Ag growth consequences much smaller
sized particles. In case of Au/Si(111) growth particle density is found as ~
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0.50×103 /µm2. While it becomes ~ 3.02×103/µm2 for Au/Ag:Si(111) growth,
depicting the enhancement of particle density by ~ 6.0 times.
Morphology for 1.50 ML Au growth on reconstructed Si(001) surface and
Ag:Si(001) surface have been presented in Fig. 7.1 (c) and (d) respectively. In
both cases, followed by the Au growth, samples have been annealed at 300 °C for
30 minutes. In case of Au/Si(001) system, well ordered growth of square shaped
nanostructures are observed following the fourfold symmetry of the crystal lattice
of the substrate. Along with the grown square shaped nanostructures, slightly
elongated rectangular shaped nanostructures are also formed with elongation
towards two orthogonal directions of the substrate. In this case mean aspect ratio
of the grown nanostructures is found as 1.23±0.03. Quite interesting morphology
is observed for Au/Ag:Si(001) system (Fig. 7.1 (d)), which explores that with
small aspect ratio, nearly square shaped nanostructures, formation of extremely
large aspect ratio nanowires. Growth of nanowires with their elongations along
two orthogonal directions of the substrate having aspect ratio as large as ~ 5.5 is
also observed. It consequences, with pre modification of ultraclean Si(001)
substrate with 0.50 ML Ag, grown nanostructures comprise mean aspect ratio as
2.3±0.1 which is 1.8±0.1 times larger than monometallic Au growth. Particle
density for growth of monometallic Au growth is found ~ 1.47×103/µm2.
Compared to monometallic Au growth, bimetallic Au-Ag growth results in
enhancement of particle density. Grown Au-Ag nanostructures comprise particle
density ~ 2.66 ×103/µm2 which is nearly 1.81 times larger the monometallic Au
growth.
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Figure 7.1 STM topographic image for 1.50 ML Au growth at substrate
temperature 300 °C on a) reconstructed Si(111), b) Ag:Si(111), c) reconstructed
Si(001) and d) Ag:Si(001), surface.

Following this we have investigated morphologies of Au/Si(110) and
Au/Ag:Si(110) system. In case of Au/Si(110) system we observe formation
rectangular shaped nanostructures with mean aspect ratio 2.1±0.1 and particle
density ~ 1.05×103/µm2 (Fig. 7.2 (a)). Whereas when Au grows on Ag:Si(110),
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mean aspect ratio and particle density becomes as 3.4±0.2 and ~ 2.26×103/µm2
respectively (Fig. 7.2 (b)). Comparing these two systems, due to pre modification
by Ag relative enhancement of mean aspect ratio and particle density becomes
1.6±0.2 and ~ 2.15 times respectively. Similar effect of Ag on the Au-Ag growth
has been also observed (as shown in Fig. 7.2 (c) and (d)) on high index
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface. Monometallic growth of Au on ultra-clean Si(5 5
12) surface results in formation of small aspect ratio nanostructures with mean
aspect ratio 1.56±0.01 and particle density ~ 1.35×103/µm2 (as shown in Fig.7.2
(c)). Due to modification of ultraclean substrate prior to Au growth, formation of
elongated nanowires with much larger aspect ratio as large as ~ 6.0 is quite
evidenced (Fig. 7.2 (d)). Indeed, such bimetallic Au-Ag nanostructures comprise
mean aspect ratio 2.6±0.1 and particle density ~ 3.6×103/µm2. It explores that
enhancement of mean aspect ratio and particle density of the Au-Ag
nanostructures is 1.7±0.10 times and ~ 2.67 times respectively, than the
monometallic Au nanostructures. Following this, we have also investigated
growth of monometallic Au and bimetallic Au-Ag on reconstructed Si(553)
surface. Morphologies of the grown nanostructures are quite analogous to growth
on reconstructed Si(110) and Si(5 5 12) surfaces. Grown nanostructures for
Au/Si(553) system are comprised of mean aspect ratio 1.77±0.05 with elongation
along step edge direction (Fig. 7.2 (e)). While in other scenario, for
Au/Ag:Si(553) growth nanostructures have much larger aspect ratio. Indeed, AuAg bimetallic nanowire with aspect ratio as large as ~ 5.0 is also observed. Grown
Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures comprise mean aspect ratio 2.99±0.18 (Fig. 7.2
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(f)) which is 1.68±0.15 times larger than the monometallic Au growth. Particle
density for the Au/Si(553) growth is obtained as 1.08×103/µm2 and becomes
3.36×103/µm2 for Au/Ag:Si(553) growth indicating ~ 3.11 times enhancement due
to pre modification by Ag.
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Figure 7.2 STM topographic image for 1.50 ML Au growth at substrate
temperature 300 °C on a) reconstructed Si(110), b) Ag:Si(110), c) reconstructed
Si(5 5 12), d) Ag:Si(5 5 12), e) reconstructed Si(553) and f) Ag:Si(553) surface.
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Probability distribution of aspect ratio of the grown
nanostructures
For Au growth on reconstructed Si(001) substrate and Ag:Si(001) substrate,
probability distribution of aspect ratio of the nanostructures have been presented
in Fig. 7.3 (a). Similarly probability distribution for Si(110), Si(5 5 12) and
Si(553) substrate has been shown in Fig. 7.3 (b), (c) and (d) respectively. From
the probability distribution of aspect ratio of the nanostructures, Au/Si(001)
growth is found quite uniform in terms of aspect ratio (Fig. 7.3 (a)). It becomes
non-uniform for Au/Ag:Si(001) growth as reflected from the broadening of
probability distribution of aspect ratio towards its tail. It explores, in contrast with
monometallic Au growth, bimetallic Au-Ag growth results in formation of
elongated nanowires with their aspect ratio much larger than mean value. For
other substrates, although the peak position of the probability distribution is
different from the Si(001) surface, general characteristic of influence of Ag on
probability distribution of aspect ratio is quite similar.
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Figure 7.3 Probability distribution of mean aspect ratio of grown nanostructures
for growth on a) Si(001), b) on Si(110), c) Si(5 5 12) and d) Si(553). In Fig. 7.3
(a)-(d), probability distribution of aspect ratio of the nanostructures among
monometallic Au growth (orange colored) and bimetallic Au-Ag growth (blue
colored) is compared.
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7.3.2 Composition of grown Au-Ag bimetallic
nanostructures
EDS study in STEM method for grown sample with Au growth on Ag:Si(001) at
300 °C explores the coexistence of both kinds metal (Au and Ag) within each
nanostructures (Fig. 7.4). Figure 7.5 represents the elemental mapping in cross
section view (using STEM) of the nanostructures for growth of Au growth on
Ag:Si(001) surface. Within each nanostructure both metals Au and Ag are present
with their uniform intermixing. Bimetallic intermixing among Au and Ag occurs
on the top of the surface and their inter diffusion inside Si matrix is quite small.
Indeed, outer diffusion of Si is also not prominent. We have also carried out
elemental mapping of the nanostructures for growth of Au on Ag:Si(553) surface
in cross section view (using STEM) (as shown in Fig. 7.6). It also explores
uniform Au-Ag bimetallic intermixing and negligible inter-diffusion of metals
inside the Si matrix. Similar structural aspects have been observed by us for Au
growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12) and Ag:Si(110) surface and presented in earlier chapters.
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Figure 7.4 STEM study with planar view for growth of Au on Ag:Si(001) surface
at substrate temperature 300 °C as: a) HAADF image and EDS mapping for b)
Ag, c) Au and d) Si.
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Figure 7.5 Cross-sectional STEM study for growth of Au growth on Ag:Si(001)
surface as: a) HAADF image, EDS mapping for b) Ag, c) Au and d) Si.
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Figure 7.6 Cross-sectional STEM study for growth of Au growth on Ag:Si(553)
surface: a) HAADF image and EDS mapping for b) Ag and c) Au.
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7.3.3 Variation of width and length of
nanostructures with its size for different Si(hkl)
substrate
In the present subsection, we report our observations for variation of dimensions
of the nanostructures i.e. width and length, with respect to its size, for different
experimental conditions.
For monometallic Au growth on reconstructed Si(001) surface, length of the
nanostructures is steadily increased in accordance with the its size (Fig. 7.7 (a)).
Similarly other dimension of the nanostructure i.e. width is also gradually
increased with its size. It explores, in the entire regime of size variation, size of
the nanostructures is gradually increased with enhancement of the both
dimensions. In other scenario, when Au is grown Ag:Si(001) surface, length of
the nanostructures is systematically enhanced with its size (Fig. 7.7 (b)). It should
be noted that, variation of length in accordance with the size for Au-Ag growth
comprises quite resemblance with the variation of length and width with size for
Au growth on ultraclean Si(001) surface. With respect to these variations, width
of Au-Ag nanostructures explores a prominent dissimilar behavior (Fig. 7.7 (b)).
It reveals that, as the size of nanostructures start to increase from its lowest value,
width is steadily enhanced. Such steady enhancement is interrupted after reaching
an intermediate size. Above this size, width becomes a slowly varying dimension
as a function of size of the nanostructure. Below this intermediate size,
nanostructures become larger in comparable effects of the enhancement of its
both dimensions. While above this size, enhancement of the size of the
nanostructure is predominantly influenced by the increase of the length.
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Thereafter, we have investigated these aspects of morphology on other anisotropic
surfaces: Si(110) (as shown in Fig. 7.7 (c) and (d)), Si(5 5 12) (as shown in Fig.
7.7 (e) and (f)) and Si(553) (as shown in Fig. 7.7 (g) and (h)). Due to
consideration of different (hkl) orientations, extent of variation of dimensions (i.e.
length and width) and their dependence (in terms of rapidity) on size are also
different. But, overall general characteristic of such variation on these surfaces are
quite similar as Si(001) surface.
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Figure 7.7 Variation of width and length of the grown nanostructures with area
(size) on a) reconstructed Si(001), b) Ag:Si(001), c) reconstructed Si(110), d)
Ag:Si(110), e) reconstructed Si(5 5 12), f) Ag:Si(5 5 12), g) reconstructed Si(553)
and h) Ag:Si(553), surface. In Fig. 7.7 (a), (c), (e) and (g) width and length is
denoted by filled blue colored square box and red colored circle respectively. In
Fig. 7.7 (b), (d), (f) and (h) width and length is denoted by filled violet colored
square box and orange colored circle respectively.

7.3.4 Variation of width and length of
nanostructures with its size for Au/Ag:Si(5 5 12)
for different Ag thickness
In the present subsection, the influence of Ag modification of ultra-clean Si(hkl)
substrate on the variation of width and length of the nanostructures with its size is
discussed. We have explored this aspect in the light of our previously reported
results (Fig. 4.5) where morphological evolution of Au-Ag bimetallic growth at
substrate temperature 300 °C with variation of Ag thickness has been discussed.
At growth temperature 300 ºC, deposition of 1.50 ML Au on Ag:Si(5 512)
with varying Ag thickness have been investigated using in-situ STM. These
results have been represented in Fig. 4.5 (a)-(e). When Au is deposited on
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface, elongated nanostructures along step edge
direction Si〈110〉 are formed, reflecting the preferential mobility of the Au
adatoms in this direction. Quite similar morphology is also observed for the case
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of Ag thickness equals to 0.10 ML. Pre modification of reconstructed surface with
Ag starts to influence the morphology after Au growth, when Ag thickness is
increased to 0.25 ML. For this case, with compact shaped elongated
nanostructures (as observed for Ag thickness equals to 0.0 ML), slightly more
elongated nanostructures start to grow. The elongation of the nanostructures
become more prominent as the amount of Ag is increased to 0.50 ML and the
mean aspect ratio of the nanostructures is gradually increased. Here, formation of
elongated nanostructures with aspect ratio larger than its mean value becomes
more evident. With further increase of Ag thickness to 1.0 ML, modification of
the ultraclean template with Ag results in formation of very large aspect ratio
nanostructures. It is noteworthy to mention that, in case of Ag thickness 1.0 ML,
elongated nanostructures with the aspect ratio as large as ~ 7.5 are also grown.
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Figure 7.8 Variation of width and length of the grown nanostructures with area
(size) on a) Au growth on reconstructed Si(5 5 12), Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12)
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surface with varying Ag thickness as b) 0.10 ML, c) 0.25 ML, d) 0.50 ML, e) 1.00
ML and f) 1.25 ML. In Fig. 7.8 (a), width and length is denoted by filled blue
colored square box and red colored circle respectively. In Fig. 7.8 (b)-(f) width
and length is denoted by filled violet colored square box and orange colored circle
respectively.

First let us consider the growth of Au on ultraclean reconstructed Si(5 5
12) surface without any modification with Ag. In this case, dependence of the
length and width with the size of the nanostructures, are plotted in Fig. 7.8 (a). It
depicts, both dimensions length and width of the grown nanostructures are
increased in magnitude steadily with their sizes. Further when we consider these
morphological aspects for Au growth with pre modification of reconstructed
substrate by Ag thickness 0.10 ML, these growth aspects are found quite
analogous as reconstructed surface (Fig. 7.8 (b)). Following this, as the
reconstructed surface is modified with small increase of Ag thickness to 0.25 ML,
these growth aspects becomes dissimilar (as shown in Fig. 7.8 (c)) and its unusual
characteristics become more prominent for enhancement of Ag thickness to 0.50
ML (Fig. 7.8 (d)). For the case with Ag thickness 0.50 ML, length of the
nanostructures is varied uniformly with its size. In contrast, width of the
nanostructure is not uniformly varied with its size, over the entire region of its
size distribution. An intermediate size is found which distinguishes the different
rapidity of variation of width with size of the nanostructures. From the beginning
of smallest value of the size up to this intermediate size, width is steadily
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increased with size. Such steady enhancement is interrupted after reaching this
intermediate region. Above this intermediate size, rapidity of variation of width
with size becomes much smaller. Successively, Au growth on Ag:Si(5 5 12)
template, with larger Ag thickness up to 1.25 ML, reveals in every cases, an
intermediate size of the nanostructures exist as a crossover for two kinds of
distinguishable one-dimensional growth (Fig. 7.8 (e) and (f)).
Reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface consists of

atomic arrangement of

surface atoms with long range ordering of ‘2×1’ unit cell. Along the dimer row
directions (i.e. Si〈110〉), the surface Si atoms have the uniform reactivity with the
ad atoms. But along its perpendicular direction Si〈665〉, reactivity of the adatoms

with surface atoms is not uniform and the tetramer rows are found most reactive
for the Au and Ag adatoms. Therefore mobile adatoms experience a periodic
potential along the direction Si〈665〉. When very small amount of adatoms (like
Au or Ag) with sub-monolayer thickness is deposited on reconstructed Si(5 5 12)
surface they can easily hop along Si〈110〉. But due to periodic potential and
formation of atomic steps along the Si〈665〉, their hopping is perturbed. Hence,
for very small amount (sub monolayer) of adatoms, width of the grown
nanostructures along Si〈665〉 becomes constrained. As the ultra-clean Si(5 5 12)
surface is modified with 0.50 ML Ag, mobility of the adatoms is followed
according to surface atomic arrangement of the reconstructed surface. Hence
ultra-clean template is partially covered by Ag and very high aspect ratio Ag
strips are formed (Fig. 4.4 (b), (c)). Although, length distribution of the grown Ag
strips becomes non uniform and diverse, width distribution becomes constrained.
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The periodic potential of mobility is experienced by the adatoms, for very
low coverage i.e. sub monolayer thickness. As the thickness is increased
approximately one monolayer or above, influence of periodic potential on
adatoms becomes weaker. Then, the hopping the adatoms takes place over the
atomic rows. However, overall anisotropic nature of mobility of the adatoms still
persists and elongated nanostructures are grown for growth of 1.50 ML Au on
ultraclean reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface.
As 1.50 ML Au is deposited on Ag:Si(5 5 12), a fraction of Au atoms is
bonded to the Ag strips due to adequately large Au-Ag binding energy. Rest of
incoming Au atoms are bonded with surface Si atoms, where the Ag strips are not
formed. However after nucleation in both regions, incorporation of both types of
adatoms (Au and Ag) towards the nucleated region is also possible. When the Au
adatoms are bonded with the one dimensional Ag strips and intermixed, width of
the Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures are also constrained following by the width
of initial Ag strips. It expected that the widths of the Au-Ag bimetallic
nanostructures have the larger width than the initial Ag strips which has acted as
nucleation centre during nucleation process. As the lengths of the initial Ag strips
are not constrained, the length distribution of the Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures
also becomes more diverge.
When the Au-Ag intermixing takes place below the size of the critical
width, incorporation of adatoms (Au and Ag) takes place in both the direction:
along the length and along the width. Hence in this regime, both dimensions:
length and width are increased. But as the gradual incorporation and intermixing
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is continued, these processes become limited along the width but continued along
the length. It cause, although the length variation with the size is not perturbed,
but width variation with size becomes constrained and width becomes a slowly
varying dimension. Such processes are possibly playing the decisive role for
characteristic behavior of variation of width and length of the nanostructure with
its size for other substrates also (i.e. for Si(001), Si(110) and Si(5 5 3)). Due to
formation of two domains orthogonal to each other on ‘2×1’ reconstructed
Si(001) surface, growth of Ag nanoislands along two orthogonal directions has
been observed. Such growth of Ag nanoislands and their performance as
nucleation center for incoming Au atoms is attributed for formation of nanowires
along two orthogonal directions in our present case.

7.4 Conclusions
Our observations show reconstructed Si(hkl) substrates with different (hkl)
orientation can be successfully implemented for growth of differently shaped
bimetallic (Au-Ag) intermixed nanostructures. For instance, hexagonal shaped on
Si(111), and rectangular shaped on Si(001), Si(110), Si(553) and Si(5 5 12)
bimetallic intermixed nanostructures are grown. Generalized aspects of the
comparative growth between Au/Si(hkl) and Au/Ag:Si(hkl) are found as (i)
increase of particle density and (ii) nearly equal relative enhancement of aspect
ratio, for bimetallic (Au-Ag) growth than monometallic (Au) growth. We have
also investigated effect of Ag modification of ultraclean Si(001), Si(110), Si(5 5
12) and Si(553) surfaces, on the variation of width and length of the
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nanostructures with their sizes. It reveals width and length on ultraclean Si(hkl)
surface and length on Ag:Si(hkl) surfaces is steadily increased with its size. But
an intermediate size exists for growth on Ag:Si(hkl) substrates, above which
width becomes a slowly varying function of its size. Focused on Ag:Si(5 5 12)
surface, such behavior of width of the nanostructure is found for Ag coverage
0.25 ML to 1.25 ML (maximum Ag thickness of our consideration).
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Chapter 8
Summary
The thesis focuses on the combination of self-assembly on “natural”
patterned surfaces (i.e. on reconstructed surfaces with periodic arrangements) and
novel nanostructures growth under ultra-clean conditions, such as, molecular
beam epitaxy under ultra-high vacuum conditions, to achieve tailored fabrication
of self assembled AuAg bimetallic nanostructures on Si substrates. The thesis
presents a simple idea of adding a sub-monolayer of Ag prior to Au growth on the
reconstructed Si surfaces and resulting in formation of high aspect ratio of AuAg
bimetallic nanostructures. Various growth parameters, such as, thickness of predeposited Ag layer or post-deposited Au layers, substrate temperature, substrate
orientation, etc., have been worked in detail to find optimum conditions for
growing AuAg bimetallic nanostructures.
A brief introduction to the area of nanoscience and nanotechnology and
the usefulness and need of bimetallic nanostructures, in particular, AuAg
nanostructures has been dealt in Chapter 1. A large number experimental method
have been used: Molecular Beam Epitaxy under UHV conditions, Scanning
Tunneling Microscopy (in-situ), Scanning Electron Microscopy, (Scanning)
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), high resolution TEM and Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS). A brief detail about these experimental
methods has been discussed in Chapter 2. Experimental results, theoretical
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calculations using density functional theory (DFT), and kinematic Monte Carlo
(KMC) simulations, discussion on experimental results with proposed growth
mechanisms have been presented in Chapter 3 - 7. Thereafter the present thesis
work has been summarized in this Chapter (chapter 8).
Among the different orientations of the Si surfaces, focusing on the Si(5 5 12)
surface role of pre-modification by ultrathin Ag layer on morphology and
composition of the on Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures, have been studied in
detail. These experimental outcomes have been explained in the light of the solid
on solid model KMC simulation and DFT modeling. Along with this,
morphological and structural aspects of the Au-Ag bimetallic growth with
variation of substrate orientation, thickness of the metal thin films (Au, Ag) have
been also explored.
At the beginning, we have presented our results based on the insight that effect of
different types of surface treatments of the Silicon surface on the crystalline
quality and the morphology of the metal nanostructures. Considering the growth
of Ag thin film on a important vicinal surface of Si i.e. Si(5 5 12), we have found
that, to achieve very good crystalline quality and surface oriented growth of Ag,
appropriate preparation of surface (such as, reconstructed surface) is found be
essential. In comparison with reconstructed surface, crystalline quality is found to
be of poor quality for Hydrofluoric acid (HF) treated and native oxide covered Si
surfaces. Indeed, the crystallographic relationship of grown Ag nanostructures on
HF treated and native oxide covered surface reveal textured and polycrystalline
nature, respectively. Morphology of Ag nanostructures grown on reconstructed
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Si(5 5 12) surfaces exhibit formation of oriented array of the nanostructures with
elongation along Si〈110〉. For HF treated surface, only a small fraction of the Ag

nanostructures are oriented along Si〈110〉. Whereas, on native oxide covered
surface non-oriented and irregular shaped nanostructures were formed. From the
surface sensitive RHHED and STM measurements, we have found that the
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface consists of very well ordered arrangement of
surface atoms. Although the native oxide layer is removed from top of the surface
using HF treatment, surface atoms are not at all reconstructed. The robust
property of HF to etch out the native silicon oxide layer results in formation
inhomogeneous growth template with rms roughness ~ 0.255 nm. Indeed HF
treatment in ambient condition results in partial re oxidation of the surface. We
attribute that formation of inhomogeneous template for Ag growth and partial reoxidation inhibits epitaxial and morphologically oriented growth of Ag.
Therefore, it follows fractionally orientation relationship of Ag nanostructures
with the substrate. In contrast, native silicon oxide layer on the Si(5 5 12) surface,
acts as barrier for substantial influence of the substrate on the Ag growth.
Therefore Ag crystallites having all possible low index (hkl) orientation are
formed without any preferred orientation caused by the influence of the substrate
orientation. In contrast, with the HF treated and native oxide covered surface,
formation of bigger nanostructures is more evident on reconstructed surface. This
is followed by the fact that, Ag atoms have higher mobility on ordered
reconstructed surface than the o non uniform surfaces.
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On reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface, when a ~ 1.50 ML Au is deposited (1
ML=1.0×1015 atoms/cm2), at growth temperature of 300 °C and further annealed
for 30 minutes, formation of ordered nanostructures took place. These are
elongated along the step edge direction of the reconstructed surface and have a
mean aspect ratio ~1.6. Such monometallic Au growth is compared with
bimetallic Au-Ag growth on reconstructed surface. We have prepared other kind
of template for Au growth by depositing of 0.50 ML Ag on reconstructed Si(5 5
12) (Ag:Si(5 5 12)) at RT. Thereafter, as the Au is grown with similar thickness,
growth temperature and post growth annealing condition, much more elongated
nanostructures with mean aspect ratio ~ 2.6 are grown. Structural and
compositional analysis explores that, these elongated nanostructures on Ag:Si(5 5
12) are found to have uniform mixture of Au and Ag.
In-situ STM measurements revealed that Ag:Si(5 5 12) surface is consisted with
one dimensional Ag stripes along the step edge direction. In comparison with
ultraclean reconstructed surface, when Au is growing on Ag:Si(5 5 12), such Ag
stripes are acting as nucleation centers for Au atoms and mobility of the Au
atoms is reduced. Following the nucleation process, both the mobile Au and Ag
ad-atoms are incorporated to the nucleated region to grow further with larger
volume. Therefore Ag:Si(5 5 12) templates induce higher mean aspect ratio for
Au-Ag bimetallic growth in comparison with monometallic Au growth.
The thesis work also focused on understanding the plausible mechanism in the
light of proposed model based on the solid on solid KMC simulation method. In
this model, we have considered, Au growth followed by the Ag growth on two
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dimensional square lattices. On the template, we have considered periodic and
uniform potential barrier along two orthogonal directions. Among the two
different adatoms Au and Ag, Ag adatoms have consigned with higher diffusivity.
Using a DFT model based on the dimer calculation on reconstructed Si surface,
we have calculated the binding energy of different binary pairs like Ag-Ag, AgAu and Au-Au. Based on the outcomes from DFT calculations that explore
binding energy of Au-Ag binary system is gradually increased in accordance with
the Au:Ag ratio, we have carried out the KMC simulation. The results of the
simulation works reveal that, presence of Ag before Au growth enhance the
aspect ratio of the nanostructures, compared to monometallic Au growth.
Considering different layers of a single nanostructure, identification of the metal
atoms (Au, Ag) indicates Au and Ag are intermixed in throughout the entire
region. We conclude, theoretical outcomes are qualitatively in good agreement
with the experimental observations.
To achieve a better understanding on the point ‘influence of Ag on the post-grown
morphology of the Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures’, we have studied the
morphology of the Au-Ag nanostructures for varying Ag coverage 0.0-1.25 ML
with a fixed Au thickness of 1.50 ML and growth temperature of 300 °C. It shows
morphologies of the Au-Ag bimetallic nanostructures is crucially dependent on
the initial Ag coverage. In terms of aspect ratio, Ag does not influence
significantly for its coverage below 0.25 ML. For Ag coverage ≥ 0.25 ML and it
influence the growth to enhance the aspect ratio of the nanostructures. Aspect
ratio of the nanostructures is gradually increased up to 0.60 ML of pre-deposited
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Ag thickness, following the enhancement of the Ag coverage. In this range 0.250.60 ML, the mean aspect ratio is steadily increased. But above Ag coverage of
0.60 ML, variation of the aspect ratio becomes slower. For Ag coverage of 0.251.00 ML, the appreciable effects of Ag on the morphology of the Au-Ag
bimetallic growth is noticeable, we have observed several elongated nanowires
which comprise aspect ratio and the length much larger than the corresponding to
mean values. In the light of our proposed model, we have studied this aspect
considering constant Au thickness (1.0 ML) and varying Ag thickness 0.0-0.7
ML. With this consideration, we have found that the effect of Ag on the Au-Ag
post grown morphology is negligible for its thickness up to ~ 0.20 ML.
Thereafter, Ag influence to enhance the aspect ratio of the Au-Ag nanostructures
up to Ag coverage 0.4 ML. But for Ag coverage above this value, the mean aspect
ratio is not varied appreciably. Although the numerical values of the metal
coverage, mean aspect ratio are not matched in good agreement, overall general
characteristic of ‘mean aspect ratio variation with Ag coverage’ is followed
analogously in the experiment and simulation.
To understand effects of other growth parameters, like Au thickness and growth
temperature on the post growth morphology of Au-Ag bimetallic growth on Si(5 5
12), we have considered

an intermediate Ag coverage (0.5 ML) to modify

ultraclean reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface. Considering the growth of 3.0ML Au
on Ag:Si(5 5 12) for 0.50 ML Ag, we have found that growth temperature plays a
crucial role to determine the Au-Ag post growth morphology. When the growth
takes place keeping the template Ag:Si(5 5 12) at room temperature, no formation
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of any nanostructures is observed. Elongated nanostructures start to appear when
the growth temperature is increased to 200 °C. Increase of growth temperature up
to 400 °C, results is formation of such aligned nanostructures with elongation
along the step edge direction. When the growth temperature is increased from
200°C to 300 °C, the mean aspect ratio is increased by ~1.3 times. Interestingly,
as the growth temperature is further increased to 400°C, average aspect ratio of
the nano structures is reduced to ~ 0.58 times with respect to 300 °C. After
deposition of Au on Ag:Si(5 5 12) for 0.50 ML, when we anneal the Au/Ag/Si(5 5
12) at 300°C, elongated nanostructures are formed. But in this case, the aspect
ratio becomes ~ 1.4, which is quite similar to the corresponding value for Au
growth on ultraclean reconstructed surface. Further metal inter-diffusion study
indicates that Ag is largely inter-diffused inside Si matrix for growth temperature
400°C in comparison with 300 °C. Therefore, at 400 °C, during Au deposition as
the Au atoms reach to the substrate amount of mobile Ag atoms on the surface
becomes very small. Therefore, in terms of aspect ratio, Ag doesn’t have much
significant influence on the Au-Ag post growth morphology. For annealing the
Au/Ag/Si system at 300 °C, although Au-Ag intermixing takes place but one
dimensional Ag stripes are not formed before the Au growth. So annealing in this
process doesn’t influence the Au-Ag bimetallic growth to enhance the average
aspect ratio in comparison with the Au growth on ultraclean reconstructed
surface.
Following this, we have also investigated morphological aspects of Au-Ag
bimetallic growth with varying Au thickness 0.50-5.0 ML, at a growth
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temperature 300°C on Ag:Si(5 5 12) for 0.50 ML Ag. For very low coverage of
Au ~ 0.50 ML, deposited Au is found to form non uniform thin film and 3D
islands are rarely observed. After deposition of Au, in some regions of the thin
film, stripe like structures are grown whose width closely match with the unit cell
dimension (~ 5.30 nm) of reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface. Such stripe like
structures are expected due acting of one dimensional Ag seed layer as the
preferential nucleation centre for Au. On top of this thin film, elongated
nanostructures start to develop as the Au thickness is increased to ~ 1.0 ML and
above. The mean aspect ratio is gradually increased with increase of Au thickness
up to ~ 2.2 ML and thereafter it reduces. It indicates, role of Ag stripes to hinder
the mobility of Au adatoms along Si〈665〉 becomes very less for Au thickness
above 2.2 ML and mean aspect ratio is gradually reduced.
Comparative RBS studies with variation of growth temperature (RT-400°C)
indicates that significant inter diffusion of the deposited material (Au and Ag)
inside the Si matrix does not take place, until at about 400 °C.
Thereafter, we have studied effects of growth parameters i.e. substrate
temperature (during Au growth) and Au thickness on the morphological evolution
of Au-Ag bimetallic growth on ultra-clean Si(110) substrate. Prior to Au growth,
ultra-clean Si(110) substrate is modified with deposition of 0.50 ML Ag at RT.
When Au with its thickness ~ 3.0 ML is deposited on Ag modified Si(110)
substrate at RT, formation of Au-Ag thin film takes place. While growth of Au
occurs at substrate temperature 200-300 °C, formation of parallel array of
nanowires becomes quite evident. With gradual increase of substrate temperature,
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mean aspect ratio of the grown nanostructures is systematically increased. Indeed,
for growths with substrate temperature 270-330 °C, nanowires with aspect ratio
(20:1) which is quite larger than its mean value of aspect ratio, are formed. We
have found that, growth of such extremely large aspect ratio nanowires are
evident in the temperature regime ~ 270-330 °C. As the substrate temperature is
further increased to 400 °C, in terms of aspect ratio, morphology of the grown
nanostructure becomes comparatively more uniform. Extremely large aspect ratio
(20:1) nanowires which have been observed a lower temperature are not formed at
400 °C and mean aspect ratio is also reduced compared to 330 °C. Comparing the
morphology of bimetallic Au-Ag growth with monometallic Au growth we have
found that pre-deposition of Ag doesn’t have any significant effect on Au-Ag
morphology at 400 °C. From STEM EDS measurements, grown nanowires at 300
°C are found composed of uniform Au-Ag bimetallic intermixing. Within each
nanostructure, amount of Au is quite larger than other monometallic counterpart
Ag.
Thereafter at substrate temperature 300 °C where extremely large aspect ratio
nanowires are grown, we have studied Au-Ag bimetallic morphological evolution
with systematic variation of Au thickness. In this scenario, mean aspect ratio of
the elongated nanostructures is gradually increased in accordance with Au
thickness up to ~ 3.0 ML. With increase of Au thickness to ~ 3.0 ML, steady
enhancement of mean aspect ratio is disrupted and further increase of Au
thickness consequences reduction of mean aspect ratio. For ultra-clean Si(5 5 12)
and Si(110) substrates, magnitude of mean aspect ratio with similar experimental
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conditions are obtained different from each other. But general characteristics of
morphological evolution of bimetallic Au-Ag growth (in terms of mean aspect
ratio) with variation of substrate temperature and Au thickness is quite similar to
each other for two different substrates (i.e. Si(5 5 12) and Si(110)
surfaces).Following this, our investigations evolved to comprehend the role of
orientation of the Si surface on the morphology of the Au-Ag bimetallic growth.
After modification of the reconstructed Si surface with various orientation like
(553), (5 5 12), (110), (001) and (111) by 0.50 ML Ag, we have deposited 1.50
ML Au at growth temperature 300 °C. When Au is grown on Ag:Si(111),
hexagonal shaped nanostructures are grown similar as the ultra-clean surface. In
contrast to the (111) orientation, when we come across of the other orientation,
we have found one dimensional bimetallic nano wires are formed.
For different orientation of the surface like (110), (553) and (5 5 12) both the Au
and Ag adatoms have the preferential mobility alone the Si〈110〉 direction. It
causes the formation one dimensional Ag nucleation layer before Au growth.
Following the Au growth, as the incorporation Au and Ag ad-atoms is driven by
the mobility, therefore growing of the bimetallic nanostructures is also become
anisotropic. It reveals that for the formation of one dimensional bimetallic
nanowires, orthogonal anisotropy of the ad-atom mobility is essential. On
reconstructed Si(5 5 12) surface for 1.50 ML Au growth, in comparison with
monometallic Au growth, bimetallic Au-Ag growth (i.e. Au deposition followed
by 0.50 ML Ag deposition) consequences enhancement of mean aspect ratio of
the nanostructures by 1.68±0.10 times. Detailed studies on other anisotropic
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substrate i.e. Si(110) and Si(553), magnitude of such enhancement factor is nearly
similar with variation ± 3%. From the length and width vs size plot, we have
found that on Ag modified one dimensional template (i.e. Ag:Si(110), Ag:Si(5 5
12) and Ag:Si(553)) and Ag:Si(001) surface, length of nanostructures is
monotonously increased with size. But width of the nanostructures is rapidly
increased with its size from minimum to an intermediate value. With respect to
this, above the intermediate value, the increase of width with size becomes much
slower. In contrast to Ag:Si(hkl) surface, on ultraclean reconstructed Si(hkl)
surface both the length and width of the nanostructures is monotonously increased
with size.
In the conclusion, the present thesis work dealt with a very detailed study
on the dependence of Ag, Au, substrate orientation, growth temperatures for
growing large aspect ratio Au-Ag bimetallic intermixed nanostructures on ultraclean Si substrates and carried out theoretical investigations to arrive at a
plausible growth mechanism.
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